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Abstract
SPIRITUAL GROWTH OF SMALL GROUP PARTICIPANTS USING
A WESLEY-DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL
Victor B.Willis

This dissertation studies the faith growth and leadership development of
thirty-three United Methodist parishioners in short-term small groups. The
reason for this study was to create and evaluate a Wesieyan Faith Development
Model that marries Fowler‘s stages of faith with Wesley’s means of grace. Two
curricula were tested along with a process control group over a twelve-week
period.
Discoveries were many, and some were surprising, not the least of which

was the fact that all thirty-three individuals increased their awareness of their

spiritual need in some degree. Two instruments were used: one quantitative preand posttest inventory and one qualitative exit interview.
This study was done with many committed and involved leaders in hopes
that new perspectives and motivations for leadership would emerge. Participants
came away from the study more aware of God’sgrace that is made accessible
through Jesus Christ and how that grace is received relationally, in the
community of faith.
The study closes with suggestions for effective implementation with new
Christians or seekers. Other recommendations and possibilities for further
research are found within the study.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM OF THE STUDY

I grew up attending an evangelical United Methodist church. I came to
faith in Christ in that church. I love that congregation for helping me to receive
Christ, but following my conversion, I struggled with what to do next. Sometime
after my conversion, I remember sitting in a Sunday morning trance, staring up
at a shaft of sunlight streaming through a stained glass window. This was a
favorite distraction of mine. When I tired of watching dust float, I counted the
layers of bricks in the wall, from floor to ceiling, just behind and to the left of the
pastor.
This might be typical behavior of a fourteen-year-old in church. For me,
however, it went beyond teenage boredom. I knew something was wrong. I
could accurately predict each sermon's conclusion. 1 had already done what
the pastor was going to ask me to do in that sermon-receive Jesus as my
Savior. I was ready for something beyond salvation. I wanted to know how
Jesus helps us live our lives. But the same message came from the pulpit week
after week-Jesus

wants to save you

... Jesus wants to save you ... Jesus

wants to save you. Consequently, God seemed stuck in a rut. "There must be
more to it than this," I remember thinking.
A few years later I discovered that receiving Christ is only the beginning

of a life long process of growth in faith. I learned that God had been working
with me before I knew God existed. Professors in college introduced me to
John Wesley, and in seminary I became acquainted with James Fowler's
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research. Each of these men gave structured definition to what I felt in my heart
at the age of fourteen-faith

must involve more than this. Faith does involve

more. Bringing people to faith in Christ and helping them to grow in that faith
are issues with which every faithful congregation struggles.
Not every church is guilty of dispensing stunted spirituality, yet every
church is called to nurture spiritual growth in its parishioners. This study will
demonstrate how an intentional plan for faith development can be the breeding
ground for spiritual growth and revitalized leaders in a church.

Analysis of the Problem
I believe that stalled spiritual growth causes many of the problems in the

church. This affects the attitudes and decisions of all groups, from the custodial
team to the administrative board. Individuals and groups are more likely to
base their decisions on expediency rather than God’s leading when they lack
maturity in faith. Stunted faith fosters a business-as-usual, low risk-taking
atmosphere. It dismembers the church’s mission and outreach. Left
unchecked, spiritual immaturity results in churches and individuals becoming so
inwardly focused that they ignore both the Great Commandment and the Great
Commission.

If faith is to have an effect beyond salvation, what does that effect look
like? What role does the church play in the faith development of believers?
What does the theological tradition and recent research on faith development
contribute to understandings of spiritual growth? How can a church leader best
utilize tradition and recent developments for the nurture of faith in others? A
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more suitable setting for facilitating spiritual growth than the Sunday morning
worship hour must be discovered. Ways of determining leadership potential
need to be devised. Willing participants, especially ones with leadership
potential, need to be invited. A curriculum informed by tradition and faith
development research needs to be designed. As pastor, I have the privilege
and responsibility of setting the tone for faith development in the local church.
My commitment to the spiritual growth and development of lay leadership led

me to this study.
Experience
The Beeson Scholar Program has introduced me to other local church
paradigms for spiritual formation. My exposure to churches like Ginghamsburg
United Methodist Church, in Tipp City, Ohio; New Hope Community Church in
Portland, Oregon; Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois;
and Pastor Cho’s and Pastor Kim’s churches in Seoul, South Korea, tells a
different story. Stagnant spirituality is not a currently widespread problem of
these churches. These churches seem to be developing fully devoted followers
of Christ in an environment where spiritual growth is not only encouraged but
expected. A consistent factor in each of these vibrant churches is the ongoing
ministry of small groups that exist to facilitate spiritual growth. I have chosen
the setting of the small group in which to explore a spiritual growth model that
produces committed lay leaders.
Biblical Foundation

If the pastor sets the tone for faith development, then Scripture sets the
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agenda. Scripture speaks of faith in three different but interacting ways. A
proper theological understanding of spiritual maturity includes each of these
aspects of faith: the cognitive, the affective, and the volitional.
Faith has an intellectual (notitia)or cognitive aspect. The content of
one's faith is crucial. Scripture affirms that faith means believing certain things
are true. In I Thessalonians 4:14 Paul says, "We believe that Jesus died and
rose again," and John 20:31 declares that the purpose of the Gospel is "that
you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God." Having faith is not
enough. What we believe is every bit as critical as the fact that we believe.
The Bible also speaks of faith as emotional (assensus) or relationat. The
epistle of James warns against the dangers of having a faith that is merely
agreed to information and tells us that orthodoxy alone is not sufFicient. The
content being believed must also capture the believer's heart and will. True
faith causes us to assent to the truthfulness of the object of faith and to have
our hearts controlled. John 1:12 refers to "those who believed in his name." In
Galatians 2:16 Paul says, We, too, have put our faith in Christ Jesus." Thus
"belief in" goes beyond the intellectual aspects of belief and calls for an
emotional commitment. The greatest commandment is that we love the Lord
our God with all our heart and with all our soul and with all our strength (Deut.

65). This requires a faith that is relational and alive toward God (Downs 1719).

The Bible also speaks of faith as volitional (fiducia). This element of faith
translates into lifestyle. True faith causes people to act on what they believe,
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engaging not only heart and mind but also the will. Jesus taught, “If you love
me, you will obey what I command” (John 14:15). The outcome of saving faith

is obedience to God. The ultimate test that one’s faith is real is by its being
expressed by good works, “as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith
without deeds is dead” (James 2:26).
Faith Development Research

My research of faith development led me to John Westerhoff, Bernard
Lonergan, C. Ellis Nelson, and ultimately to James Fowler. Building upon the
works of the structural developmentalists Piaget and Kohlberg and using the life
span development theory of Erikson and Levinson as a background, Fowler has
constructed his own theory of faith development (Stages 98, 106-112). He
proposes that human faith develops through seven structural stages throughout
one’s life span. In this study, I will contrast and compare Fowler‘s research
findings in faith development with John Wesley’s theology of grace, otherwise
known as the “Order of Salvation” (Williams 39). From this literature study,
conclusions will be drawn that inform dynamics of spiritual growth.

I will also explore how the small group can facilitate a growing faith. Our
day holds a wealth of confirmed research on small group dynamics. Exploring
theories of small group dynamics, I will incorporate findings for facilitating
spiritual growth. This project research dimension will demonstrate that the
Church’s richest soil for cultivating spiritual growth exists within the small group.
Statement of Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of the proposed study is to evaluate the impact of small
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groups as a program for facilitating spiritual growth among church leaders and
emerging prospective leaders using a Wesleyan developmental model of
spiritual formation.
Research Question 1

How do small group participants (SGPs) describe their experiences
within small groups designed to facilitate spiritual growth?
Research Question 2

What patterns emerge in the experiences of small group participants

(SGPs)?
Research Question 3

What other extraneous factors may also be associated with the spiritual
growth of individuals?
Research Question 4

How will a researcher-designed curriculum influence spiritual formation
and leadership of SGPs?
Definition of Terms

Phrases used in this study have unique meanings germane to this
project. The following are most critical for understanding:
Small Group

A small group is ten to twelve adult individuals who seek to grow in faith
and who agree to meet together for twelve weeks for spiritual growth.
Small Group Participant (SGP)

An SGP is an individual taking an active part in this particular small
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group experience.
Faith

Faith is functionally defined as “being sure of what we hope for and
certain of what we do not see” (Heb. 1I:l).
Faith Development

Faith development describes the extent to which group members
perceive the presence of Christ in their lives.
Spiritual Growth

Spiritual growth is a result of faith development in which the purposes of
God and the values of Christ are increasingly perceived by the individual to be
a part of their personal behavior, interchangeably referred to as spirifual

formation.
Methodology of the Study

This study seeks to determine if the small group experience designed to
facilitate faith development enhances the participants’ perception of their
spiritual well-being, maturity, and leadership. This will be done by
administering two instruments: a Modified Religious Status Interview (MRSI)
and the Spiritual Life Inventory (SLI).
The MRSl is a modification of the Religious Status Interview designed by
H. Newton Malony to assess Christian religious maturity (see Appendix A)
(Malony, “Clinical Assessment“ 12). Used as an exit interview, the MRSl will
provide a qualitative measurement to facilitate substantiation of the SLI. The

SLI measures the perceptions people hold of their spiritual well-being (see
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Appendix B). The SLI will be administered as pretest and posttest (“Family Life
Study”) .
Each instrument will be scored according to the guidelines of the
respective profiles. I will recruit and train two lay people to administer the MRSI
to minimize researcher bias. Permission to tape record the interview will be
secured. Protection of the subjects’ anonymity will be assured. Permission
forms to use the interview in research will be signed (see Appendix C).
The expected outcome of the study is that a significant difference in the
subjects’ perception of their own faith progress as a result of having been a part

ofthe experimental small group will be measured. The small group experience
and the curriculum will serve as the independent variables. The dependent
variable will involve the group members’ individual perceptions of their own faith

deveIopment .
Context of Study
This study takes place in the Florida annual conference of the United
Methodist Church at Faith United Methodist Church, Fort Myers (hereafter
referred to as Faith Church). Faith Church is twelve years old and has 370
members with an average annual worship attendance of 390. Faith Church is
located in central Lee County, south Fort Myers, Florida, one of the fastest
growing areas in the United States and a popular winter resort region. Seventy
percent of Faith Church’s attendees are seasonal retirees who live in Ft. Myers
on a part-time basis (approximately November through April). The other 30
percent are generally younger working families who live in Ft. Myers on a year-
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round basis.
The founding pastor launched Faith Church in November 1988 and
served for five years. His successor arrived while Faith Church was struggling
financially and administratively. After three years and considerable
improvement in both stewardship and organization, he moved on. I was
appointed to Faith Church in June 1997. Faith Church currently worships in
their first permanent unit designed to eventually be used as the Fellowship Hall.
Both groups of this study met in the recently completed educational building,
Faith Church’s second permanent structure.
Description of Project

Three small groups of ten to twelve adults will be recruited for the
purpose of participating in one of three groups: SGI, SG2,or SG3. I will select
the participants based on their current leadership involvement in the church.
Criteria to determine matching individuals with groups will be primarily governed
by the interests and time constraints of the recruits. SGI will be the
experimental group studying curriculum designed to facilitate spiritual growth
from a Wesleyan perspective. They will receive the administration of
researcher-designed curriculum over a twelve-week period of time. SG2 will be
given the same treatment as SGI except for the curriculum used. SG2 will

study the Serendipity Curriculum on “Whol-i-ness.” SG3 will only participate in
the pretestlposttest and will not meet as a small group. SG3 is used as control

group while the other two groups use two different interventions.

I will utilize the SLI as pretestlposttest with all three groups administered
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by a researcher-trained recruit. Four researcher-trained MRSl administrators

will independently conduct the MRSl exit interviews to each SGP in SGI and
SG2. The MRSl interviewers will help to prevent researcher bias. S G I and
SG2 will meet once a week for ninety-minute sessions for twelve weeks from 24

August through 20 November 1998. Leadership and potential leadership from
Faith Church will be selected for S G I and SG2.
Delimitations and Generalizability
I believe facilitating spiritual growth through small groups can be useful

in almost any church-related context. The existing leaders and potential
leaders of Faith Church, Ft. Myers, Florida, will delimit this study. The results
will be generalizable to groups constituting similar characteristics.
Significance
The nurturing of spiritual growth through small groups is needed in the
United Methodist church. Resources abound to facilitate this. Yet a curriculum
combining the theology of John Wesley and current understandings from faith
development research seems to be nonexistent. Part of this study’s focus is on
discovering, compiling, or developing this type of curriculum. Can measurable
spiritual growth in small group participants be attained using curriculum based
on Wesley’s understanding of the Order of Salvation and Fowler’s description
of the stages of faith? The answer to this question should be of interest to a
variety of church leaders.
The business of the church is always to discover more effective ways to
facilitate the spiritual growth of its people. The spiritual growth of Christians
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results in faithful disciples of Jesus Christ, a more consistent witness in the
world, and an extension of the kingdom of God. This study is grounded in the
need for more mature and committed followers of Christ.
Overview of the Study
Chapter 2 presents the relevant literature with special emphasis on
Fowler’s research and Wesley’s Order of Salvation. Implications of spiritual
growth from small group dynamics and leadership development will be
explored. In Chapter 3, detail is given to the development and use of the two
instruments selected to assess SGPs’ spiritual well-being and spiritual maturity.
A rationale and plan for using the MRSl with the SLI is presented. Chapter 4

presents the findings of the study using statistical tables, charts, and graphs.
Chapter 5 reflects on the findings and concludes with recommendations for
future research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

The literature informing this study includes theological foundations, the
Faith Development Theory, and Wesley’s system of spiritual growth that may be
applied to small groups. Small group theory, implications for spiritual growth,
and leadership development are also covered.
Theological Foundations

Part of the theological rationale for small groups is found in the nature of
God. The doctrine of the Holy Trinity reveals a God who is social. Genesis 1:26
says, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.” This suggests that
part of the nature of God the Father is relational. Evangelical theologians affirm
the biblical concept of God relating within God-self. Part of God’s nature is to
live in community (Bloesch 35).
Made in God’s image, we reflect God’s relational character. It is part of
our nature to crave community. “The Lord God said, ‘It is not good for the man
to be alone’” (Gen. 2:18a). Prolonged human isolation was not a part of God’s
creation plan. Human development is stunted when we are separated from
others.
Small groups find grounding in the doctrine of the Trinity as well as in the
doctrine of the Church. We need each other for personal spiritual growth:
otherwise, Jesus would not have established his Church. The word “church”
comes from the Greek word ekklesia, which carries the idea of community.
Literally, “the called out ones,” ekklesia describes a gathering of individuals
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being transformed by God’s Spirit, becoming a brand new entity founded on
unity. The New Testament Church began with an awareness that their new
identity was one of community:
All the believers were together and had everything in common.
Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts.
They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and
sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the
people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were
being saved. (Acts 2:44,46-47)
The small group is where the doctrine of the Church is demonstrated. In
the Bible, the Church is represented by the vivid image of Christ’s body.
Understanding the body contributes to the meaning of being “the Church.”

Paul

says the members of the body respect and appreciate the others’ roles in the
body. They care for one another. They honor one another. They suffer when
others suffer, and they work together toward a common goal (I
Cor. 12:12-31).
The important work of faith development begins when people relate to God and
one another in self-giving ways. This focused attention upon each others’ needs

is most naturally accomplished in the small group (Gangel and Wilhoit; Ogden).
Individual identity emerging from covenantal accountability also finds
expression in the small group. We need each other for companionship, but we
also need each other for accountability. We are responsible to one another.
After the Bible’s first recorded murder, Cain retorts to God, “Am I my brother’s
keeper?” (Gen. 4:9). The answer came from his brother’s blood crying out from
the ground. The fact we are responsible for and to each other recurs as a theme
in Paul’s writings on Church life (Rom. 12:10, 1314; Gal. 5:13, 6:2;Eph. 4:2,
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521). This responsibility is a part of our spiritual make-up. Our spiritual growth
depends upon whether we accept moral accountability (Getz; Joy).
Spiritual growth seems to be an expectation in the Scriptures. On various
occasions, Paul wrote of his concern about believers slipping back into patterns
The writer of
of life that thwarted spiritual growth (1 Cor. 3:l-3; Gal. 4:l I).
Hebrews confronted Christians who regressed in their faith (Heb. 5:12f). The
biblical writers expected Christians to mature in their faith (2 Pet. 1 5 1I).
The theological foundations for small group ministry reveal the small
group’s covenantal nature. The covenant is a contract of faith. Historically, how
has faith in God been expressed, and how has that expression of faith changed
over time?

The History of “Faith”
Catholic theologian, Avery Dulles, categorizes seven variations in the
historical meaning of faith.
‘Emunah (Hebrew) denotes faithfulness or loyalty or steadfastness.

Primarily understood in the context of God’s faithfulness to his covenant or
promises to his chosen people and thus to their fidelity to God in return (Survival
17-19).
Pistis (Greek) includes this same idea of God’s faithfulness to his

promises and our faithfulness in return. In the synoptics, this faithfulness takes
on a new focus-a

loving trust in God’s power working through Jesus. Pisfis is

further developed in meaning in the later Pauline epistles (Survival 20-21).

Early Christian faith emphasized the enlightenment of humanity that was
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made possible through the revelation of Christ. It was the expansion of John's
idea of Jesus depicted as the truth and the light of the world. This emphasis on
enlightenment was highlighted by the then common reference to baptism as
"illumination." This could be best understood in St. Augustine's famous phrase 'I
believe so that I may understand" (Dulles, Assurance 27).
Medieval faith continued the early Christian tradition but with an

increased emphasis on the body of doctrine or so-called "deposit of faith" that
did not so much enlighten or expand the possibilities of human knowledge, but
entirely surpassed it. Yet paradoxically, the scholastic theologians also
subjected this doctrine to the scrutiny of human logic to a degree as of yet
unheard. Attempts were made to turn Augustine's sayings upside down or
inside out, making every belief fully explainable by human reason (Survival 2425).
Reformation (Protestant) faith represents a strong reaction to the

excesses of the later medieval scholars. The reformers, especially Luther,
stressed faith as being primarily a complete trust in the saving grace earned by
Christ on the cross. For this, Luther relied primarily on St. Paul's epistle to the
Romans (as well as the epistle to the Galatians) in which Paul reacts strongly to
the Pharisee's notion of faith as mostly a matter of a painstaking keeping of the
ancient law. To various degrees, all the reformation churches adopted Luther's
motto of "Scripture alone, Faith alone, Grace alone" (Survival 26-27).
The Catholic counter-reformation stressed faith as the adherence to

the "deposit of faith" (as understood by medieval theology). A new emphasis on
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accepting the church's teaching authority (not limited to teaching authority of the
Bible) and an emphasis on the performance of good works (against reliance on
"grace alone") replaced the old emphasis on understanding (Survival 28-29).
Existential faith, much discussed in our time, stresses the "leap of faith"

or act of trust in God. Not unlike Luther's idea of faith, but without his certainty
in the infallibility of the Bible, is the nature of existential faith. It also includes a
strong emphasis on a commitment to human betterment, which was not so
evident in complete reliance on "grace alone" (Survival 30-31).
These various phases of the meaning of faith through history provide a
clue to possible understandings SGPs bring to the study. The external
influences on their understanding may range from the existential "faith" of our
'

post-modern culture, the influence of a particular church tradition, or the
meaning of faith in the Bible.
Faith Development Theories

John Westerhoff, religious educator, uses the imagery of a tree's rings to
suggest four different styles of faith. He reminds us-a

tree adds rings as it

grows, expands, and matures. Westerhoff notes, however, the previously
formed rings are still present in the central core of the tree's trunk (89-90).
Westerhoff's Four Styles of Faith

1. Experienced Faith-experience is the basis of the earliest style of faith

(participation in ritual-candle

lighting, singing);

2. Afihtive Faifh-a sense of belonging to the community-the logical
extension of the experience of faith (confirmation);
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3. Searching F a i f h u r need to count and question the faith of the
community-extremely important for maturity in faith (withdrawal from
community or becoming dogmatic); and,
4. Owned Faith-becomes a central and vital part of the person’s total
being (conversion) (Westerhoff 96).
Bernard Lonergan has been acclaimed as one of the greatest thinkers of

the twentieth century, a man “whose shadow has already fallen far into the next
century.” He is credited with having “closed a seven century gap in Catholic
thought” (Creamer 75).
Lonergan developed the epistemological theorem-namely,

that

knowledge is intrinsically objective, that “objectivity is the intrinsic relation of
knowing to being, and that being and reality are identical” (Creamer 81-82).
Lonergan’s Epistemological Theorem
1. lnfellecfual Conversion-is

when we discover the intelligible structure

of our own dynamic pattern of consciousness, and then affirm the truth about it.
It is an awakening to the realization that we will only discover what is true when

we use our most personal human capacities, and when we devote ourselves to
experiencing, understanding, and judging with all of the resources available to
us (Creamer 84).
2. Moral Conversion-to reject mere personal satisfaction and decide to
work for the common good. It moves us from cognitional questions of truth to
affective questions of value. The endpoint of the knowing process is ethical, not
just cognitional. This is the step of authenticity-when

one becomes oriented to
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doing the truth and deciding to live that way habitually-only

possible when we

have been "grasped by ultimate concern" (God, for believers) (Creamer 84).
3. Religious Conversion-Being

grasped by ultimate concern as total and

permanent self-surrender without conditions, qualifications, reservations. One is
no longer one's own. A life has begun in which the heart has reasons which
reason does not know. Love is the motivation-a

love that does not shrink from

self-sacrifice and suffering. This is only possible in response to the prior, more
fundamental gift of God's love "from above" (Creamer 84).
James W. Fowler is recognized by most writers as seminal in the area of

Faith Development Theory. He borrows from Piaget, Kohlberg, and Erikson to
portray a sequence of development in a number of dimensions or aspects of
faith. He attempts to map human development over an entire life-span through
stages in which a person's structures of understanding and valuing change
(Creamer 97).
The empirical foundations of Fowler's theory rest upon 359 interviews that
he and his associates conducted in the years from 1972 to 1981. The
preliminary empirical evidence provided support for the following theory
proposed by Fowler.
Fowler's Stages of Faith
1. Intuitive-Projective Faith-In

the pre-school phase of life, faith is a

reflection of parental faith (Staaes 122).
2. Mythic-LiferaIFaith-From ages six to eleven or twelve, faith continues
to be essentially a reflection of the concepts and beliefs of others. The circle
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has widened from family to include significant others. In this stage a beginning
awareness of the many, often confusing, interpretations of faith occurs. This is
faith which is typified by simplicity and security (Staaes 135).
3. Synthetic-Conventions/ Faith-This

stage usually appears in

adolescence but is also highly visible in adulthood. The peer relationship is
vitally important in this period. Agreement and conformity are paramount;
approval is important. This stage is found most commonly among churched
adults where a community of believers maintains creeds, doctrines, and
traditions (Stages 151).
4. / ~ d ~ i ~ u a f ~ e - ~ eFaith-Occuring
~ecf~ve
during late teens through

young-adulthood, this stage of faith involves excessive questioning and doubt
raising. Sometimes in this stage, rejection of traditional assumptions of faith
occurs. Cult movements thrive on stage four persons. This is commonly a
transition stage, briefly experienced but necessary as preparation for stage five
(Stages 174).

5. Conjunctive faith-Seldom appearing before age thirty, stage five
faith draws together several strands of the individual’s faith journey (stages 1-4)
and synthesizes a faith uniquely his or hers. “Our faith” becomes “my faith.”
Typified by being able to see perspectives other than her/his own. Maturity is an
essential element of stage five (Staaes 184).

6. Universalizing faifh-This

is the most difficult stage of faith to

understand. Only 1 or 2 percent of the population achieve this stage. Stage six
faith goes beyond belief to a total commitment to the Ultimate Authority. Fowler
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identifies Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Mother Teresa in stage six, to
name a few (Staqes 199).

Charles R. McCollough is an ordained minister of the United Church of
Christ, and a staff member of the United Church Board for Homeland Ministries,
United Church of Christ. He is responsible for adult education in the Division of
Christian Education. In Heads of Heaven, Feet of Clay, he provides descriptive
titles that are helpful for understanding each of Fowler‘s stages of faith.
McCollough’s Descriptive Titles

McColtouah

Fowler

1. The Innocent

Intuitive-Projective (Early Childhood)

2. The Literalist

Mythic-Literal (School Years)

3. The Loyalist

Synthetic-Conventional (Adolescence)

4. The Critic

lndividuative-Reflective (Young Ad uIt, Plus)

5. TheSeer

Conjunctive (Midlife and Beyond)

6. The Saint

Universalizing (ExceedingIy Rare)
(McCollough 32)

McCollough agrees with the basic Reformation view that only God knows
the faith of a person but he also believes that a person’s faith growth is
dependent upon that person’s responsibility to cultivate it through education ‘and
worship. He holds to a broader meaning of faith than Fowler including: ( I )
conversion or turning away from one’s past to a new life of self-affirmation seen
as a gift of blessing; (2) an openness and care for other people in the present, or
self-giving; and, (3) a trust and hope in the future, or self-extension (33).
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Table 2.1: A Synthesis of Westerhoff, Lonergan, Fowler, and McCollough

WESTERHOFF
Experienced
Faith

LONERGAN

FOWLER
Intu itive-Projective
Faith

McCOLLOUGH
The Innocent

Experienced
Faith

Mythical-Literal Faith The Literalist

Affiliative Faith

Sy nt het icConventional Faith

The Loyalist

IndividuativeReflective Faith

The Critic

Conjunctive Faith

The Seer

Universalizing Faith

The Saint

Searching Faith
Owned Faith
Owned Faith

Intellectual
Co nversion
Moral Conversion
Religious
Conversion

The Development of “Faith Development Theory”

Faith Development Theory grew out of specific theological and
psychological constructs. From the philosophical psychology foundations of
lmmanuel Kant, Fowler utilized the moral reasoning theory of Lawrence
Kolhberg and the cognitive developmental structuralism of Jean Piaget. Erik
Erikson’s influence on Fowler was both more pervasive and subtle supplying him
with an overarching interpretive mindset from Erikson’s work on psychosocial
stages (Stages II O ) . Fowler incorporated Daniel Levinson’s Eras of the Life
Cycle with Erikson’s Psychosocial Stages to give structure and function to faith
development.
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Table 2.2: Elements of Fowler’sFaith Development Theory
Structural Developmentalists

Theological Roots

filllch

H. R
Niebuhr

Smith

Plaget

Kohlberg

Life Span Development

Levinnon

Erlkson

I
Tillich, Niebuhr, and Smith. Fowler’s primary theological sources for the
development of his stages include Paul Tillich, H. Richard Niebuhr, and Wilfred
Cantwell Smith.
Tillich and Niebuhr gave Fowler theological constructs to describe faith
developmentally. Tillich supplied Fowler with a working definition of faith: “a
state of being ultimately concerned” (Tillich 5). This definition provides for a
faith that is generic. All people have ultimate concerns; although, some are
more ego-centered than God-centered.
Fowler borrows from Niebuhr to produce three types of faith-identity
relations (Stanes 19): A polytheist is one who lacks any one center of value and
power of sufficient transcendence on which to focus and around which to order
one’s life. A henotheist is one who invests deeply in a transcending center of
value and power but of less than ultimate worth. A radical rnonofheisf is one who
has loyalty to the principle of being and to the source and center of all value and
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power (Fowler, Stages 19). Faith can be conceptualized in both theistic and
nontheistic ways in the major religious traditions of the world. Fowler’s “faith”
calls people to an identification with a universal community (20).
Fowler was especially impacted by Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s writings that
highlight a distinction between religion and faith, and between belief and faith.
In Stages of Faith, Fowler summarizes some of Faith Development’s
foundational insights received from Smith.
1. Faith, rather than belief or religion, is the most fundamental category

in the human quest for relation to transcendence. Faith is generic, a universal
feature of human living, recognizably similar everywhere despite the remarkable
variety of forms and contents of religious practice and belief (14).
2. Each of the major religious traditions studied speaks about faith in

ways that make the same phenomenon visible. In each and all, faith involves an
alignment of the will, a resting of the heart, in accordance with a vision of
transcendent value and power, one’s ultimate concern (14).
3. Faith, classically understood, is not a separate dimension of life, a

compartmentalized specialty. Faith is an orientation of the total person, giving
purpose and goal to one’s hopes and strivings, thoughts and actions (14).
4. The unity and recognizability of faith, despite the myriad variants of

religions and beliefs, support the struggle to maintain and develop a theory of
religious relativity in which the religions-and

the faith they evoke and shape-

are seen as relative apprehensions of our relatedness to that which is universal
(14-15).
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Piaget and Kolhberg. Structural developmentalists Jean Piaget and
Lawrence Kolhberg contributed a broadly epistemological focus to Fowler‘s
study of faith, that is the study of how we know (Fowler, Stanes 98). A second
contribution from Piaget and Kolhberg was their work on the form of the contents

of knowledge. The third gift these structural developmentalists provide has to do
with their rigorous concept of structural stages and with the actual descriptions
of cognitive and moral reasoning as they have developed them. Fowler’s Starres
of Faith deals with different domains of knowing and valuing than Piaget and
Kohlberg and cannot be reduced to either cognitive or moral stages or to some
mixture of the two (99). Seeking a holistic approach, Fowler saw their studies on
the human construction of meaning as intricately connected with his (see
Appendix D).
Erikson and Levinson. Life span developmentalist Erik Erikson, using a

Freudian approach, studied and coordinated a dizzying range of factors. He
studied ego development attempting to coordinate an account of persons’
conscious and unconscious psychic modes of adaptation with biological
maturation and all the changes in social role that involves. Erikson’s theory, for
Fowler, became an important backdrop against which to hear and analyze the
life stories that persons shared in their interviews. He found Erikson’s transition
periods from era to era to be a frequently significant change in the operations of
faith, but not always. Fowler’s research has supported Erikson’s developmental
eras to be reliable markers for faith crises (Staaes 107).
Levinson produced two new major understandings for Fowler: (1) that
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chronological time has ontological significance; that is, being and time are
profoundly linked in our experiences and (2) the impact of one’s way of being in
the world resulting from the transition from one era of life to another is inevitable,
invariable, and necessarily profound. Levinson’s life cycles are divided in
roughly twenty year intervals. The first phase, the Early Childhood Transition,
occurs at between zero and three years of age. The second transition, Early
Adult, occurs at seventeen to twenty two years of age. The third, the Midlife
Transition, is between forty and forty five years of age. The last transition, the
Late Adult Transition, occurs between years sixty and sixty five (see Appendix

E).
Fowler Evaluated

A review of the critical literature clearly reveals five domains of resistance
and concern with Fowler’s Stages of Faith. They are: (1) the definition of faith
(Nelson; Moran; Dykstra and Parks); (2) the description of stage six,Fowler’s
vision of mature faith (Moran; Cobble; Kropf); (3) the adequacy of the theory in
relation to particular religious beliefs (Dykstra and Parks); (4) the adequacy of
the account of affect, process, the unconscious, and the imagination (Steele;
Dykstra and Parks); and, (5) the adequacy of the theory vis-&vis a critical sociopolitical analysis, especially a gender analysis (Steele; Dykstra and Parks).
Fowler defines “faith” very broadly. He speaks of human faith that may or
may not be religious. Faith is essentially a matter of meaning-making. It
constitutes our trust in and loyalty to that to which we give our hearts and which
gives us meaning for our lives (Stages 4). Fowler borrows from Tillich and
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Niebuhr that faith is “a universal human concern,” prior to and not dependent on
religion (5). Determining the difference between how the Christian’s ”faith”
differs from any other kind of “faith” is an important distinction. This becomes a
critical issue when discussing Fowler‘s stage six, the incarnation of love and
justice. James Cobble asks of Fowler’s stage six faith, “Can ultimate love and
justice be found apart from Christ himself? Can it be expressed apart from faith
in the Son of God” (37)?
Some of Fowler‘s other critics disagree with his equating “faith” stages to
psychological development.
His [Fowler’s] definition of human faith is really the whole
socialization process: I)
acceptance of a world view, 2) acquisition
of cultural values, and 3) formation of a self-image in relation to
others in society. To Fowler, human faith is the capacity and
natural desire of a person to become socialized. (Astley and
Francis 71)
Other critics level charges against Fowler’s sources for his theory.
Largely built on Kohlberg’s theory of moral development, Derek Webster

asserts that Fowler’s Stages of Faith might be called into question on three
points.
1. Kohlberg maintains that moral development is invariant,
sequential, and hierarchical. Does this mean that faith
development has the same characteristics?
2. Kohlberg says his model of moral development has universal
application: does the model of faith development? Kolberg’s
claim has been sharply criticized as being ethnocentrically
biased. Is Fowler’s model equally Western in its understanding
of humankind?
3. Just how satisfactory is Kohlberg’s theory of moral
development? Some of Kohlberg’s treatment of the higher
stages have been called into question. What effect would a
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more cautious estimate of the validity of Kohlberg’s theory have
on the model of faith development? (Astley and Francis 82)
“Fowler,” notes Webster, “looks at faith from the human angle. A
Christian will probably see his faith from a biblical or theological standpoint”
(Astley and Francis 82). The question arises, “Is there any necessary or
potential relationship between this faith and the faith that emerges as a person
quests for meaning with Fowler?” (82). This question gets at the heart of my
study. The relationship between a Christian’s faith and faith as Fowler defines it
seems like quite a gulf to cross.
These concerns are dismissed by Marion Smith and Sharon Parks as
irrelevant or taken out of context (Astley and Francis 85-106). They share the
same theology as Fowler as indicated by their agreement with him.
Charles McCollough says Fowler‘s definition of faith as “a way of being

in relation to an ultimate environment” is too narrow. McCollough’s broader
meaning of faith includes: ( I ) a conversion or turning away from one’s past, seen
as a burden of sin, to a new life of self-affirmation seen as a gift of blessing;

(2) an openness and care for other people in the present, or self-giving; and, (3)
a trust and hope in the future, or self-extension (33).

Gabriel Moran of New York University raised a number of important

issues about Fowler’s faith development theory. He questions whether a stage
six exists at all; why stages one through four are about human faith and five and
six are about religious faith; how a developmental theory can be both normative
and descriptive; and, how one can value all stages and yet value stage six as
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highest (107-126).
Craig Dykstra, of Louisville Presbyterian Seminary, has criticized both

Fowler and Kohlberg for collapsing religious faith into a psychological structure.
He joins Moltmann in making Christ, not the human psyche, the initiator of faith's
transforming power (Dykstra and Parks 49-50). Fowler's theological and
structural developmental foundations require that faith be generic to all religions
and persons and that it not be defined by content but by stages (54).
Dykstra offers an alternative to Fowler's stages based on a more
Christian definition of faith. He points to a holistic pattern of faith development
rather than one constructed and restricted by general structures of human
consciousness.

He asserts, "If intentionality is an essential feature of faith, then

what one looks at to discern growth in faith is the whole constellation of the self,
not just structural features" (Dykstra and Parks 61) "Intentionality," for Dykstra,
is not a particular reason for why we do things but "the total orientation of the
self that gives it whatever coherence and integrity it has" (61). This indicates
that for the SGP, faith growth involves much more than the particular life stage
they are in at the moment. Rather than focus on stages of development as the
grid for spiritual growth, a more holistic grid needs to emerge.
Perry Downs suggests that evangelicals offer an amended version of

Fowler's stage descriptions and validate them empirically to make this theory
compatible with a distinctively biblical perspective.
A more biblically derived vision of the ultimate stages of faith would
yield a theory more useful for our purposes, but one that is
exclusivistic in its orientation. That does not mean that we have
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nothing to gain from Fowler‘s theory as it currently exists. It does
mean, however, that more work needs to be done from an
evangelical perspective. (Wilhoit and Dettoni 84)
For the purposes of this study another question needs to be asked: Does
the Wesleyan model of grace offer a workable evangelical model of how faith
develops compatible with Fowler‘s developmental stages?
Fowler and the SGP
Even though faith development theory as it currently exists has some
theological problems, Fowler’s work yields some important insights for the SGP
and spiritual growth. Perry Downs offers the following perspective of how
important and balancing Fowler‘s findings are.
First, Fowler describes “faith” as a universal phenomenon. All people
engage in faith when they attempt to find meaning in their lives. The distinction
between the Christian and the secularist is the content of faith, not the fact of
faith. A careful probing of another person’s perspective will yield an ultimate
core of beliefs and relationships that make up that person’s faith. This ties the
SGP to all of humanity in foundational ways and offers great apologetic
possibilities as the source of faith content is examined. Is the Gospel a more
adequate faith content than the stock market? Does it make better sense to put
one’s trust in and loyalty to Jesus of Nazareth than any other center of value and
power? Can we offer a better content for faith than those without Christ?
Second, Fowler gives the SGP a structure in which to understand faith.
He shows that faith is tied closely to self-image and worldview. People who
understand themselves primarily in terms of roles and relationships (e.g., I’m a
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mother; I’m a computer technician; I’m a small group leader) will find it very
difficult to progress beyond a Stage Three faith. Responsible Christian growth
tries to understand the whole person, not being limited to those concerns that
are spiritual. Faith must be understood in the context of development because it
is not an isolated aspect of the human personality. It is the outcome of various
aspects of the personality being integrated into a unified perspective.
Third, Fowler gives the SGP a distinction between faith and religion or
belief. Some churches get so content oriented that they forget the active side of
faith. Fowler reminds the SGP that faith is dynamic, evolving, and relational-an
integral part of our lives. He offers a corrective to those who would reduce faith
to a cognitive list of beliefs.
Fourth, the SGP is encouraged to listen more sensitively to the faith
stories of others and his or her own. In our striving to strengthen our faith
individually, evangelicals have attended to content to the neglect of structure.
Fowler reminds us sfrong faith is not the goal; more mature faith is. A danger
inherent to Fowler’s stages is the categorizing of people as to their stages,
creating a new hierarchy of spirituality. This would produce more harm than
good in the church. The point of faith development is to help us understand
better the ways people experience and exercise faith. By doing this, we may be
more aware of God’s presence of comfort and challenge in our lives.
Fifth, Fowler’s stages can help the small group leader understand the
maturity of the SGP. Maturity needs to be assessed instead of strength. Strong
faith can exist in lower stages of faith, but maturity may be absent. Leaders
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must be able to hear both structure and content, maturity as well as strength.
Fowler has offered a way of determining the relative maturity of faith, describing
the stages through which a maturing faith will progress. His descriptions are not
without error and theological bias, but they are helpful for describing how people
grow in faith.
1 believe that Fowler can contribute much to the SGP’s spiritual growth by

focusing us on the structure-the

way one matures in the faith. For the

distinctively Christian content, we now turn to John Wesley.
John Wesley’s Tradition

Two aspects of Wesley’s tradition speak directly to this study: (1) his
theology of grace and (2) his small group system.
Forms and Means of Grace

Wesley’s theology of grace centers on the activity of God on our behalf.
Wesley scholars say he perceived God’s grace to be active in the whole realm of
human experience and in every human being (Harper, John Wesley 40; Outler
33; Williams 41). Wesley’s forms of grace are:
0

0

0

Prevenient Grace invites the sinner to reconciliation with God,
a process which gradually wears down the instinctive resistance
of sinful human beings, until there is a despair, and “emptying”
of self-sufficiency.
Justifying Grace then establishes a new relationship with God,
in which the human will finally submits to the divine initiative
and the indwelling Spirit of God imparts a new life to the
forgiven and reconciled sinner.
Sanctifying Grace changes the forgiven sinner from someone
whose instinct is to resist God to someone whose instinct is to
seek God. This does not happen all at once, but is a gradual
transformation. It follows the “new birth” in Christ, just as
physical growth follows the birth of a baby (Harper, John
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Wesley 33).
This new relationship with God is a continual choice. If the relationship is
to be sustained, then it must be worked out in the world through an obedient
discipleship. If the choice is disobedience, however, then the new relationship
can be broken-and,

if broken habitually, it can even be destroyed (Watson,

Class 34).
Wesley advocated specific means of grace-channels afforded by
disciplines of the Christian life through which a person could seek God. Wesley
believed these include, but are not limited to:
1. Prayer-private,

family, public; consisting of deprecation, petition,

intercession, and thanksgiving;
2. Searching the Scriptures-by

reading, meditating and hearing; a New

Testament is always to be at hand;
3. The Lord’s Supper-at

every opportunity, with earnest and deliberate

self-devotion.;
4. Fasting-every

Friday; and,

5. Christian Conference-right conversation, “seasoned with salt;”

always with a determinate end in view, and with prayer before and after
(Watson, Class 47).
Harper adds an important note at this point: “Wesley never limited God’s
grace to these ‘means,’ nor did he believe the means of grace had any power in
themselves” (Devotional 79). They were means, not ends.

A Wesleyan developmental approach to spiritual growth would include the
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forms and means of grace. The SGP needs to understand God’s initiating action
of grace (forms) and our response through faith (means). This will comprise
much of the content of the small group. Individual stories of early experiences
(Intuitive-Projective stage) of God’s grace will be shared among the small group
in order to put flesh to prevenient grace. The same will be done for justifying
and sanctifying grace. Applying Fowler’s stages two through six directly to these
latter two forms of grace will be subjective and individual since justifying grace
(conversion) marks the beginning of the process of Sanctifying grace (Outler
71). Contrasting Wesley and Fowler may provide constructs on how the forms,
means, and stages fit together conceptually.
“Faith” According to Fowler and Wesley
Wesley and Fowler see faith from different perspectives. What follows is
an effort to contrast and compare Fowler’s view of faith with Wesley’s
perspective. Common ground on which these two men stand could produce a
unique Wesleyan developmental model of spiritual growth.
First, faith, for Fowler, is a generic term and hard to define. “While I have
tried at various points to pull definitions of faith together, I have never sought to
over-systematize it into a manageable concept” (Fowler, Faith Development

281). In Stages of Faith, Fowler further notes the mysterious nature of faith. He
says,
Unlike some other topics on which we might do research and
reflect, we cannot easily externalize faith and make it the detached
object of our inquiry. Faith, as a mystery, is perplexing because we
are internal to it. We are involved, in ways that matter greatly, in
the phenomenon we try to understand (32).
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Defining faith did not bother Wesley. Its specific definition was vital for
knowing whether you possessed it or not. Wesley’s standard definition of faith,
according to Outler, is “a divine supernatural elegcos (‘evidence,’
‘manifestation’) of things not seen, i.e. of past, future, or spiritual things. ‘Tis a
spiritual sight of God and the things of God” (137).
Second, for Fowler, faith is a dimension of the activity of knowing. Fowler
sees knowing as an activity wherein both self and others are known. This
suggests that faith is less something one has than something one does. But, it
also suggests that Fowler‘s interest in faith is not so much with the content of
belief as with the changes in the process of knowing that which is believed.
Fowler refers to the change in the form of the activity of knowing from stage to
stage as Faith Development (Dykstra and Parks 206).
Wesley would also say faith is the activity of knowing. Faith issues in
works, or the faith is dead. So, for Wesley, faith is something one has and
something one does (Outler 129). But the activity of faith, for Wesley, is the
human response to divine grace. It is our reaction to God’s prior action. So
while faith issues from us, it does not originate in us (Harper, John Wesley 50).
Third, Fowler’s faith is a knowing which involves both self-formation and
rational analysis which makes the self always at issue. “Faithing” (Fowler’s word
for the act of faith) (Dykstra and Parks) is at the heart of the perceived worth and
identity of the individual.
Wesley would also say identity is formed in faith but at a different level.
Our identity as a child of God is assured by our faith. “The essence of faith ...
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has always to do with man’s immediate and indubitable assurance of God’s
living and loving presence in his heart” (Outler 29). Wesley would also say that
the self is always at issue in faithing, yet, again with a twist. For him faith in
Jesus Christ is how we are both justified and sanctified (Harper, John Weslev,

27).
Fourth, faith is relational. To know at all is to be formatively related to
that which is known. This relational faith is essentially triadic in structure.
Fowler illustrates the covenantal pattern with this triadic diagram.
Table 2.3: Fowler’s Covenantal Pattern of Faith

SCVP

There is a two-way flow between the self (S) and others (0)of
love, mutual trust and loyalty that make selfhood possible. Above
the base line, at the point of the triad, we see a representation of
the group’s shared center(s) of value and power (SCVP). The
triad, with its depiction of the structure of mutual trusts and
loyalties, discloses the essential covenantal pattern of faith as
relational. (Fowler, Staiqes 17)
Wesley would not disagree, but he would add that the most important
relationship in faith is with our Savior, Jesus Christ. Wesley’s insistence on
participation in societies, classes, and bands indicate his affirming Fowler’s
triadic pattern. New converts were always encouraged into a triadic relationship
for nurture, growth, and accountability.
Don Joy discovers common ground between Wesley’s experimental
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model of faith development (his "Stages of Man") and Kohlberg's three levels in
cognitive structural development (210). Joy lists eight growth characteristics that
the two models have in common. He draws from a Wesley sermon in 1739, "On
the Spirit of Bondage and Adoption," to define Wesley's own three states.
Wesley's "Stages of Man"

Level I: Orientation to Prudence--"the Natural Man"

This represents the lowest, or least-awakened state. Without fear or love, they
walk in utter darkness. This person sins willingly. The unawakened natural
person neither conquers nor fights sinning (Joy 214).
Level II: Orienfation to Aufhorify--"the Legal Man"

Commonly agreed among Wesley scholars as the transitional period between
1738 to 1742. This is when he encountered the Moravians and said of himself,
"Iwas now properly under the law" (Joy 214).
Level 111: Orienfation to frincip/e-"the Evangelical Man"

Developmentally, Aldersgate (1738) is the earliest occasion in which Wesley's
perception incorporated a fragment of level 111. His journal entries cite
progressively more of a changed perspective to universal principles (Joy 214).
In the spirit of Joy's synthesis of Wesley and Kohlberg (Meeks 218),
correlation of Wesley's three States of Man and Fowler's Stages of Faith
develops as follows:
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Table 2.4: Correlation of Fowler’s 6 Stages and Wesley’s 3 States of Man

1. Intuitive-Projective Faith
(Early Childhood)

2. Mythic-Literal Faith
(Childhood and beyond)
3. Synthetic-Conventional Faith
(Adolescence and beyond)
4. Individuative-Reflective Faith
(Young Adulthood and beyond)

5. Conjunctive Faith

(Mid-life and beyond)

6. Universalizing Faith
(Mid-life and beyond)

LEVEL I
PreconventionaI
PRUDENCE
“the natural man”

LEVEL II
Conventional
AUTHORITY
“the legal man”

LEVEL 111
Post Conventional
PRINCIPLE
“the evangelical man”

Fowler on Wesley’s Faith Development

One way to find common ground between two people is to listen to what
one says about the other. Fowler has applied his faith development theory to
the life of John Wesley in his essay, “John Wesley’s Development of Faith”
(Meeks 172-192).
Fowler chronicles family crises, an absentee father, the stern but just
nature of Susanna, and the famous rectory fire as major developmental markers
of John Wesley’s childhood. These events saw young Wesley through Primal,
Intuitive-Projective, and Mythic-Literal transitions in faith according to Fowler.
Wesley’s Charterhouse schooling, Oxford education, and formation of the Holy
Club brings him to a deepened attention to religious life which many writers view
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as the time of Wesley’s conversion. Fowler offers a somewhat more complex
perspective on Wesley’s young adulthood.
Faith Development Theory views 1725 (Wesley at age twenty-two) as
Wesley’s transition into the Individuative-Reflectivestage. He engages in his
first (recorded) theological dispute, corresponds frequently with his parents on
doctrinal matters, and experiences intimacy for the first time. These rather fateblooming events effect a slowing down of Wesley’s faith-growth according to
Fowler. Not until 1738 and the Aldersgate experience does Fowler see Wesley
transition into the more mature level of Conjunctive Faith. The reasons for the
delay are: (1) Wesley’s dominance by his mother and his father’s expectations
creating a strong superego which produced, (2) a redoubling of his effort to be a
good person (to meet the superego’s expectations) in the face of complex adult
decisions, and (3) the struggling emergence of his executive ego. Wesley, ripe
for a crisis, went to Georgia. Fowler views his failure there as a breakthrougha release from the dominant superego and the emergence of his executive ego.
Wesley entered the Conjunctive Faith Stage in the years following
Aldersgate. His theology of grace exhibits many of the qualities of Conjunctive
Faith. Fowler mentions a few of the great polarities that his theology of grace
held together:

I.Human bondage and human freedom (through his doctrine of
prevenient grace);

2. Justification by grace through faith and the working out of our salvation
in fear and trembling;and,
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3. Grace as the power of salvation and law as fhe giff of God’s grace.
(Meeks, The Future 182)
One of the most solid connections between Fowler and Wesley for the

purposes of this study is Fowler’s own assertion, “If there had been a theory of
faith development (of the kind we work with) in the eighteenth century, certainly
the theology of Wesley would have been a model for its version of Conjunctive
faith” (qtd. in Meeks 190).
Wesley’s Small Group System
Wesley is credited with bringing about a national spiritual renewal in
eighteenth century England and the transformation of tens of thousands of
working-class individuals through his ministry. His unique method combined
several interlocking groups producing a ”ladder of personal spiritual
improvement” (Henderson 11). Much of the effectiveness of Wesley’s small
groups was due to the fact that each group employed methods tailored to a
specific function which naturally progressed to issues dealt with in the next level
group (83). This stepladder approach of Wesley’s groups grew out of his belief
that faith was not stagnant nor was it produced by a one-time event.
Degrees of Faith

Wesley believed in degrees of faith, steps by which a person could be
drawn to God (Watson, Class Leaders 115). However much faith one might
possess, Wesley encouraged acting on it by doing what Jesus taught (Matt.
2531-40)-feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, and visiting the prisons.
Wesley’s belief in degrees of faith led him to structure his movement into bands,
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classes, and societies. He sought to give all people an entry point into the
church, no matter their stage of faith.
The ministry of John Wesley eventually offered a structure whereby many
could receive consistent, close, and personal reviews of their spiritual progress.
Wesley’s systematic development of small groups resulted in the renewal
movement called Methodism.
The extensive system of bands, classes, societies and preachers,
together with other offices and functions, opened the doors wide
for leadership and discipleship in early Methodism.... And who
were these people (leaders)? Not the educated or the wealthy with
time on their hands, but laboring men and women, husbands and
wives and young folks with little or no training, but with spiritual
gifts and eagerness to serve. Community became the incubator
and training camp for Christ-like ministry. (Snyder, Radical 63)
Wesley recognized Christian maturity does not exist outside of
community. Wesley called the church “a body of people united together in the
service of God” (Harper, John Wesley’s 119). Wesley was convinced that an
indispensable emphasis in the early Church was the gathering together of
believers into small groups. He considered preaching without the follow-up of
small group fellowship and faith development only “begetting children for the
murderer“ (Williams 135).
Wesley was so convinced of the small group’s importance to the
individual’s spiritual growth that he regarded it one of the five instituted means of
grace-a God-ordained channel for the growth of the Christian life. Calling it
“Christian Conferencing,” he gave small groups equal status with prayer,
searching the Scriptures, the Lord’s Supper, and fasting. Wherever Wesley
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preached he sought to organize believers into bands, classes, and societies for
their continuing nurture (Williams 135).
Distinguishing Characteristics of Bands

The Scriptural Theme was James 5:l 6-”Confess your faults one to
another, and pray one for another, that ye may be healed.” Membership and
admission went through a screening/accepting process-by

invitation only. The

key was a personal testimony of conversion of forgiveness of sins and peace
with God. Approximately Five to eight attended weekly. Members were divided
into peer groups of same sex, marital status, and age or maturity.
The focus was on “Heart“-affections,

attitudes, intentions, and emotions.

Confession of temptations and lack of inward holiness in attitude and intent were
to receive mutual love and encouragement. Participants were expected to
aspire to grow in holiness and to be involved as a “soul friend.” The leader was
both a model and facilitator. He set the pattern by confessing matters of his own
heart. Then he shared leadership with the others by asking and answering
probing questions. Prayer would be offered for the needs that were shared
(Henderson 112-121).
Distinguishing Characteristics of Classes

The Scriptural theme of the class was the same as for the Societywith the emphasis on: “Bring forth therefore fruits meet
Matthew 1:21 and 3:7-8,
for repentance.” Membership admission was assigned to a neighborhood group
based on the location of your residence. Faithful attendance was evidence of
seriousness. Approximately twelve attended of mixed company. Classes also
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met weekly for one to two hours.
The focus was on “Hands” or performance. Personal accountability to the
performance related to teachings. Members were exhorted to obedience to God.
The participant expectation was assimilation-to change or to be involved as an
accountable member. The leader was both a spiritual diagnostician and
director. The leader would elicit testimony from each member as to behavior
during the previous week. Members would be advised, reproved, comforted,
and exhorted as needed (Henderson 96-101).
Distinguishing Characteristics of Societies

They met around the scriptural theme of Matthew l2Iland 3:7-8-the
desire “to flee from the wrath to come, to be saved from their sins.” Attendance
was open to members and visitors. A large mixed group of all ages and faith
stages (converted and unconverted) assembled-fifty or more. Societies met at
least once weekly with the most popular service being Sunday evening.
Its focus was “Head”-cognition

or understanding through instruction of

scriptural doctrines with practical ways of application. Evangelismwas also a
focus. The participant was expected to associate-to be involved as a listener.
The leadership style of the society was a teacher using the lecture method.
There was no dialogue with listeners (Henderson 84-85).
Wesley and the SGP

Ten implications for the SGP emerge from this study of Wesley’s small
group system. First, small groups in the Wesleyan tradition were multileveled,
giving entrance to people at various faith stages. Curriculum design addressing
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participants at various levels of faith is crucial. Second, the emphasis for the
SGP is on Christian maturity rather than meeting the "letter of the law" fulfillment

of the disciplines. True maturing faith lets go of the self-serving aspects of being
in relationship (Kropf 106). Third, the SGP who is the true potential leader in the
small group is the one who first exhibits a growth in faith and grace. Fourth, the
small group must exercise discipline based on a covenant commitment to
Christian community. A personal commitment to Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior must be tied to a covenant commitment to the body of Christ. Discipline
and covenant commitment are most effectively and wholesomely expressed at
the level of the ecclesiola, the small group. Fifth, the church needs normative
structures for community, discipline, and mission. Such structures may not
assume the specific forms of the bands or classes, but, however they are
structured, they should exercise the same basic functions. Sixth, some
Wesleyan developmental tasks related to our faith include engaging in good
works, growing in our knowledge of Christ, becoming more self-controlled,
learning to persevere, developing a godly character, expressing kindness, and
manifesting love. Growth in these areas will lead to a productive and fruitful life

(2 Pet. 15-1I).
Seventh, the Wesleyan experience shows that the biblical
emphasis on the priesthood of believers and the gifts of the Spirit is entirely
practical and workable. Even (or perhaps especially) among the poor, a sizable
proportion of Christian believers can become effective leaders and ministers
provided the vision and appropriate structures are present. All believers can be
functioning members of the body. But this requires structures which provide the
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context for spiritual growth and opportunities for developing leadership. Eighth,
Wesley's experience shows the value of holding out before the church a high
ideal of what God's grace can accomplish in personal experience and in the
present order. Ninth, Wesley's experience shows also the importance of the
church being in some sense a sacramental community. Constant use of the
means of grace was to be the way to spiritual growth and vitality for Methodists
(Snyder, Radical 160-164). Tenth, the SGP utilizes spiritual gifts within the
small group setting. As a measurement of spiritual growth, the use of spiritual
gifts inventories needs to be approached with discernment.

Spiritual Gifts
Spiritual gifts inventories are often used in order to discover what areas of
ministry you are best "wired" to do. Paul encouraged a proper usage of spiritual
gifts in the Roman, Ephesian, and Corinthian Churches (Rom. 12; Eph. 4; 1 Cor.
12). Nowhere in these verses is any exhortation to individual Christians to "look
for" or "discover" what their spiritual gifts are. A danger in spiritual gifts
inventories is the temptation to "pigeonhole" a particular gift around which one
tries to build identity and wrench meaning for life. This can result in two types of
people: those who quickly fixate on what they think their gift is with very little
outside verification and those who may be quite mature in their faith but who
become frustrated because they are unable to discover for sure what their gifts
are (Getz 14-15). Gordon Fee observes there is a universal divorcing of spiritual
gifts from their intended purpose-their

use in worship (163).

Instead of encouraging the discovery of spiritual gifts, some writers
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believe it is a better approach to encourage becoming rnafure in Chrisf. Maturity
is what Fowler points toward in his Stages of Faith. Maturity was the goal of
John Wesley’s societies, classes and bands. Maturity is measurable in the
character traits Paul lists for elders and deacons in ITimothy 3 and Titus 1.
Spiritual Growth Possibilities in Small Group Theory

Several principles identified from a review of literature on small group
theory may contribute to the spiritual growth of the SGP. These principles are
outlined below.
Interaction

A central concept in most all definitions of “groups” seems to be the

necessity of interaction among group members (Shaw I O ; Bales 33; Hare 4).
Interaction must occur, or groups cannot exist. Interaction consists of two
people in discussion concerning any one particular focus. Interaction helps a
person to think actively engaging the person’s mind with the data and
experiences of the group. Interactions are mental transformations of one’s
actions in life (Bales 51). Therefore, for the SGP, coming to observe is not an
option. Participation is essential.
Cohesion

The productivity of groups that bond is much higher than those that don’t.
Cartwright and Zander suggest the higher the cohesion, the higher the
productivity (192). If productivity in a spiritual growth group means “the extent to
which the SGPs achieved spiritual growth,” then cohesion seems to be an
important principle. The bonding of the group is no small thing. Sharing life
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stories, eating together, and spending time together outside the group setting
are ways cohesion may be accomplished.
Motivation
Motivation for group goals was tied to the tension produced when
introducing group goals (Shaw 7). The working toward reduction of tension is
the group activity that sustains motivation. Most effective group goals are linked
to the personal needs of the SGPs. Also, if motivation is to be sustained over
long periods (three months), consistency is needed (Camright and Zander
445).

A structure needs to be in place to deal with inevitable conflict and
disagreements. If the SGPs are helped to understand that in theology
disagreements will occur, but we do not all have to think alike, then motivation is
less likely to wane. An important leader goal would be to foster an atmosphere
of agreement, but when that is impossible, to agree to disagree agreeably.
Social Facilitation

The sights and sounds of others doing the same thing are theorized to
augment ongoing responses (Shaw 52). Social facilitation is evidenced in small
groups if others are used as a source or arousal, vicarious learning, or modeling
(witnessing?). Whether or not actual internalization is taking place or if simple
imitation occurs is an issue of significance (Cartwright and Zander 71).
Nonetheless, “be ye imitators of me, as I am of Christ” (ICor. 4:16) just might
have made social facilitation a biblically mandated principle.
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Attitude Change
The small group process is a significant contributor to the attitude change
in the SGP. The content (curriculum) and the structure (interaction) determine
the nature of the change (Cartwright and Zander 79). Implications for my study
include the need for Bible-based curriculum and Spirit-led interaction so that
SGPs’ attitudes may be changed into the likeness of Christ‘s (Phil. 25-8).
Communication
According to some experts, communication is the central task of the small
group (Phillips 60; Hare 260; Cartwright and Zander 182; Shaw 138). It is
expressed in complex “networks” and involves much more than talking. Issues
such as body language, spatial distance, perception of status, degree of
independence, and saturation enter the equation among others. Implications for
SGPs include the fact we “speak“ even when we are not speaking. We are
sending powerful messages when we least imagine it. This is not to produce
“communication paranoia”; it is only to suggest an awareness of the others, the
environment, and, most importantly, the silent messages being sent by the
persona.
Identity and Self-Verification
Riley and Burke examined the relationship between the meanings
contained in one’s identity and the meanings attributed to one’s behavior by both
oneself and others in small-group interaction (68). Major findings showed that a
shared meaning structure does emerge in the small group setting and that a
shared interpretation of personal behavior tends to verify the group members’
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identities.
Implications for spiritual growth connect with Fowler‘s covenantal nature
of faith. All relationships involve faith in a shared center of valued power that, in

turn, makes all relationships triadic.
Small Groups and Developmentalism

John Dettoni offers the following principles that underlie all human
change and that are found readily operative in an effective small group
encounter:
Principle One-Small groups help a person to fhink. Thinking is the first

step to internalization which leads to transformation.
Principle Two-Small groups must be on the developmental levePstages

of those involved.
Principle Three-Content is vitally imporfant in small groups. Without

content no development occurs and therefore no maturing in Christ.
Principle Four-Growth

is not even nor even-keeled. Times of struggle

are offset by times of ease in the growth process. Patience is paramount.
Principle Five-Authorky for teaching and learning reside in the learners
not in the leaders of small groups.
Principle Six-Small group leaders need to be concerned with the whole
person, not jusf their “spiritual self ”
Principle Seven-Creative methods are employed.
Principle Eight-Reinforcement, modeling, and memorization are
eschewed. All three are manipulative and have a low view of persons and a
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high view of the teacher/leader (29-38).
Small Groups and Leadership Development

The clearest practical expression of faith development has been in the
small group setting. God uses the small group in dynamic ways to bring about
the transformation, faith growth, and accountability that He intends in growing
Christians (Watson, Accountable 7; Arnold 12). The fact that small groups
positively impact the spiritual growth of individuals is no secret. Writers like
Greg Ogden say:
More than any other structure, small groups call people out of the
audience and onto the stage to live together as the body of
Christ.... It is the small group experience, grounded in appreciation
of the early church, that has been the most visible feature of
spiritual movement today. (20)
Small groups should be more the rule than the exception in the way the
church does its business. An important part of the small group philosophy is the
idea that all Christians are ministers. In a small group, believers are equipped in
a supportive environment to do the work of ministry. As the small groups grow to
a point where close relationships cannot be maintained, the cell group divides
and the process continues.

In discussing the emerging concept of a Meta-Church, George makes an
argument for a church structure which is large enough to celebrate, yet small
enough to care. While acknowledging the importance of corporate worship and
the many strategies God uses to build His church, George sees tremendous
potential for small group ministry. He writes:

I believe that the smaller group within the whole ... is a crucial but
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underdeveloped resource in most churches. It is, I contend, the
most strategically significant foundation, for spiritual formation and
assimilation, for evangelism and leadership development, for the
most essential functions that God has called for in the church. (41)
According to J. Gregory Lawson, pastoral leadership must be engaged in
the concept of shared ministry. Pastoral care should be delegated to the lay
leaders in the small groups. This is the genuine theological work by the whole
body of Christ being accomplished, rather than by professional theologians (70).
The Modified Religious Status Interview

Malony created the Religious Status Interview responding to the need for
a standardized measure to clinically assess optimal religious functioning
alongside other personality and behavioral characteristics (“Clinical
Assessment” 3). The RSI is based largely on the work of Pruyser (60-79) and
influenced by Allport, Strunk, James, and Duncombe (Malony, “Clinical
Assessment” 3). Although some of these authors discussed religious functioning
broadly, the RSI is designed to measure religious maturity specifically within the
context of Christianity (Bassett et al. 84). The interview consists of twenty openended questions based on a definition of Christian maturity that includes identity,
integrity, and inspiration.
This study utilizes a modified version of the RSI (MRSI) in order to
measure subjects’ evaluation of their faith development in the midst of the small
group process (see Appendix A). Interview results will be used as anecdotal and
illustrative material.
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The Spiritual Life Inventory
Persons in the Doctor of Ministry Department of Asbury Theological
Seminary designed the Spiritual Life Inventory for missionaries home on
furlough. Dr. Leslie Andrews presented it as a possible instrument for this study.
With only slight modifications, the inventory was made ready for the small group
faith development context. Each SLI item is rated on a five-point modified Likert
scale from "Always" to "Never." Negative items are reversed scored.
From a theological perspective, faith and spiritual well-being go hand in
hand. In 1 Corinthians 12, the apostle Paul discusses the gifts of the Spirit, and
in chapter 13 identifies faith, hope, and love as greater and most enduring. In a
sense, Paul is describing the goal of the spiritual life (Carson, Soeken, and
Grimm 159). The SGPs' perception of these gifts in their life will ultimately be
what the Spiritual Life Inventory measures.
Summary of the Review of Selected Literature

In summary, this study has examined the contribution Fowler, Wesley,
and small group theory make to the spiritual growth of the SGP. To the extent
that Fowler's faith development theory and John Wesley's understanding of faith
are both dynamic, evolving phenomena, we have agreement between them. For
curriculum design, I will work from both of their perspectives.
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Table 2.5: Structural Design of the Study
Faith Development Theory/
Dynamics Wesley’s Grace Theology

Small Group Dynamics

Theological Foundations

Fowler emphasizes the fact that not everyone is in the same stage of
faith. Wesley describes this dynamic by stating that not everyone is equally
receptive to God’s grace. Curriculum design necessitates inclusion of Fowler‘s
middle three stages of faith-Synthetic-Conventional, Individuative-Reflective,
and Conjunctive-in

addition to Wesley’s categories of the forms of Grace-

prevenient, justifying, and sanctifying. Fowler contributes structure (stages of
human faith) while Wesley provides content (faith as a gift through trusting in
Christ as God’s Son). Fowler emphasizes the human story of a generic faith,
and Wesley emphasizes the Divine story of a specifically Christian faith. Faith
development focuses on horizontal relationships while the Wesleyan perspective
focuses on the vertical relationship. Small group theory highlights certain
common aspects of these perspectives, namely: interaction, cohesion,
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communication, and identity.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGNOF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of small groups as a
program for facilitating spiritual growth and leadership development in the local
church. A quasi-experimental design was utilized to measure the impact of
Fowler's structure, Wesley's content, and small group dynamics on the spiritual
growth of the SGP. By using a researcher-designed Wesleyan developmental
model of spiritual formation, I hoped to fill a void of a distinctively Wesleyan
approach to faith development. A descriptive method of research was utilized.
Research Questions

Four research questions guided the study. First, how do small group
participants describe their experiences within small groups designed to facilitate
spiritual growth? Results from the MRSl will address this question. Second,
what patterns emerge in the experiences of small group participants? Both the
SLI and MRSI will help to reveal these emergent patterns. Third, what other
extraneous factors may also be associated with the spiritual growth of SGPs?
Interview data from the MRSl and results of the Stl will shed light on other
factors present. Fourth, how will a researcher-designed curriculum influence the
spiritual formation and leadership of SGPs in a small group setting? Both the
MRSl and the SLI will help discover the impact of the curriculum.
Population and Sample

The population consists of the adult membership and constituents of Faith
United Methodist Church, approximately 580 persons. Constituents include
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regular attendees of Faith Church. A total of thirty to thirty-six persons were
selected for the three groups to be studied. Small group researchers agree that
ten to twelve SGPs is optimal for purposes of building community and inclusive
interaction in small group meetings (e.g., Bales; Cartwright and Zander). Each
of the three groups consist of ten to twelve SGPs.
The selection criterion of SGPs was a multistage procedure (clustering)
focusing on those who demonstrate leadership characteristics. During the first
stage, the leadership of the Administrative Council was invited to be a part of the
small groups. No distinction was made between those who have a leadership
position and those who demonstrate leadership characteristics in the SGP pool.

During the second stage of selection, other potential leaders from the church
membership were invited. When a third stage of selection was determined as
needed, constituents were invited. All invitations were made by way of Faith
Church’s newsletter and bulletin (see Appendix F).
The small groups met 13 September through 6 December 1999. First, a
group of thirty six was selected. Names were added to a waiting list to be
contacted in the event of cancellations or to be kept on file for future reference.
Each of the recruits was contacted with a reminder one week prior to the small
groups’ initial gathering date. All three groups met at the church at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, 25 August 1999, for the initial organizational meeting. All
subsequent meetings were held on Monday evenings at the church in the youth
area. Each group maintained consistency with meeting times and agendas
throughout the twelve weeks. Minimal snacks and drinks were available at all
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group meetings arranged by a volunteer coordinator who kept snacks equal for
both groups. Selection of SGPs, snack coordinator, interviewers, and leadership
of groups was finalized one month prior to the first meeting (22 August 1999).
On 6 December 1999, the posttest SLI was administered to all three of the
above-mentioned groups.
During the week of 6 December, MRSI exit interviews with SG1 and SG2
were conducted. SG3 did not take the MRSI. The SGPs signed up for time slots
available and a letter of confirmation was sent in late November (see Appendix

G). These interviews were administered on an individual basis by four
researcher-trained interviewers to guard against researcher bias. Interviewers’
training materials are compiled from Stewart and Cash (see Appendix H) (27).
Each interviewer conducted individual interviews with persons from both SG I
and SG2 selected at random to guard against interviewer bias. Tape recordings
were made of each interview after permission was obtained from the SGP (see
Appendix C).
Delimitations and Generalizability

This study was delimited by the existing administrative council leaders
and other members and friends of Faith United Methodist Church, Ft. Myers,
Florida. Delimitations further include testing and interviewing for the selfperceptions of SGPs’ spiritual growth during the months of September through
December 1999. In SG1, the researcher-designed curriculum, “Amazing Grace”
was utilized (see Appendix I). In SG2, the Lyman Coleman series on Whol-iness was employed (see Appendix J). In SG3, no curriculum and no small group
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experience occurred. In order to maintain equal opportunity in the process,
SG3 was invited to the curriculum portion at a later date. The researcher

acknowledges such a purposive sample may limit the generalizability of the
study.
Spiritual growth through small groups can be useful in almost any churchrelated context, yet churches with a Wesleyan heritage may be most receptive to
this study. The results will be generalizable to groups constituting similar
characteristics. In SGI, we did not gather in the style or with the content of a
Wesley accountability group (David Watson), a Serendipity Bible study group
(Lyman Coleman), or a TLC group (Dale Galloway); however, in this experiment,
qualities of each of these groups may be present.
Variables

My research indicates that faith is developed in an atmosphere that is
both relational and covenantal. The small group experience and the curriculum
serve as the independent variables. The dependent variable is the SGPs’
individual perceptions of their own faith development as quantified in the SLI and
qualified in the MRSI.
Instrumentation

One researcher-modified instrument, the Modified Religious Status
Interview (MRSI), and one standardized data collection instrument, the Spiritual
Life Inventory (SLI),were utilized.
The Religious Status Interview: Reliability and Validity

The RSI interview questions were designed around seven theological
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categories suggested by Pruyser as paramount for assessing how Christian faith
functions in peoples’ lives (60-79). The eighth category was added by Malony:
(I)
having an awareness of God, (2) accepting God’s grace and steadfast love,

(3) being repentant and responsible, (4) knowing God’s leadership and direction,

(5) being involved in organized religion, (6) experiencing fellowship, (7) being
ethical, and (8) affirming openness in faith (“Clinical Assessment“ 10-1 I).
The qualitative nature of the interview responses can provide rich clinical
information; however, the reliability of the RSI has been uneven (Malony,
“Clinical Assessment 12). Hall, Tisdale, and Brokaw suggest a scoring method
such as Luborsky’s Core Conflictual Relationship Theme (CCRT) be adopted in
order to strengthen reliability (403). This theme analysis identifies needs or
intentions of the respondent, the responses of others to those needs or
intentions, and the responses of the self to the interactions. The extensive
testing of the CCRT has produced good interrater reliability, which supports the
utility of this model for analyzing qualitative or narrative material in research
(404).

The Modified Religious Status Interview: Reliability and Validity
The modification of the RSI consists of a selected deletion of items in
each of Malony’s subscales (see Appendix A) (Malony, “Clinical Assessment”
12). The MRSl has a total of twenty questions. A pretest of the MRSl was
conducted with members of the Congregation Reflection Group to determine
clarity and consistency of the questions. Examining and compiling themes and
variances in the responses of the SGPs accomplished scoring of the MRSI.
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The literature review revealed precedents for successful modifications of
the RSI (Hall, Tisdale, and Brokaw 403; Malony, “Clinical Assessmentn 13). RSI
modification was employed in this study to combine the RSl’s tested reliability
and validity scores with this study’s specific variables. Further motivation for
using a modified RSI involves the positive factor analysis correlation with a more
quantitative instrument such as the SLI (Hall, Tisdale, and Brokaw 403).
To establish reliability with the MRSI, a pretest was administered by the
trained interviewers with a group of three individuals per interviewer who are not
associated with the small groups. Pretests were conducted in November 1999.
Structured and open-ended items were tested for clarity and ease of eliciting a
response. Revisions to ambiguities and inadequate wording were made.
A second round of pretesting was administered with an additional three

persons for each interviewer to eliminate interviewer bias and ensure validity.
Bias may appear in the emphasis the interviewer places on certain words of the
question. Subjects were asked to share what they believe the interviewer would
most like for them to answer in each of the nine questions. Further revisions
were made in the style of questioning, if not in the content.
Malony urges caution with “free response materials“ because they are
routinely difficult to rate reliably. The objective validity of the measure may be
compromised by the interviewer and interviewee working closely together
(“Clinical Assessment” 13).

The Spiritual Life Inventory: Reliability and Validity
While small groups are the focus of this study, the small size of the
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sample limits reliability (Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison 65). Age and gender
bias may also be a limitation of the SLI as indicated in similar studies (Jang
4652B; Sherman 46808) although the majority of data suggest that this bias
does not exist, or is minimal (Brinkman and Bufford). Concerns regarding
normative data for the SLI involve representativeness. That is, having been
produced and generated at Asbury Seminary, most data have been collected
from a limited region of the United States, which may affect generalization
(Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison 66). Each SLI item is rated on a five-point
modified Likert scale from “Always” to “Never.” Negative items are reversed
scored.
Ellison suggests that relationships between spiritual well-being and other
similar, though conceptually distinct, factors such as spiritual maturity might be
explored. Utilization of the SLI on a pre- and post-test basis might be instructive
in helping us more clearly understand the short and long-range impact of
specific religious exercises and events upon our faith development (338).
In light of these comments, combining the SLI with the MRSl to measure

SGPs’ spiritual maturity provides a more significant result. Correlation factors
between the SLI and the RSI also make the SLI a natural choice (Hall, Tisdale
and Brokaw 403). Further rationale for using both the MRSl and the SLI involve
triangulation and expansion. Their combined use should produce some
convergence of results and an added scope and breadth to the study (Creswell

175).
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Data Collection

This project utilizes a quasi-experimental design featuring three small
groups: SGI, SG2, and SG3.
Small Group One (SGI), the experimental group, received the SLI as a
pretest on 13 September 1999, and as posttest on 6 December 1999 and
experienced the twelve week small group treatment (X) during the intervening
weeks. The MRSI was administered to SGI as an exit interview.
Small Group Two (SG2), the curriculum control group, was selected along
with SGI and also took the SLI as pretest and posttest with SGI. SG2 did not
utilize the researcher-designed curriculum but met for the twelve weeks with a
Serendipity resource as their curriculum. SG2 also participated in the exit
interview (MRSI).
Small group three (SG3), the experience control group, took the
pretesVposttest along with SGs 1 and 2. However, SG3 did not receive
treatment of any kind, nor did it participate in the exit interview (MRSI). SG3 is
invited to go through the curriculum as a group at a later date. Table 3.1
provides a visual for the specific research design to be used.
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Table 3.1 : Nonequivalent Control Group Design

Mixed-methodology design-Qualitative (MRSI) and Quantitative (SWBS)

M: Experimentalvariable of a 12-week small group focusing on spiritual growth

through a Wesleyan faith development model.
[Xl]: Control variable of a 12-week small group Bible Studykhare and care.
[O]:
Measurement of SWBS administer pretest and posttest to all three groups.
[R]: Random Assignment to SGI and SG2 of the MRSl administeredas an exit
interview.

Small Group 1

(SGI):

01

Small Group 2

(SGZ):

01

Small Group 3

(SG3)

01

X

x1

R02

R02
02

Posttest interviews [R] were administered to each SGP in SGI and SG2.
These individual interviews took place the week of 6 December 1999, and were
scheduled with the SGPs two weeks prior to that time. I trained four lay people
to administer the MRSl in order to minimize researcher bias. Interviews were
assigned at random to minimize interviewer bias.
Each SGP was asked to devote one hour and fifteen minutes of their time
for the interview. Interviewer and SGP met in a comfortable room at the church
where interruptionswere eliminated. Two interviews back-to-back were not
scheduled as a prevention measure against effects of time constraint pressures
and to avoid cross-subject influences on the interviewer. Preceding the
interview, explanations were presented about the interview process. Assurance
was given that the questions were not intended to judge or evaluate responses.
The interviewer’s interest is that the SGP share hislher heart-the current
perception of personal spirituality. No answers are judged right or wrong.
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Asking the SGP to assign a code name or a pin number to the responses, with
the key locked away in the researcher's files, ensures anonymity. Permission to
tape record the conversation was secured and the use of an exterior microphone

was provided. If the SGP was uncomfortable with being recorded, the MRSl

interviewer conducted the interview taking notes only. Note taking created a
lengthier interview, and this effect was noted with the SGP in order to allow for
extra time.
Data Analysis

Scoring of the MRSl was accomplished through developing a template of
the interview questions for each subject then listening to the tapes of each of the
interviews and transcribing the subjects' responses onto the templates. These
templates were then compared for similarities and compiled according to those
similarities. The topics covered on the MRSl were then assigned corresponding
numbers according to the frequency of similar responses. Then variations in
phrasing and wording were noted. Subtle nuances were detected and provided
for in the phrasing and recording, and then summaries of each topic for SGI and
SG2 were counted and categorized.

Responses from SGI were then compared and contrasted with responses
from SG2. These numerical assignments provided quantitative analysis for what
would othewise be purely qualitative data; however, qualitative analysis of the
MRSl was utilized in order to give life to the quantitative data of the SLI.
Another purpose of the MRSl data analysis was to provide anecdotal
corroboration to the SLI results. In areas where the SLI revealed patterns of
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agreement in responses, the MRSl was employed to support or challenge those
patterns.
After determining the mean and standard deviation for all of the items of
the SLI, a coefficient of correlations was developed for each of the relationships
between variables. The relationship of the independent variables (small group
experience and curriculum) to the dependent variables (SGPs’ perception of
their own spiritual growth as quantified by the S t l and qualified by the MRSI)
could then be subject to analysis.
Summary

Data from this study should offer direction concerning effective models for
faith development in the Wesleyan tradition. The data should also suggest
possible relationships between a maturing faith and spiritual well-being.
Secondarily, the data can be useful for the continuing process of developing
norms for the MRSl and SLI and how faith development relates to these
respective scales. Finally, the results should also provide helpful data to
strengthen the validity and reliability of the Religious Status Interview.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS
OF THE STUDY
This study examined the results of a small group experience on
individuals’ faith development and leadership potential. Forty-three individuals of
Faith United Methodist Church volunteered and were then randomly assigned to
one of three groups. The Small Group I(SGI) received a researcher-designed
twelve week small group experience exploring Wesley’s modes and means of
grace. Small Group 2 (SGZ) received a concurrent twelve week Serendipity small
group experience, entitled Whol-i-ness, while Small Group 3 (SG3) received no
curriculum and no group process. Pretests and posttests were administered to
all three groups to examine the changes in self-perceived faith growth and
leadership development. Exit interviews were conducted with individuals in SG1

and SG2 in December 1999 to add narrative analysis to the study.

Four research questions have guided this study: How do small group
participants (SGPs) describe their experiences within small groups designed to
facilitate spiritual growth? What patterns emerge in the experiences of SGPs?
What other extraneous factors may also be associated with the spiritual growth of
SGPs? And how will a researcherdesigned curriculum influence the spiritual
formation and leadership of SGPs in a small group setting?
Forty-three adults signed up for the project with the knowledge that some
would not be selected for a small group experience at this time. An
organizational meeting to randomly assign the groups was held on 25 August
1999, at which all forty-three people were invited. The random selection was
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accomplished for those who showed up or let the researcher know they were still
interested.
All three groups received pretests on 13 September 1999, and posttests

on 6 December 1999. Individual exit interviews were scheduled and
administered for SG 1and SG2 between 7 December and 14 December 1999.
The results of the pretests and posttests for the experimental group were
compared to both control groups. A thorough examination was conducted to
determine the effects of the group process and curriculum on faith development
and leadership potential. Analysis of the interviews was conducted to provide
corroboration to pretest and posttest findings and to add anecdotal significance
to the study.
Informational Meeting
The Faith Church bulletins and newsletter of August 1999 included an
invitation to be part of a study on small groups (see Appendix F). A sign-up
sheet was posted in the Narthex of the church for the first four Sundays of
August. Forty-three individuals signed up. A card was sent to each registrant
announcing the organizational meeting on 25 August to randomly assign the
groups in the study. A note of disclaimer was included that not everyone would
be selected for a study group in order to form a non-participating control group.
At the informational meeting, an explanation of the project was presented
along with the need for consistent participation. Random assignment was
achieved by putting all forty-three names on separate slips of paper and then
drawing them from a box for each of the three groups intermittently.
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In order to legitimately control for group process, those who were selected
for SG3 were asked not to participate in any other spiritual growth group during
the months of September through December 1999. Individuals in SG3 were
assured that other small group experiences would be available for them after the
first of the year and thanked for their pretestlposttest participation.
Demographics

An analysis of the demographics of the three groups is revealed in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1 Demographic Profile of Subjects

7-9

4
4

12.1
12.1

Yes
No

22

66.7

10-12
Previous Small Group Experience

11

33.3
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Females constitute the highest percentage of participants (72.7),which is
consistent with the demographics of Faith Church. The 48.5 percent involvement
of persons ages sixty and above accurately reflects an elderly congregation.
Persons who perceive themselves to have been Christian for twenty years or
longer were in the majority (60.6). The majority of participants had attended
Faith Church for zero to six years (85.8) while two-thirds had received previous
small group experiences. Table 4.2 summarizes the demographic findings.
Table 4.2 Composite of Demographic Findings
Female
60 years of age
A Christian for 20+ years
Started attending Faith Church in the last six years

Have had previous small group experience

Dropout Rate

Beginning with a sign-up list of forty-three individuals the study concluded
with thirty-three participants, a dropout rate of 23.26 percent. A comparison of
the dropout rate in the individual groups is as follows:
Table 4.3 Dropout Rate

Pretest Posttest Percent
SGI

15

11

26.67

SG2

15

IO

33.33

SG3

13

12

7.70

Totals

43

33

100
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SG3 had the fewest participants drop out (7.70 percent). SG2 had the

highest dropout rate (33.33 percent), slightly higher than SGI (26.67 percent).
The results of respondents who dropped out of the research after the pretest
were eliminated from the research.
Research Question One

The first research question that guided this study was, "How do small
group participants (SGPs) describe their experiences within small groups
designed to facilitate spiritual growth?" Three statements from the SLI directly
address research question one. Three interview questions from the MRSl
directly relate to this question. Other questions and statements from both the SLI
and MRSl inform research question number one in indirect ways.
SLI
Three items on the SLI indicate value differences between pretest and
posttest findings as Table 4.4 displays.
Table 4.4 Group Differences on Pretests*

n=l5

9. I have difficulty forgiving
myself when I fail.
14. I regularly take communion to
facilitate my spiritual life.
16. Meeting with a small group
for Christian nurture enriches
my spiritual development.
* Q c .05.

SG3

SG2

SGI

n=15

n=l3

3.27

.90

3.50

53

2.90

.90

4.64

-50

4.40

70

3.92

1.31

3.63

1.36

3.50

1.27

3.00

1.35
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Table 4.4 displays the pretest findings of the three items of most change
for comparison to the posttest findings (see Table 4.5). The value of the pretest
alone is limited, but in comparison to the posttest results, a meaningful change
may be detected.
The small group experience for SGI did not result in a change in their
ability to forgive themselves. As a group the frequency of “having difficulty
forgiving self“ was just a little more often than “occasionally” on the pretest (3.27).
A slight decrease occurred in mean scores of 3.50 to 3.30 for SG2 on the same

question. This seems to indicate a little more ability of SG2 to forgive themselves
after the small group experience. SG3 seems to be predisposed to having more
grace with themselves before the experience than S G I or SG2, registering a
group score of 2.90 on the pretest. Posttest scores indicate an even stronger
ability to forgive themselves (2.50) than SGI and SG2. The practices of taking
communion to facilitate spiritual life took on a heightened frequency for all three
groups.
The small group process seems to be significant from the results of the
SLI statement, “Meeting with a small group for Christian nurture enriches my
spiritual development” (see Table 4.5). Groups one and two increased from
pretest to posttest in mean differences of .46 and .90respectfully while the
control group three, which received no small group process, remained static.
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Table 4.5 Group Differences on Posttests*
Group I
n=lq

Item
9. I have difficulty forgiving
myself when Ifail.

14. I regularly take communion to
facilitate my spiritual life.
16. Meeting with a small group
for Christian nurture enriches
my spiritual development.
Q < .05.

Group 2

M

SD

M

3.27

.65

4.73
4.09

n=lO

Group 3
n=l2

SD

M

SD

3.30

.48

2.50

.80

.65

4.80

.42

4.00

1.04

1.14

4.40

.a4

3.00

1.21

The three groups differed significantly on the posttest on three of the
thirty-four items on the Spiritual Life Inventory (see Table 4.5). The experimental
group (SGI) scored significantly higher than the control group (SG3) on all three
items, as did SG2. The experimental group (SGI) did not differ significantly on
the posttest from SG2 at any point.
MRSl

Three interview questions from the MRSl directly address the first
research question. Interview question 16 asks about the participants’ likes and
dislikes of their experiences in the small groups during the exit interviews for SGI
and SG2. Interview question 17 inquires about any new commitments made as a
result of being part of the small group. Interview question 18 asks, “In what ways
are you better able to be a leader in the church since this small group
experience?” Each of these three interview questions inform research question
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one: “How do small group participants (SGPs) describe their experiences within
small groups designed to facilitate spiritual growth?”
Interview question 16 asks, “What did you like the most about the small
group experience? The least?” The SGPs listed the following likes and dislikes.
Table 4.6 SGI Likes and Dislikes

n=l I
Likes

Sharing and listening to
others’ experiences
1 Discussion
1 Content of lessons
I More insight on feelings

Dislikes

~

The time and the
frequency of meetings
Fear of speaking in a
group
Couldn’t hear when some
people shared
Some nights not long
enough
Uncomfortable sharing
personal things

Ten of eleven SGI participants (90.9 percent of those interviewed)
responded to the “likes” quotes question. Nine of the eleven (81.8 percent)
shared a dislike.
The participants in SGI described the ”most-liked” elements as “sharing
and listening to others’ experiences,” ”discussion,” “content of the lessons,” and
the “personal insight on feelings” that they received. Least-liked was the “time
and frequency of the meetings,” “fear of speaking in a group,” the fact that they
“couldn’t hear sometimes when people shared,” some meetings needed “more
time’ and some discomfort “sharing personal things.”
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“Personal interaction through sharing and listening” and “discussion” made
up eight out of ten responses (80 percent). “Content of the lesson” is mentioned
only once as a most-liked component. The group interaction process played a
more enjoyed role than content for most of the participants in the experimental
group. One dislike turns out to be a positive for the group process: “some nights
not long enough” suggests that this participant wished the group could keep
going on certain nights. Five of the nine mentioned dislikes (55.5 percent) also
related to the interaction process: “fear of speaking in a group” (2),“difficulty
hearing what other peopie shared” (2),and “discomfort sharing personal things”
(11.

For SG2 a similar dynamic emerged. Yet SG2 participants described their
experiences with a broader variety of statements as listed in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 SG2 Likes and Dislikes

n=lO
Dislikes

Likes

6
1

Self-examination and lack
of authoritative leader

Sharing and listening to
others’ experiences
Discussion

1

1

Missing Monday Night
Football
Wanted to keep going

Seven of nine respondents cited “sharing and listening to others’
experiences” and “discussion” as “most-liked” aspects of the group experience.
Six dislikes covered topics from “self-examination”to “missing Monday Night
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Football.” Only six of the nine interviewees (66.6 percent) in SG2 responded to
the dislike question while all nine (100 percent) responded to the like question.
On what was “liked most,” six SGPs said, “Sharing and listening to others’
experiences;” one said, ”Discussion;” one said, “Learning that everyone has
problems;” and, one responded, “It forced me to think in new ways.”
What was liked least was (one response each): “Self examination and lack
of authoritative leader,” “the distance to the meeting,” “not enough Bible
teaching,” the initial “awkwardness,” “missing Monday Night Football,” and they
often “wanted to keep the meeting going.”
SG2’s description of the small group experience focused on relational

components rather than the content of the lesson. Other dislikes involved
logistical issues such as “distance to the meeting,” and “missing Monday Night
Football.” One dislike was, in fact, a positive about the group process. They said
they often “wanted to keep the meeting going.”
Question 17 on the MRSI asks: “Did you make any new commitments as
a result of being part of the small group?“ This question informs the first
research question of how SGPs describe their experiences in small groups
designed to facilitate spiritual growth. SGPs in the experimental group (SGI)
and Control group (SG2) responded as shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8 New Commitments Since Small Group Experience

SGj

SG2

n=l I

n=10

5 No
3 Spend more time in prayer
I Notmany
1 To continue in a small group
I To be more faithful to God

I

3
2
1
I
1
I

I

No
Volunteer more at church
Tithing
Read Bible more
Personal devotions
More prayer conscious

Eleven of eleven (100 percent) SGI participants responded to interview
question 17. Nine of ten (90 percent) SG2 participants answered interview
question 17. Five of eleven (45.5 percent) SGI respondents indicated no new
commitments developed for them as a result of the small group experience.
Three of ten (30 percent) SG2 respondents answered that no new commitments
were made as a result of the small group.
Three participants in SGI made new commitments of spending more time
in prayer and one participant made a new commitment to continue in a small
group. Two less concrete commitments were “to be more faithful to God” and
“not many.” Of the eleven respondents in SGI, four identified new commitments
that involve concrete behavioral responses (36.3 percent).
Six of the nine (66.6 percent) SG2 respondents gave concrete behavioral
answers to interview question 17. Two indicated a commitment to do more
volunteering at church, and the other four committed to tithing, to read the Bible
more, to have personal devotions, and to be more prayer conscious.
Interview question 18 inquired as to the preparation for church leadership
that the small group afforded. The perception of this preparation resulted in the
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following answers.
Table 4.9 Small Group as Preparation for Church Leadership
SGI

SG2

n=l1

n=lO

5
3

I
I

I

I To stay in a small group
1 1 Learned to share my faith

I
I

1
I

I'm not a leader
No
I know more people here
In some ways

Five of the eleven participants (45.5 percent) in SG1 indicated that they
received no preparation for leadership in the church from the small group
experience. One SGI participant states, "I'm not a leader." The other four
respondents indicate a variety of ways the small group helped them to be a
leader: "confidence in gifts," "better able to lead a small group," "to stay in a
small group," and "learned to share my faith." Four of the eleven participants
(36.3 percent) in SGI found their church leadership ability strengthened by the
small group experience.
Five of the ten SG2 participants (50 percent) stated, "I am not a leader"
while three (30 percent) indicated the experience not helpful in developing their
leadership skills. The other two respondents said the small group helped
develop their leadership skills "in some ways" and that they are better able to
lead because "I know more people here."

SGI was 36.6 percent better able to lead, and 20 percent of SG2 felt
somewhat better prepared to lead after the small group experiences.
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Research Question Two
The second question that gave guidance to this study was, "What
patterns emerge in the experiences of SGPs?" Both the SLI and MRSl informed
this question and revealed emerging patterns in the individual groups and
among them. Analysis of the SLI suggests general patterns among the small
groups and the MRSl offers possible patterns within the groups.
SLI

Since the SLI was administered to all three groups as a pretest and
posttest, an analysis of the differences for all participants seems to be an
appropriate place to find emergent patterns.
Prior to the twelve-week course on faith development, the average mean
score for all thirty-three participants was 3.25. Following the twelve weeks for all
three groups, the average mean score was 3.40, a difference of .I5 Some
positive movement overall was discerned, but not a significant amount. More
significant change is discovered when the items are compared individually.
Table 4.10 describes the differences for all subjects between the pretest and
posttest.
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Table 4.10
Pretest-Posttest Differences for All Subjects on Spiritual Life Inventory

Item
n=33

1. Scripture nourishes my spiritual

life.
2. I experience prayer as central to
my spiritual well-being.
3. Music plays an important role in
nurturing my spiritual life.
4. 1 meet on a regular basis with a
prayer partner.
5. My friends understand and forgive
me when I fail.
6. I can count upon my home church
to pray/care for me.
7. My pastor promotes opportunities
for my spiritual growth and
nurture.
8. When things don’t turn out as I
expected, I look for God’shand in
it.
9. I have difficulty forgiving myself
when I fail.
10. I feel deeply that God has called
me to a ministerial vocation.
11. My experiences in family
devotions are meaningful.
12.I wish my personal devotional
experiences were more life-giving.
13. I have someone with whom I can
share anything, including my
failures and successes.
14. I regularly take communion to
facilitate my spiritual life.
15. Not having a prayer partner would
be a deficit in my life.
16.Meeting with a small group for
Christian nurture enriches my
spiritual development.
17.I experience God’sdirect
involvement in my life.
18.When things in a relationship
disturb me, God seems far away.

M

SD

M

SD

3.61

1.09

3.79

.78

1.23

3.66

1.04

4.06

.91

3.04*

3.90

1.22

3.81

.52

1.45

.89

1.77

.95
.92

3.32’

3.91

.84

4.00

.61

.83

4.33

.89

4.55

-67

1.49

4.13

.98

4.47

.72

2.25

3.67

-89

3.67

1.05

0

3.21

.82

3.00

.75

1.48

2.12

1.13

2.30

1.21

1.23

3.15

1.18

3.33

1.08

.92

3.58

1.03

3.30

.95

1.47

4.39

.90

4.39

1-09

0

4.30

.95

4.49

.83

1.64

2.23

1.18

2.41

1.13

.97

3.36

1.32

3.79

1.23

2.18

4.00

.94

4.18

.85

1.64

2.76

.90

2.46

.83

1.58
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19. I rely upon ministry opportunities
for nourishing my spiritual life.
20. My spouse/closefriend provides
significant encouragementto me
spiritually.
21. I try to have times of solitude for
renewing and strengthening my
relationship with God.
22. The church where I worship
contributes substantially to my
spiritual life.
23. When I become angry, I attempt to
understand my feelings in light of
how God would respond to the
situation.
24. I practice my individual devotions
out of a sense of duty.
25. When I have failed in my spiritual
walk, I am aware of God's
forgiveness.
26. I share my needs andlor blessings
with a prayer partner.
27. When I have problems andor
stresses, I seek to discover what
new things God may teach me
through them.
28. My familytfriends encourage me to
cultivatemy relationship with God.
29. I have someone in my life who
functions as pastor/spiritual friend
to me.
30. I feel that I fail to please God.
31. I experiencethe Hdy Spirit
actively helping me in my life.
32. My life is sustained by a Godgiven call to ministry.
33. I experience God's surprising
intervention when I least expect it.
34.I feel spiritually drained.

2.97

1.33

3.15

1.12

I.03

3.36

1.25

3.67

1.11

1.67

3.46

1.oo

3.79

.96

3.22

4.27

.a4

4.42

.75

1.41

3.21

.70

3.21

.82

0

2.31

-86

2.06

.76

1.68

3.91

1.10

4.12

.89

1.75

1.81

.98

2.09

1.21

1.30

3.46

.94

3.55

1.06

.59

3.03

1.16

3.12

1.08

.59

2.94

1.19

3.78

1.07

4.41 *

2.67

.78

2.72

.68

.24

3.30

1.21

3.85

1.18

3.61*

2.27

1.10

2.39

1.25

.68

3.61

1.oo

3.79

1.11

1.14

2.15

.87

2.15

.83

0

Patterns of experience within and among small groups can be measured
by the difference between the pretest and posttest in each of the three small
groups. SG2 and SG3 controlled for curriculum and group process respecffully.
The composite scores of all three groups comparing pretest and posttest helps
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to identify emerging patterns of significance. Numbers two,four, twenty-nine,
and thirty-one indicate internal significance with

.05.

SLI statement number two reads, “I experience prayer as central to my

spiritual well-being.” With a pretest reading for all subjects of 3.66 and a
posttest score of 4.06, significant change has occurred. To understand this
significance, we compare the pretest scores with the posttest scores of the
individual groups.
Table 4.1 IPretest-Posttest Comparison of Prayer Significance

SGI

Pre n=15
Post n=l 1

SG2

Pre n=15
Post n=l0

SG3

Pre n=l3
Post n=12

Pretest

3.80

1.14

3.80

.79

3.42

1.16

Posttest

3.91

1.04

4.40

.52

3.92

1.oo

SLI item number two states, “I experience prayer as central to my spiritual
well-being.” On this item SGI and SG2 scored the same on the pretest. The
posttest reveals a significantly higher mean score for SG2 than for SGI which
indicates a more frequent occurrence. The difference between pretest and
posttest for SGI is .I
Iwhile the difference between pretest and posttest for
SG2 is .60. The control group (SG3) scores a higher mean difference (30)than
the experimental group but not as high as the curriculum control group. The
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significance of prayer becoming central to spiritual well-being is found in SG2
and SG3, not SGI .
White the experimental group (SGI) scores an increase in dependence

on prayer for spiritual well-being, that score is less of an increase than what the
curriculum control group (SG2) and the process control group (SG3)
experienced. All three groups display at least some increase in their
dependence on prayer for spiritual well-being.
Table 4.1 2 Pretest-Posttest Comparison of Prayer Partner
SGI

Pre n=15
Post n=l1

SG2

Pre n=15
Post n=10

SG3
Pre n=13

Post n=12

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Pretest

I.44

.73

I.80

1.32

1.17

.39

Posttest

1.73

.90

2.10

I.20

I.5a

.67

The fourth statement on the SLI reads, “I meet on a regular basis with a
prayer partner.” The experimental group (SGI) shows an increase in the
frequency of meeting with a prayer partner from pretest to posttest (.29).The
curriculum control group (SG2) comes to the study with a slightly higher
occurrence of meeting with prayer partners and that increases by about the
same amount as SGI (-30).SG3 (the process control group) registers the
lowest group frequency in the pretest but, without any group process, registers
the highest group increase in the posttest (.41).
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These unanticipated scores are significant in that group process and
curriculum appear to foster the habit of meeting with prayer partners less
effectively than leaving people alone. Chapter 5 will explore the dynamics that
may have contributed to this undesired phenomenon.
Table 4.13 Pretest-Posttest Comparison of Spiritual Friend

SGI

Pre n=15
Post n=l 1

SG2

Pre n=15
Post n=10

SG3

Pre n=13
Post n=12

Pretest

3.00

1.34

2.60

.70

3.17

1.34

Posttest

3.91

1.14

4.00

1.12

3.50

I.oo

The twenty-ninth item on the SLI states, "I have someone in my life who
functions as pastorkpiritual friend to me." SGI and SG2 scored significantly
higher than SG3 on the posttests. SGI increased by .91, and SG2 increased by
1.40, while SG3 increased by .33. These scores seem to indicate a heightened

awareness of spiritual friend or pastor in life of all subjects, with the two groups
receiving treatment affected most dramatically. Initially though, the process
control group (SG3) registered the most awareness of a person who functions
as pastorkpiritual friend. Then in the posttest, SG3 signifies the least amount of
increased awareness.
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Table 4.14 Pretest-Posttest Comparison of Holy Spirit Awareness

SGI

Pre n=15
Post n = l l

SG2

Pre n=15
Post n=10

SG3

Pre n=13

Post n=12

Pretest

3.00

1.41

3.20

1.03

3.67

1.15

Posttest

3.73

1.42

3.80

1.32

4.00

.85

“I experience the Holy Spirit actively helping me in my life,” is the thirty-

first item on SLI. All three groups register significant increases of the Holy
Spirit‘s activity in their lives over the twelve-week period. SGI increased by .73.
SG2 increased by .60.SG3 increased by .33. The experimental group (SGI)

increased in Holy Spirit awareness by a larger margin than both SG2 and SG3.
SG3, the process control group, was predisposed to a considerably
higher awareness of the Holy Spirit‘s activity than both SGI and SG2 (3.67).
SG3’s posttest increase is less than the increase experienced in SGI and SG2.

Yet, SG3 registered the highest posttest score (4.00).

SGI registers the highest percentage of increased awareness of the Holy

Spirit (19.6 percent) while it is predisposed to the lowest pretest score of the

three (3.00). SG2 displays a 15.8 percent increase of Holy Spirit awareness,
and SG3 shows an 8.3 percent increase of awareness.
These scores seem to indicate SGI had the highest increase of
awareness of the Holy Spirit as a result of the group process or curriculum.
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Whether the treatment of group process or curriculum may have helped produce
this increase will be a topic for Chapter 5.
Several patterns seem to emerge from the SLI analysis. First, a positive
movement on each of the items for both the experimental group (SGI) and the
curriculum control group (SG2) appears to occur. A positive correlation for the
process control group (SG3) also emerged, although often not as dramatic. For
three out of the four items, the two groups with a group process and a

curriculum (SG1 and SG2) measured a higher amount of positive movement

than did SG3 that had neither process nor curriculum, as Table 4.15 indicates.
A possible theory is that the group process and/or the curriculum contributed to

this difference.
Table 4.15 Score Differences for Four Significant SLI Items
SGI
n=ll

SG2
n=10

SG3

n=12

Item 2

-11

.60

50

Item 4

.29

.30

.41

Item 29

.91

1.40

.33

Item 31

.73

.60

.33

MRSl
Three questions on the MRSl help to reveal patterns in the experiences
of the small group participants. Question number sixteen is, "What did you like
the most about the small group experience? The least?" The interaction of the
participants was the most frequent answer to what was liked the most as Table
4.16 displays.
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Tabie 4.16 Small Group “Likes” Comparison
S62-Li kes

Sharing and listening to
others’ experiences
I Discussion
1 Content of lessons
I More insight on feelings

F10

7

I

Sharing and listening to
others experiences
Discussion
Learning that everyone has
Droblems
Forced me to think in new
1 Iwavs

“Sharing and listening to others’ experiences” is the most popular
statement used to describe the group process. It emerged as a pattern both
within and between SGI and SG2. Often in the church opportunities are not
seized in which to share and listen. The small group for both SGI and SG2
appears to have been a safe place for this sharing. This seems to have been
experienced as an epiphany to many in both groups. SGI and SG2 agree the
group process and discussion were pleasant and enjoyable experiences. A
definite pattern of enjoyment was expressed over relational aspects of the
experience.
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Table 4.17 SmaH Group "Dislikes" Comparison

The time and the
frequency of meetings
Fear of speaking in a
group
Couldn't hear when some
peopleshared
Some nights not long
enough
Uncomfortable sharing
personal things

2
~

Self-examination and lack
of authoritative leader
I Distance to meeting
Needed more Bible
'l
teachina
I At first it was awkward
Missing Monday Night
1

Wanted to keep going

Interview question sixteen also elicited the negative aspects of the small
group experience. SGI experienced a pattern of struggle with the time and
frequency of the meetings (3 respondents). SG2 saw no negative pattern
emerge but six separate and disconnected "dislike" responses. A comparison of
SGI and SG2 reveals no negative pattern of small group experience emerging

common to both groups.
MRSl question seventeen asked about new commitments made since the
small group experience. SGPs in SGI and SG2 responded in the following
ways:

Table 4.18 New Commitments Since Small Group Experience

5

No
3 Spend more time in prayer
I Notmany
I To continue in a small group
1 To be more faithful to God

3
2
1
I
I
1

No
Volunteer more at church
Tithing
Read Bible more
Personal devotions
More prayer conscious
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Similar responses from both SGI and SG2 emerge about new
commitments made since the small group experience. Unfortunately a number
of those responses are focused on the lack of new commitments the small
groups seemed to evoke in the participants (5 in S G I and 3 in SG2). Reasons
for this occurrence will be explored in Chapter 5. The next most obvious
emerging pattern of participants in both groups seems to focus on personal
spiritual development such as “spend more time in prayer,” “to be more faithful to
God,” “tithing,” “read Bible more,” and “personal devotions.” These commitments
number five for SGI and six for SG2. So, S G I is split down the middle, 50
percent with no new commitments and 50 percent with new commitments to
spiritual development. SG2 shows 30 percent with no new commitments and 70
percent with new commitments to spiritual development.
Question eighteen inquired as to the preparation for church leadership that
the small group afforded. Again, patterns emerge within and among the groups.
The patterns show a number of respondents agreeing that either they do not
possess leadership qualities or that they are not interested in being leaders. The
perception of this preparation resulted in these answers:
Table 4.19 Small Group as Preparation for Church Leadership
SGI

I

5 IN0
I
1
I
I
1

n=l I

I’m not a leader
Gave me confidence in gifts
To lead a small group
To stay in a small group
Learned to share my faith

I

5

I’m not a leader
3 No
1 I know more people here
I Insomeways
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Six participants in SGI (54.5 percent) either are not interested in being a
leader or do not see themselves as leaders. Eight participants in SG2 (80
percent) shared these same sentiments. S61 developed leadership by giving
one participant “confidence in gifts,” another an interest in “leading a small
group,” another a desire “to stay in a small group” and another a place where
“faith-sharing was learned.” SG2 had two participants where the responses were
less concrete: ”I know more people here“ and “In some ways.”
Emerging patterns resulting from the small group experience revolve
around relational issues. An increased awareness of having a pastor or spiritual
friend, an increased experience of the Holy Spirit‘s presence, and new
commitments of participants to develop their spiritual lives are some of the more
prominent patterns emerging from the small group experience. Chapter 5 will
discuss the levels of achievement these patterns claimed in each of the groups
and give possible reasons for those successes.
Research Question Three

The third question that guided this study is “What other extraneous factors
may also be associated with the spiritual growth of SGPs?” Any reliable study on
spiritual growth will concede that other variables exist other than the treatment
that supports or degrades spiritual growth. Research question three gets at
identifying and quantifying those other influencers of faith development.
What one brings to the process is an extraneous factor that should not be
overlooked. People are at different stages of faith experience, and small groups
take on personalities and temperaments depending on those stages. From the
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SLI pretests evidence emerges of the differing personalities of the small groups.

These initial differences can be illustrated by the response to question fourteen
on the SLI.

Table 4.20 Within Group Differences on Pretests *
SGI
Item

M

14. I regularly take
communion to facilitate
my spiritual life.

4.64

n=15

SGZ

SD

-M

.50

4.40

n=15

SG3

SD

M

70

3.92

n=12

SD

1.31

* p c .05.
Extraneous factors involve the differing beginning points. SGI on item
fourteen begins with an average mean score of 4.64 compared to SG3’s 3.92.
This indicates a stronger predisposition for communion as a spiritual life
enhancer in SGI than in SG3. This predisposition may help to determine the
strides of growth that can be achieved in each group. The same is true for all
other beginning points of a corporate or individual nature.
The MRSl contributes narrative that reveals extraneous influence on the
spiritual growth of SGPs. A gleaning of the interview results produced
extraneous spiritual growth influencers for SGI (see Table 4.21).
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Table 4.21 SG1 Extraneous Spiritual Growth lnfluencers

Hard feelings with friends over a current friendship with a certain gentleman
An encounter with a son whom she “doesn’t see eve to eve with”

As whole people, we are composites of all that we experience. Table 4.21
touches on some of the other experiences with which SGPs were dealing during
the small group experience that may affect spiritual growth. Challenges in life
can cause faith to increase or decrease depending on how we meet them. From
a gleaning of the interview transcripts, these extraneous influencers seem to
have at least two common themes: (1) most of them involve relational issues and
(2) they deal with long-held beliefs.

“Hard feelings with friends over a current friendship with a certain
gentleman” is a relational issue that can be part and parcel of our life of faith.
How one decides to proceed in a relational rift is, by its very nature, a faith
response. The response will be informed by and will inform our faith. It will affect
our faith development and potential spiritual maturity. Bitterness has a
destructive effect on faith growth, and harboring “hard feelings” is the beginning
point of becoming bitter. Likewise, the turmoil of a broken family relationship can
have either a positive or negative effect on our faith development, depending on
our response. The death of a spouse is an event second to none in internal and
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external crises.
A gleaning of the interview results produced extraneous spiritual growth

influencers for SG2 (see Table 4.22).

Table 4.22 SG2 Extraneous Spiritual Growth lnfluencers
n=lO

“We’ve been put here, among other things, to die. God’s just too busy to be
concerned.”
Last year our 38 year old son was killed in an automobile accident.
During the time in the group, I committed myself to church membership.
Husband’s serious health condition
My best friend passed away, and her widower has a new relationship already.
This group was my first experience at discussing faith issues with others.
“I went through a heart cath during the group, and I really felt the prayers of the

arom members.’’

Again, crises and entrenched beliefs dominate these potential spiritual
growth influencers. Yet crises that challenge long-held beliefs produce an
environment where faith finally has a chance to grow.
Extraneous factors that seem to affect spiritual growth are a predisposition
toward spiritual growth, a spiritual hunger, presence of crisis in the SGP’s life,
and strongly held beliefs.
Research Question Four

The fourth research question asks, “How will a researcher-designed
curriculum influence the spiritual formation and leadership of SGPs in a small
group setting?” This study seeks to measure the effects of a curriculum and the
small group process on the faith development of people in an attempt to discover
a distinctly Wesleyan approach to spiritual growth and leadership development.
Recognizing the recent strides in faith development that contribute to the maturity
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of a believer, I hope to conclude that the curriculum, forged from the best
Wesleyan information available, is a vital link in that faith development.
The researcherdesigned curriculum focused on the instituted means of
grace, namely prayer, Bible study, holy communion, fasting, and small groups. A
number of items from the SLI directly address these means of grace. From the

prestestlposttest differences with SG 1 and SG2,indications may emerge that
reveal the significance of the researcher-designed curriculum with a focus on
these means of grace.

Effectiveness of the Curriculum may be discerned by an analysis of the
responses in the following five domains. For the prayer domain, SLI statement
number two is, “I experience prayer as central to my spiritual well-being.” For the
Bible study domain, SLI statement number one states, “Scripture nourishes my
spiritual life.” For the holy communion domain, number fourteen asserts, “I
regularly take communion to facilitate my spiritual life.” For the fasting domain,
number twenty-one indirectly applies: “I try to have times of solitude for renewing
and strengthening my relationship with God.” For the small group domain, SLI
number sixteen says, “Meeting with a small group for Christian nurture enriches
my spiritual development.” Then on a five-point Likert scale ranging from Always
(5) to Never (I),
the respondent circled the number that matches hislher

experience most closely.
The effectiveness of the researcher-designed curriculum (SG1) is
compared to the Serendipity curriculum Whol-i-ness (SG2) with SGI as the
experimental group and SG2 the control group. The groups met concurrently
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over a twelve-week period after having been randomly chosen from a group of
interested individuals. A third group (SG3) functioned as a control group for the
group process and received no meetings or curriculum.
Analysis of the average mean scores on the domain items stated above
produced some data on the effectiveness of the curriculum. Group process
issues are also involved in this analysis. Group process cannot easily be
extracted from curriculum analysis so as to produce a pure reading on the
curriculum.
Table 4.23 gives the results of both SGI and SG2 in the five means of
grace domains.
Table 4.23 Means of Grace Domains on SLI for SGI and SG2
SGI

Item

1. Scripture nourishes my spiritual
life.
2. I experience prayer as central to
my spiritual wll-being.
14. I regularly take communion to
facilitate my spiritual life.
16. Meeting with a small group for
Christian nurture enriches my
spiritual development.
21. I try to have times of solitude for
renewing and strengthening my
relationshipwith God.

SG2
Posttest

Pretest
n=15

Posttest
n=l I

Pretest

M

M

M

M
-

3.73

3.82

3.70

3.90

3.80

4.00

3.80

4.40

4.64

4.73

4.40

4.80

3.66

4.09

3.50

4.40

3.73

4.09

3.40

4.00

n=15

n=lO

The researcher-designed curriculum applied in SGI is analyzed by
comparing responses to statements in the five domains of the means of grace.
SGI and SG2 were predisposed very similarly, matching exactly in the prayer
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domain (3.80) and coming within .24 in the Bible study, communion and small
group domains. The only moderately wide pretest difference was in the fasting
domain (.33).
The posttest readings reveal a wider margin of difference. In each case
an increase is registered for both SGI and SG2. The highest margin of increase
for SGI is in the small group domain (.43) while the highest margin of increase
for SG2 is also in the small group domain, but with more than twice the amount
(.go).

The differences are greater for SG2 for each of the five domains as the
following table reveals:
Table 4.24 Curriculum Score Differences

Prayer
Domain

Bible
Domain

SGI

SG2

.09

.20

n=l1

n=10

.20

.60
.40

Small Group
Domain

.09
-43

Fasting
Domain

.90

.36

.60

Communion
Domain

While scores for both groups result in a greater dependence on the means

of grace, SG2 clearly makes larger strides than SGI . The researcher-designed
curriculum used with SGI was not as effective in the areas of the means of grace
as the Serendipity curriculum Whol-i-ness. In each domain subjects in SGI
registered less of a participation increase than the subjects in SG2. In fact the
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increase for SG2 was often twice as high as the increase for SGI . Reasons for
this unexpected and disappointing result will be explored in Chapter 5.
The MRSl revealed influences of the researcher-designed curriculum on
the leadership potential of the experimental group in the following ways:

Table 4.25 SGI Interview on Leadership

I

2
2
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

Being in charge of situations
Pastor and officers of church
I We’re all leaders-we each have something to contribute
Someone happy to give up time for other people
Someone who knows the answers
Setting an example for others
Someone who keeps me interested in church
Doing your best with the talents you have
PeoDle who walk with God dailv

1

This question seeks to understand the participants’ definition of leadership
in the church. Wide ranges of opinions surface as to what constitutes a church
leader. This question can reveal the participants’ view of whether being a leader
in the church is attainable for her or him. Table 4.25 reveals fairly attainable
responses in SGI. The only responses that may be out of reach are “someone
who knows the answers,” and “someone who keeps me interested in church.”
The small group process is intended to impress upon participants the
priesthood of all believers. The group interaction and sharing and listening to
each other “lead” will give participants opportunity to see leadership in the church
in a different context. It also affords the honing and calling forth of gifts for the
participants. We see some possible evidence of this from SG1.
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The majority of opinion of leadership in the church seems to be more
relational than positional. That is to say, the position of being a committee or
ministry chairperson is not necessary in order to utilize leadership gifts in the
church.
The personal application of leadership strikes less of an open tone among
SGI participants. Six readily register no interest in leadership (even though

conceivably three of those six describe leadership relationally). An adverse
reaction in SGI participants’ willingness to engage in leadership emerges as is
demonstrated in Table 4.26.
Table 4.26 SGI Interview on Leadership Preparation

I

1

5
1
1
1
1
1

None
I’m not a leader
I Gave me confidence in mv aifts I
I To lead a small group
To stay in a small group
Learned to share my faith

I

Summary of Findings

Participants generally found the small group experience enjoyable and
enlightening but not necessarily a process from which they received stronger and
deeper calls to ministry. They described spiritual disciplines as a growing
interest and need. They grew in their understanding of the means of grace.
They all focused on relational aspects of faith development as most dynamic.
The experimental group made less significant strides than the curriculum
control group and in some cases than the process control group. Several
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possible reasons for this will be explored in Chapter 5. I believe a case could be
made for a demographic influence, an over-zealous-researcher influence, a
curriculum design influence, and a group process influence on the results
received in this study. Each of these influences will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Increased faith and leadership development in the lives of small group
participants (SGPs) was the goal of this project. Marrying Faith Development
theory with Wesley’s means of grace to give structure for leadership
development seemed to be an attainable goal. From the research in Chapter 2,
a distinctive Wesleyan curriculum and specific faith development measurements
were identified. These indications of spiritual and leadership strength were
employed through two instruments. The Spiritual Life Inventory (SLI) collected
quantitative data, and the Modified Religious Status Interview (MRSI) gathered
qualitative data and was administered as an exit interview.
The project consisted of contrasting and comparing the results of the
experimental group of eleven participants (SGI) with two control groups: one
controlling for curriculum with ten participants (SG2) and the other controlling for
group process with twelve participants (SG3). All three groups were given a
pretest and posttest (SLI), and both the experimental group (SG1)and the
curriculum control group (SG2) were given the exit interview (MRSI) to collect
qualitative data. The process control group (SG3)was asked not to engage in
any small group experience during the twelve-week project timeframe and was
not given the exit interview. All the participantswere randomly assigned to one
of the three groups from forty-three volunteers.

The experimental group (SG1) focused on five spiritual disciplines that
Wesley identified as the instituted means of grace: prayer, Scripture reading,
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holy communion, fasting, and small groups (Christian conferencing). Adapting
Steve Harper’s Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition, SGI explored the
theological, historical, and spiritual rationale for practicing spiritual disciplines and
was then invited to participate in them, both individually and corporately. The
researcher led the experimental group (SGI).
SG2 worked through a Serendipity Bible study curriculum entitled Whol-i-

ness. This literature focused on biblical passages that touch on the many
dimensions of life to gain insight in a structured small group setting. A trained
forty year old female facilitated SG2.
Research Questions

I hoped to discover points of valid spiritual growth and incentive for

leadership from the descriptions of the SGPs’ experiences in the small groups.

To observe recurring themes in those descriptions was a goal that would
separate the incidental from the essential. Then an evaluation of extraneous
spiritual growth factors would further refine the results to the essence. To see
how a researcher-designed curriculum played into that process would add
significance and distinctiveness to the project.
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Data

Both SGI and SG2 perceived the small group experience as significant in
nurturing their spiritual development. They would agree that good things happen
when people get together and share their joys and struggles in the context of a
faith community. Their descriptions of the group process included comfort and
discomfort, wishing it could go on and thinking it lasted too long, frustration and
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delight mostly flowing from the relational aspect of being together. By and large
they were committed to each other throughout the twelve-week process.
Fowler’s covenantal pattern of faith is affirmed in the results of this study.
The group participants seem to have established a bond of shared trust through
personal disclosures, or koinonia, over the twelve-week period. A triad between

two participants and God emerged that brought the small group into a covenantal
relationship. This may seem to be a natural result of gathering people together
to share their lives, yet koinonia happens intentionally on both God’s part and the
seeker’s part. Jesus’ statement that “where two or three come together in my
name, there am I with them” (Matt. 18:20) makes it a supernatural event and one
that we cannot formulaically produce. The Wesley small group, however,
endeavors to ensure that the coming together is done “in his name.”
The SLI helped to reveal some important spiritual leanings that most
participants experienced through the group process. A surprising finding was
that these spiritual leanings took place consistently for the experimental group
and both control groups. Prayer was a more relied upon resource in the
participants of all groups (including SG3). Having a prayer partner was an
increasingly utilized resource by all groups over the treatment period. Likewise,
all three groups increased their awareness of a person who functions as
pastorlspiritual friend over the twelve-week process. And the active help of the
Holy Spirit became more evident in all three groups during this time span.
The phenomenon of all three groups increasing their awareness of
spiritual things regardless of curriculum or group process gives rise to Fowler’s
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concept of faith being situational and chronological. It also speaks of our
response to the prevenient grace of God, which cannot be confined to a series of

lessons. Our potential of growing in faith is dependent upon our response to
God’s constant activity of grace. The small group experience puts us in a

position to recognize grace and respond within the context of Christian tradition,
but God’s grace is not limited to group activities. This confirms Wesley’s
theology of grace that portrays God as the initiator of our relationship with him.
Moreover, the population of churched volunteers in a study on faith
development assumes openness to God’s grace. So an increase in spiritual
awareness regardless of treatment is seen as a normal and positive thing,
although not a predicted thing.
The difference in the results of the three groups is where this study’s
significance is found. The difference should indicate strengths and weaknesses
of the treatments and prove the Wesleyan curriculum superior for faith

development (SGI). This was the anticipated outcome.
SGI registers the highest percentage of increased awareness of the Holy

Spirit (19.6 percent) while it is predisposed to the lowest pretest score of the
three groups (3.00). SG2 displays a 15.8 percent increase of Holy Spirit

awareness, and SG3 shows an 8.3 percent increase of awareness. These
scores seem to indicate SGI had the highest increase of awareness of the Holy

Spirit.
Could this have been produced by the application of the curriculum or by
the group process or by both or by neither? While one cannot be certain, the
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curriculum had the best chance of producing this response. The group process
in SGI did not fully take effect for reasons I will enumerate below. The
curriculum for SGI had numerous referrals to the work of the Holy Spirit, from all
the modes of grace taught by Wesley to how God nurtures us through the
spiritual disciplines, to a brief study on the spiritual giffs to find our place of
service in the church. SGI was bombarded with teaching on the Holy Spirit. So,
SGI should show the greatest increase of Holy Spirit awareness. This could be
a purely cognitive awareness, or it could be chalked up to researcher sympathy
(which I will discuss in the limitations).
Participants in SGI and SG2 generally found the small group experience
enjoyable and enlightening but not necessarily a process in which they grew
significantly more spiritually mature or attained stronger desires to be church
leaders. I hoped that SGI would show a marked increase in its love for and
reliance on the instituted means of grace (spiritual disciplines). I anticipated that
SGI would demonstrate a new perspective and interest in church leadership as a

result of the small group experience with a portion of the curriculum focused on
spiritual gifts. SGI evidenced little of these desired results, which was
disappointing and somewhat disturbing.
A discovery that could add to the existing body of knowledge involves two

areas of confusion. There was a disconnect between the biblical image of
leadership and the self-perceived image of the SGP. Even though many SGPs
were already leaders in various roles and functions, generally they did not see
themselves as leaders. The simple solution would be further education on the
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biblical perspective. Inasmuch as that happened and they still did not make the
connection, Faith Development Theory could be strengthened by giving credence
to the idea that leaders are found in every stage. I am not suggesting an
impersonal assignment of leadership roles to the various stages, rather an
attempt to dispel the notion that one must attain level six (which by all accounts is
rather unattainable unless you are Mother Teresa or Martin Luther King) before
one can be a leader. Granted, it is more implied than overtly stated, but when
dealing with stages of faith and leadership, from where should the leaders come?
The implied answer is the highest stage-the

nearly unattainable stage. Jesus

choosing apostles from crude fishermen and questionable tax collectors
dismisses any notion that perfection is a prerequisite to leadership. Confusion
and hesitancy over unworthiness or inability would be clarified if faith
development theory addressed this, much like Harper does in his discussion on
our worthiness and receiving holy communion (Devotional 40-42).
Another emphasis highlighted by this study that may add to existing
research involves ages of faith development. Fowler does not satisfactorily
address the ages of faith, just the stages of faith. Though he portrays faith
development coinciding with the stages of human social development, 1 found a
lack of information on how to encourage faith growth in the later ages of life.
Motivation is different at seventy than at thirty. So are issues of relevance and
devotion and piety. Often faith patterns are so deeply embedded by the later
ages that the prospects of change seem to be quite futile. The preacher in
Ecclesiastes reminds us to “remember your Creator in the days of your youth,
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before the days of trouble come and the years approach when you will say, ‘I find
no pleasure in them.”’ (12:l). A reason for this admonition seems obvious: the
older we get the less responsive to God’s grace we may become because of a
myriad of physical distractions. Levinson’s life cycles touch on the ages of kith
only to the point that it was confirmed for me that the majority of SGl’s
participants were approaching, or beyond the last stage of life (seeAppendix E).
Extraneous factors that contributed to the results of the study include
hurricane warnings on two class nights, hospital stays for certain participants, a
death in the family for one, and the first anniversary of a son’s death observed
during the treatment phase. People are at different stages of faith and life. Small
groups take on the struggles, joys, and personalities of the participants. They
take on our agnosticism and our atheism as well as our mountaintop encounters
with God. Good small groups work with the stuff of life and help to reveal to the
sufferers the hand of God. This is often best done without sermon or Scripture
but with presence and attentive caring. SG2 experienced and shared moments
of pain after which prayer was offered and healing begun. Thus, special bonding
took place and that did what all good curriculum strives to do-put

us in a

position to receive God’s grace.
Limitations of the Study
The experimental group (SGI) displayed less of an overall increase of
faith growth and interest in additional leadership responsibilities than I
anticipated. I observed not as much improvement from pretest to posttest in SGI
as there was in SG2 and occasionally even in SG3. In the two of the four items
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of significance (see p. 79) SGI displayed less growth than SG2 and SG3. Items
two and four, involving prayer, found SGI lagging behind SG2 and SG3. Thus,
the dilemma-SG1 did not do as well as was projected.
What could have produced such unanticipated results? Several
influences contributed to this less-than-stellar-outcome. I believe a case could
be made for a demographic limitation, an over-zealous-researcher limitation, a

curriculum design limitation, and a group-process limitation that influenced the
results produced in this study.
Demographic Limitation

The demographic influence that seems to be in effect here involves the
age of the participants. By “age” I mean both chronological and emotional.
Chronological age is not as significant as emotional age (how old one feels).
SG2 seemed more open to change than SGI. A demographic review found SG1

participants were 72.7 percent age fifty and over. Fifty percent of SG2’s
participants were age fifty and over. From the beginning a tighter bond
developed among the people in SG2. They laughed together and dealt with
serious and intimate issues more quickly than SGI. They seemed to have more
in common. I wondered what effect, if any, this would have on the results of the
study. This affirms Cartwright and Zander’s assertion that the higher the
cohesion, the higher the productivity (192).
SG2 and SG3 were often predisposed to higher levels of spiritual

sensitivity as indicated in the SLI pretest results. This could be attributed to
SGl’s higher age ratio. Possibly the time of year the pretest and posttest were
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taken had more of an impact than expected. The pretest was administered on 13
September and the posttest on 6 December-both

potentially busy times of year.

Early December, before the rush of the season, may have been a more hopeful
time to answer spiritual questions than in September. These issues comprise the
demographic influence on the study’s findings.
Over-Zealous Researcher Limitation

At the first meeting it was interesting to note the hesitancy to participate
among the SGI participants. They knew they were part of a study, and this
awareness seemed to heighten their sense of caution. Not knowing what to
expect or what was expected of them gave the initial meetings a more tentative
tone. That did not matter to me because I had a lot of material to cover, and at
that point they were just happy to sit there and be taught. A great deal of didactic
processing took place in the early stages of SGI. Then, when at the end of each
session, SGI was divided into smaller groups for interaction. They showed
resistance to sharing with people they barely knew (even after an icebreaker).
Again, that did not bother me-I

gave them what they wanted (happy to oblige)

rather than what they needed-they

got more teaching! Josh Hunt writes, ‘We

teach so little because we try to teach so much. The key to communication is
knowing what not to say-it’s

knowing what to leave out” (1 14).

The group process did not seem to take hold in SGI because it was deemphasized out of a need to cover all of the material and a perceived hesitance
to interaction. This was the limitation of an over-zealous researcher that inhibited
SGl’s spiritual growth. Violation of the interaction concept of small group theory
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(Shaw; Bales; Hare) produced lack-luster spiritual results. Yet SGI showed an
increase in their awareness of the Holy Spirit which may be attributed to
researcher sympathy. SGI participants were very aware of my working on my
dissertation through this study, so any good result from them is suspect of them
trying to help me do well.
I believe that had I relaxed and let the interaction process of the small

group unfold with the complaining and resistance, without rescuing them from
themselves and falling back into the teaching mode, a higher degree of faithgrowth may have occurred.
Curriculum Design Limitation

The curriculum for SGI was too heavy on content, which for faithdevelopment purposes is necessary but not to be overemphasized. I
superseded the first principle of Dettoni's small group dynamics in deference to
the third principle (29-33). The first principle that 1 de-emphasized is, "Small
groups help a person to think" (29). Thinking is the first step to internalization,
which leads to transformation. Small group participants do not significantly
engage the brain until they interact in some way. The third principle which I
overemphasized is, "Content is vitally important in small groups" (32). Without
content development cannot take place and therefore no maturing in Christ. I
was especially aware of this in light of Fowler's content-less "faith" and Wesley's
content-rich "faith." I forgot that people do not care how much you know until
they know how much you care. I needed to help SGI learn to care for each
other.
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Content is good, but with limited time and the need for interaction
pressing, the curriculum should have reflected a more streamlined didactic
structure and made room for more group processing.

Group-Process Limitation
The MRSl probed the “so what?” question. The general consensus of
both SG1 and SG2 was that they enjoyed the group, but as far as it introducing
any hunger for new responsibilities and desire for leadership, this failed to
happen. They would be content to continue in a group but did not want to lead
anything. A real sense of “it is good as long as it is meeting my needs” prevailed
here. A lack of connection between the gift of God’s grace and responsibility for
ministry seems to have shown itself. The group process seemed to have
focused more on the ideas and understanding of faith categories rather than our
response to God through faith. You can design a curriculum to help people get
from point A to point B, but they still have the control, and they may rather go to
point C.
The brevity of the group timeframe (twelve weeks) could have contributed
to this lack of connection. Also simply the knowledge of this being a study in
which they were the ones “being studied“ may have had some influence in their
lack of further commitment. They may have felt, “I’ve committed twelve Monday
nights, a pretest and posttest and an interview, plus all that I already do, and
that’s quite enough already!”
Or maybe most SGPs already felt responsible and committed enough to
the church. A brief overview of participants’ investment in church functions prior
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to the study reveals that the eleven SGI participants list thirty-five leadership
roles among them, and the ten SG2 participants list twenty-two leadership roles.
The results of the study expose a lack of understanding that they are, in fact,
leaders. Their view of leader from the MRSl gave a clue to this misperception.
Statements such as a leader is, “someone who knows the answers,” or
‘someone who keeps me interested in church,” or “pastor and officers of church”
reveal a narrow and unavailable perspective on leadership. A step seems to
have been missed in the small group process that Ogden and George describe
as being effective in creating leaders (21; 103).
This result seems to confirm Westerhoffs stage of Affiliative Faith, where
a sense of belonging to the community takes precedence. When the relationship
with like-minded others is a source of strength and support, but anything required
beyond this fellowship may be asking too much. Fowler‘s SyntheticConventional stage (“The Loyalist“-McCulloug h) is also displayed here where
agreement and conformity are paramount and questioning the traditions of faith,
or one’s expression of faith has not yet emerged (Individuative-Reflective Stage).
Data Analysis Limitation

The pretest-posttest difference for all subjects on the SLI (see Table 4.10)
reveals meaningful differences on four items (2, 4, 29, and 31). Another
comparison of t-scores needs to be done in order to focus on the significance of
the changes within the groups. This lack of internal comparison limits the
reliability of the study and calls into question the findings of research question
number two.
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Unexpected Conclusions

In the midst of helping participants take on new leadership roles I did not
expect those participants to be so intensely disinterested. Reasons for that
disinterest had to be analyzed. The analysis revealed that the majority of these
people were already overcommitted! They did not need more pressure to sign
up; they needed a seminar on how to say, "No." This study was that seminar.

From eleven SGI participants, a list of thirty-five current church jobs was

specified. From the ten SG2 participants, twenty-two were listed. I, in effect,
was preaching to the choir. I suspect different results would have been had from
a group of nominally committed church members. But how do you get the
nominally involved to care enough to volunteer for such a project?
Speculation about Further Studies

What would have happened if someone other than the researcher had led
the experimental group? I believe the possibility of "researcher sympathy" would
have been dismissed. Certainly researcher bias would not have been an issue.
What would have happened if fewer long-time Christians had been a part ofthe
groups being studied? What if only Christians of three years or less had been
invited to participate? The population would have been more limited, but the
results could have been more distinct. Inviting persons of limited prior church
leadership might improve the chances for increased leadership and reduce the
overcommitted responses of participants. In my next church, I plan to use the
results of this study to help refine the population, the leader, and the curriculum.
If somehow this study could be administered with the unchurched or
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seekers, the significance may increase. The leadership aspect would have to be
reframed, but dealing with interested new or non-Christians has great potential.
Personal Reflections
This outcome helps me to reflect on my own ,faith development and how
its design or lack of design affected me. One critical event comes to mind that
took place in April 1972. I wish I remembered all the events of that day. Even
though no car wreck happened, I believe I am suffering from shock-induced
repressed memory much as that which occurs when a person survives a bad car
crash. 1 was in the eighth grade. That morning I attended a youth rally at Christ
United Methodist Church in Ironton, Ohio. I did not want to be there. Something
akin to a parental influence forced me to go. So much is fuzzy about the details
of that day, but one thing I clearly recall: the first time in my life that I passionately
defended my beliefs. The adult leader said something with which I vehemently
disagreed, and I defended my belief with zeal. The strange thing is, whether I
defended orthodoxy or heresy, I do not recall. The memorable thing is that I was
encouraged to engage with another who made me feel that my faith was worth
defending. What I had been taught in church and Sunday school became mine
that day. What I had long been taught was challenged, and so I took possession
of it. Up until that day, I paid lip service to someone else’s beliefs. That leader
(whose name escaped me long ago) set me on a path toward Faith
Development-found through the riches of the group process-iron sharpening
iron (Proverbs 27:17)-better than any sermon up to that point. I was involved; I
cared about it; this meant something to me! I was forced to engage and ever
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since then living by someone else's faith has never been adequate. Engagement
and application and passion and the answer to "so what?" will be the starting and
ending point with me.
Engagement always involves others-good engagement requires a
difference of opinion; great engagement calls for strong differences of opinion.
Until we get to the point of personally owning what we believe, we're just
recycling the same old same old.
That evening I was home alone, and I received a call that my grandfather
had just died. He and I were best buddies, so on one level I was scared being
alone having to process this first death of significance. On another level, I had to
muster courage, because one of the more difficult things I've ever had to do was
to call my dad and tell him his dad was dead. I do not know what my reaction to
that call would have been had I not been challenged to stand up for my beliefs
earlier that day. God was saying to me, "Nice talking about faith, now I will show
you how it sustains you in trouble" (Ps. 46:l). But like a car crash, the shock of
my grandfather's death seems to have blocked out the details of that with which I
was so passionately engaged at the youth rally. All I know is I felt deeply and
confidently about my faith, and that same passion and confidence have carried
me through many a struggle since.
My more mature faith now tells me the timing of those events is not
coincidental, but providential. God was simultaneously preparing me for the call
from my Granny that night and for the call to ministry I'd receive some six years
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later. This was faith development without a curriculum. Life was the curriculum.
God uses the stuff of life-the

good and the bad.

I discovered from this study that the students’ lives must be the curriculum
or an inherent disconnect takes over. Not to say all written Curriculum is of no
use, on the contrary. Yet the written curriculum must be simply an aid to
connecting the student with the grace of God. If that moment of epiphany is
disallowed or overlooked, we are wasting our time. I also learned picking up on
those moments of epiphany is in the hands of the student. Those moments are
always ther-ven

when people are counting bricks and watching dust float to

pass the predictable sermon-time away-yet

those epiphanies are so rarely

realized. Still, I believe the small group is the best place to discover them.
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APPENDIX A

THE MODIFIED RELIGIOUS STATUS INTERVIEW

Administered as Exit Interview Only
Designed by H. Newton Malony; Modified by Victor B. Willis
I. Who or what is Jesus Christ to you?
2. Why do you worship God?
3. In what situations do you pray to God and why?
4. How does God respond to you when you sin?
5. Why do you think God allows personal suffering in your life?
6. In general, who or what causes your problems?
7. What do you do when you have wronged someone?
8. When someone has wronged you, how do you respond to him or her?
9. How is your faith related to your various roles in your family, occupation,
and community?
I O . What role@)do you play in church activities?
11. What does being part of the body of believers mean to you?
12. How does your faith influence your sense of what is right or wrong?
13. Have you spent time in the past year reading, discussing, or reflecting
about your faith? Tell me about it.
14. What events led you to make your commitment to Christ?
15. What changes did your commitment to Christ make in your lifestyle?
16. What did you like the most about the small group experience? The least?
17. Did you make any new commitments as a result of being a part of the small
group?
18. In what ways are you better able to be a leader in the church since this
small group experience?
19. To you, what is leadership in the church?
20. Given the opportunity, would you be willing to lead a small group at Faith
Church?
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APPENDIX B

THE SPIRITUAL LIFE INVENTORY
SPIRITUAL LIFE: Circle the number to the right of each
statement, which matches your experience most closely.

Ahrrays

sioapuy

Rarely

Never
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- . -

mother’s middle name; and n-umber of letters of
your middle name.
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APPENDIX C
PERMISSION TO TAPE RECORD INTERVIEWS
, grant permission to

1,

, to tape record our interview session

solely for the purpose of accurately processing responses for research. I
understand that my personal identity will not be revealed in the project
dissertation. I further understand that my identity will only be available on a key
that will remain in the possession of the researcher, Vic Willis. This key will be
kept confidential.
(interviewee)
(date)
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APPENDIX D

STAGES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: OPTIMAL PARALLELS
Eras and Ages

Piuget

Muley (04%)

Sensorimotor

Undifferentiated Faith (Infancy)

Preoperational
or Intuitive

1. Intuitive-Projective Faith (Early

Early Childhood (2-6)

*

Concrete
operational

Adolescence (13-21)

Young Adulthood (21-35)

Formal
operational

Kohlberg

Precomentional Level
1. Heteronomous Morality
2. Instrumental
Exchange
Conventional Level
3. Mutual Interpersonal
Relations

4. Social System and
Conscience

Postconventional
Principled Level
5. Social Contra*
Individual Rights
Adulthood (35-60)
Maturity W-)

(from Joy 2 10)

6. Universal Ethical
F’rinciples

Childhood)

2. Mythic-Literal Faith (SchoolYears)

3. Synthetic42ouventiom.l Faith
(Adolescence)
4. Individuative-ReflectiveFaith
(Young Adulthood)

5. Conjunctive Faith
(Mid-life and Beyond)
6 . Universalizing Faith
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APPENDIX E
PSYCHOSOCIAL AND FAITH STAGE: OPTIMAL PARALLELS
Levinson’s Eras and Erikson ’s
Psychosocial Stages:
Era of h f q , Childhood and Adolescence
Trust vs. Mistrust
Autonomy vs. Shame & Doubt
Initiative vs. Guilt

Industry vs. Znferiority
Identity vs. Role Confusion

Fowler’s Faith Stages

Undifferentiated Faith m a n c y )
1. Intuitive-ProjectiveFaith (Early
Childhood)
2. Mythic-Literal Faith (School Years)

3. Synthetic-Conventional Faith
(Adolescence)

First Adult Era
Intimacy vs. Isolation

4. Individuative-ReflectiveFaith (Young

Midme AduIt Era
Generativity vs. Stagnation

5. Conjunctive Faith (Mid-life and Beyond)

Late Adult Era
Integrity vs. Despair

6 . Universalizing Faith

(Fowler, Stages, 113)

Adult)
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APPENDIX F
BULLETIN BLURB FOR AUGUST I999

Don’t miss a wonderful opportunity to grow in y o u
faith and to be a part of a Faith Development Study.
Pastor Vic will meet with you on September 13 to
select two new small groups. The groups will be
chosen at random from those who sign up for this
event. Others will be selected to be in a control
group that will not meet as a group but will add much
to the study. For those in the control group, more
small group opportunities will be available after the
first of the year. If you’re interested, sign up on the
list in the Narthex! Not sure? See Vic.
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APPENDIX G

LETTER FOR SMALL GROUP INTERVIEWS
November 30,1999
Dear
Thank you for scheduling your interview as we wrap up this small group
experience together. The interview will be at the church, one on one,
approximately one hour in length, and dealing with your experience in the small
group and other issues of faith. No need to feel anxious about this-there are no
"rightnor "wrong" answers. In fact, we're not looking for any specific answersjust your particular, heartfelt response. If your response to any question is "I
don't know" or "I don't have an opinion on thar there is absolutely no problem
with that.
Your interviewer will be another Faith Church member, and he or she will
have a form for you to sign giving permission to tape record the interview.
Taping the interview is only for accuracy purposes, and only the interviewer and
myself will hear the tape. The tapes will be destroyed after the project is
completed.
If you have any questions about this process, don't hesitate to give me a
call at home (489-3898). Thanks again!
Your interview is on
Your interview will be held in
Your interviewer is
Please arrive 5 minutes early.
God Bless you!

Vic
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APPENDIX H

INT ERVIEWER TRAINI NG OUTLINE
I. The Interview Process
1. Listening for comprehension.
a. Clarify answers received.
b. Gain additional information through probing questions.
c. Ask for specific information or revelation of problems.
d. Seek out total meaning.
e. Identify attitudes, beliefs, and feelings.
f. Strive for depth of understanding.
2. Listening for empathy.
a. Remain nonevaluative no matter what is said or how.
b. Listen with an eye toward drawing interviewee out.
c. Do not be shocked or surprised at what you are told.
d. Do not interrupt the interviewee.
e. Leave the door open for further sharing.
3. Listening for encouragement.
a. Listen carefully to the full response of the interviewee.
b. Look at the interviewee while he or she is responding.
c. Probe for complete answers and to understand unclear
answers.
d. Compare verbal answers with nonverbal behavior and other
evidence that you may have.
e. Take detailed notes or make notes on an evaluation form.
4. Other t i ~ s .
a. Listen for critical content and main ideas, no matter how difficult
they are to understand.
b. Let the other party know that you are listening and are
interested.
C. Be patient, particularly when the information seems irrelevant or
uninteresting.
d. Focus attention on the message and the other party, not on the
surroundings or “daydreams.”
e. Focus attention on this interaction, not on past or future
interactions.
f. Do not “replay” poor questions or answers; set them aside and
move on.
9. Avoid excessive note taking that may cause loss of important
interview content and nonverbal signals.
h. Do not react too quickly to complete and incomplete comments
and questions, especially ones that contain controversial or
emotional ideas, words, or prejudices.
i. Listen to the answer you are receiving rather than planning for
the next question.
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ll. Structuring the Interview
1. The opening
o Establishing rapport
0
create trust and good-will by first introducing self with a
handshake, eye contact, smile, head nod, and a
pleasant, friendly voice.
0
then proceed to personal inquiries-”How have you
been?” “What’s new?” Small talk helps to build rapport,
but keep it brief.
0
Orientation is the next step, usually initiated verballyexplain the purpose and nature of the interview, how the
information will be used, how long the interview should
take, and ask to tape-record the interview. If yes, you’ll
be freed up from taking so many notes. If no, you’ll need
to explain, note taking lengthens the interview. Ask if
they will be able to stay for a full hour and a half.
0
Secure their permission to use the information in a study
Pastor Willis is doing of faith development. Have them
sign the form provided.
2. The body
o This is a structured interview with open-ended questions. That
is, you should stick with the questions on the list, but for
clarification, you may put the idea of the question in your own
words. Always start with the listed questions.
3. Closing
o Close the interview by declaring the completion of your purpose:
“Well, that‘s all the questions I have. Thank you for your sharing
with me today. Pastor Willis is grateful for your input to this
project, and he will be happy to share with you the results of the
study when it’s completed.
(Stewart and Cash 27)
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APPENDIX I
RESEARCHER-DESIGNED CURRICULUM: AMAZING GRACE

Part One: Who Are We?

Session One Lesson Plan: “Getting To Know You”

lntmduction
This initial session will focus on a light-headed icebreaker and the group covenanting process.
Assumptions
1. Participantswill be able to relax and share some about themselves.
2. The group covenant process keeps all the groups members “on the same page.”
ObjeCtiVeS
1. To introduce group members to one another.
2. To covenant together to accomplish some specific group goals Over the next 12 w k s .
3. To grant permissionfor interpersonalfaith sharing.
Preparation
Duplicate“Outline of Topics” for distribution, the icebreaker (My Roles), and the group covenant
for each participant. Prepare a brief beginningand ending.
Procedum
1. Gathering: Welcome everyone and introduce yourself and the course overview by saying,

God wants us to grow in our faith. Most of us want to grow, too. But offen
we figure there’s not much we can do to help our faith grow except “‘roll with
the punches of life.” The great news is God gives us many resources to
make us stronger and more faithful Christians. During these twelve weeks
together, we will explore and practice God‘sdesign for our growth in faith.
At the end of particbating in these twelve weeks, your faith will be more
mature and you will be equipped with resources that will see you through
any tough times that may lie ahead!
Hand out and read Over the “Outline of Topics” that will be experienced in these thirteen
weeks. (20 minutes)
2. Thensay,
Today we’ll focus on getting to know each other and agreeing on a covenant
for the twelve weeks together. First, let‘s find out what different kinds of
roles each of us play in our lives.
Hand out “My Rdes”icebreaker (Sheely 23). (10 minutes)
3. Have participants introducethe one on their left with something they just learned about
himlherfrom hidher roles. (10 minutes)

4. Introducethe covenant process with the group covenant handout and work through this sheet

5.

discussing each item as you proceed giving special emphasis to attendance and
participation. Ask the group for suggestions to help clarify the covenant or any other input
they may have. After answering questions about the covenant, ask each SGP to sign the
covenant at the bottom. Then take up covenant-ake
copies and return originals to them
next week (20 minutes).
Conclude with a circle prayer-ask for prayer requests. .Be alert to any issues that have
come out during the “MyRoles” (Sheely 23) icebreaker or the covenanting process that may
be potential prayer concerns (e.g., stress with teenager in role as Mom; struggling with the
time commitment of “Amazing Grace” course, etc.). Close with a prayer that our time
together would enable us to support and care for each other and grow in our faith. (5-10
minutes)
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SESSIONI,
HANDOUT1

AMAZING GRACE
Outline of Topics
Part One: Who are We?

Session One: Getting To Know You
Session Two: Recognizing the GAP (Original Sin)
Part Two: Forms of Grace

Session Three: The Power to Begin (Prevenient Grace)
Session Four: The Turning Point (Justifying Grace)
Session Five: Don’t Stop Now! (Sanctifying Grace)
Part Three: Means of Grace

Session Six: Conversation for the Journey (Prayer)
Session Seven: Road Map for the Journey (Searching the Scriptures)
Session Eight: Nourishment for the Journey (The Lord’s Supper)
Session Nine: Discipline for the Journey (Fasting)
Session Ten: Companions for the Journey (Christian Conferencing)
Part Three: Who are we Becoming?

Session Eleven: Discovering our Ministry in God’s Church-Part

1

Session Twelve: Discovering our Ministry in God’s Church-Part

2
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SESSION
I,
HANDOUT
2

My Roles (Sheely 23)

Everyone has many roles in their life. Help your group get to know you better by
telling them all the roles in your life.

I AM A...
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Husband
Wife
Friend
Petowner
Employee
Boss
Landlord

0
0

0
P

Which of these roles is the most fun?

The most challenging?

The most rewarding?

The most frustrating?

Tenant
Political
activist
Taxpayer
Church
member
Club member
Student
Vo Iunteer
Hobbyist
Homeowner

Auto operator
Small group
member
a Worker
0 Stepparent
P Stepchild
o In-law
0 Other:
P
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SESSION
1, HANDOUT3

Group Covenant
This group covenant can help make sure that every group member has the same idea about what
the group is all about. Everyonewill have input in the group covenant with the following details:
The purpose of our group is:

The goals of our group are:

We will meet for 12 weeks, af&erwhich we will decide if we wish to continue as a group. if we do
decide to continue. we will reconsider this covenant.
We will meet weekly.
Our gatherings will begin at

o’clock and we will strive to start and end on time.

Wewill meet at
We will take care of the following details:

0Childcare

0Refreshments

Group Material

We will agree to the following rules for our small group:
PRIORITY: While we are in this group, VEI will give group meetings priority.

0encouraged
PARTICIPATION: Everyone is given the right to their own opinion, and all questions are
and respected.

u

CONFIDENTIALIlY: Anything said in the meeting is never to be repeated outside the
meeting.

c]SUPPORT: Permission is given to call each other in times of need.
MINISTRY STUDY: We agree to participate in and contribute to this Faith Development
Study by open sharing our journeys of faith.

(Sheely 21)
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Part One: Who Are We?

Session Two Lesson Plan: "Recognizing the GAP"
Introduction

This can be a diffcult session exploring the doctrine of Original Sin. The way to keep the anxiety
level as low as possible is to continually remind the partidpants that, though uncomfortable,sin is
where God meets us and offers something better. You might explore their feelings about the first
stanza of Amazing Grace where the wtiter refers to himself as a "wretch." None of us like to think
about ourselves in that way, but in order for us to understand the height of God's Love, we must
understand the depth of our sin.

Assumptions
1. Memories, relations, and images from the past define who we are in the present.
2. Participants are able to relax and to be supportive of one another during this session.
3. Unless we start at the point of our need, the whole idea of grace may be misinterpreted as
not needed or irrelevant.
Objecfives
1. To begin guided self-reflection.
2. To begin building supportive relationships for continued growth in faith.
3. To learn about the doctrine of original sin and what it means to us and our relationshipwith
God.
4. To learn how to share one's faith and to listen to others.

Preparation
Duplicate a worksheet "Child in a Tree" for each participant. Duplicatehandout "NoLine Is Clear"
for distribution at closing prayer time. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Procedures
1, Gathering: Share your remarks about the special nature of this session dealing with sin4he
importanceof starting there together-that we'll get a good dose of the "bad news" tonight,
which gets us ready for all the rest of the sessions dealing with the "GoodNews." Hand out
"Child in a Tree" and say, "Let's begin by choosing from among these children the child that
most dosely represents your spiritual life right now." After some time (two or three minutes),
share which child is you. Then ask if anybody would like to share which child they are. Have
fun with this. Don't let this be too heavy. (20 minutes)
2. Teaching Time: Refer to the following pages for session two,hand out participants' guides
with pencils and begin the session on "Recognizing the GAP." (30 minutes)
3. Huddle Groups: Divide up the group in groups of 3 or 4 each. Have participants determine a
facilitator for each group-the person whose birthday is closest to today. During the huddle
groups be sure to circulate and sit in on the discussion taking place. Keep your input to a
minimum. (20minutes)
4. After prayer requests and praise notes are taken, conclude with the prayer "No Line Is Clear."
Read it together. (1520 minutes)
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Session Two Teaching: “RECOGNIZING THE GAP”
“For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith ...’ (Eph. 2:8a)
Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound
That saved a wretch like me!
I once was lost, but now am found,
Was blind but now I see!
(Newton)
In Mere Christianity, C. S.Lewis says, ‘When you know you are sick, you will
listen to the doctor“ (39). Doctors are rarely consulted for a cold or a hangnail. We know
we can handle it with a little Tylenol or skillful nail clipping. But let X rays from a routine
physical show a suspicious spot on the lung and we hang on every word the doctor
says. We often aren’t ready to receive help until we realize how helpless we are. Then,
and only then are we ready to “listen to the doctor.”
The same is true in our spiritual lives. In order for us to have Christian Faith, we
must first realize our need for God’s amazing grace. As long as we remain sdf=
sufficient, “needing God“ seems ridiculous-all spiritual ailments will seem like
hangnaits. There will be very little incentive to grow in our faith. We begin “listening to
the Doctor“ when we recognize the seriousness of the ailment-the huge gap that exists
between the condition of our lives and the life God desires for us. Ironically, recognizing
this GAP, or how far we are from God’s plan, is our necessary first step toward
wholeness and spiritual health. Jesus said, “It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but
the sick. I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance” (Luke 53132).
The Original Plan
ON,a state of
God’s original plan for us involved a PARADISE OF PERFE
FLAWLESS PUFUTY and complete HARMONY with God (Gen. 2 : l ask someone to
t people and their Creator, and they lived in
read it). No barriers existed
ONESTY characterized their relationship
constant awareness of Him.
with God. They knew no guilt, and they had nothing to hide.
The first humans also enjoyed absolute harmony with nature. They were given
dominance over all other creatures. The earth was free from thorns, terror, sin, pollution,
and death. They were given meaningful assignments. They were to till the ground and
to populate the earth. FREEDOM reigned! As long as Adam and Eve trusted God they
were free for him, for each other, and for the world.
The Misuse of Freedom
God asked only one condition in order for us to continue in this paradiseobedience. God permitted the man and the woman access to everything except one
tree. Freedom also needs boundaries.

“You may freely eat of every tree of the garden; but of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall die” (Gen. 2: 16-17).
God wanted Adam and Eve to obey him, not because they had to do so, but
because they chose to do so. We are not free in our devotion to God unless we are also
free to turn t h r n God. In the creation story, God told the man and the woman what they
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should do and what they should not do. With perfect wisdom God defined good and bad
conduct. Through the presence of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, God
sought to prove the love and trust of the man and the woman for their Creator.

Individual Exercise:

Imagine a world without any restrictions. Anyone can do anything without
any fear of being held accountable. What would that world look like?
You’re waiting in line at Publix, and it happens to be just that scenario-a
world with no laws, no rules. Describe what your 5-minute wait in line at
Publix might be like:

I hadjust put my Cheerios and diet Coke on the checkout line, and I
looked up and ...

One avenue by which we gain spiritual maturity is testing. Temptation can
function as an occasion to stumble or an opportunity to grow. The decision of Adam and
Eve to disobey God was more than a decision to break a commandment. In disobeying
God, the original perfect plan of God was destroyed creating a gap of astronomical
proportions between humanity and God.
Let’s face it, God sets a standard that is virtually impossible to meet! Turn to
Exodus 20, read the ten commandments, and tell me you’ve gone even one day without
breaking one of those ten. It may be easy to keep a few of them, like “Don’t murder,
don’t steal, don’t commit adultery.” but others of them might throw you for a loop! Ones
like, ”Don’t put anything in life before God, don’t covet, don’t lie.” It may seem
impossible to keep the law and become right with God. You’re right! It is impossible!
Because according to Jesus keeping the Law goes way beyond not doing wrong things.
Matthew 5:21-48-You have heard that it was said, “Do not murder, but I tell
you don’t be angry with your brother-don’t say, You Fool!” You have heard that it
was said, ”Do not commit adultery, but I say that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully
has already committed adultery in his heart.” It was said, “Anyone who divorces his
wife must give her a certificate of divorce. But I say, anyone who divorces his wife,
except for marital unfaithfulness, causes her to commit adultery, and anyone who
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marries a woman so divorced commits adultery. ... Don’t break your oath-don’t swear
at all!...-don’t resist an evil person-give to those who ask of you...-Love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you-be perfect, even as your Father is

perfect!).

We thought the ten commandments were tough! Jesus only ups the requirements!

Yet, the law serves a very grace-filled function. The law, as Romans 3:12says, makes
us conscious of our sin. And Jesus upping the ante only makes us even more aware
of how far short we fall.
Let‘s explor the GAP that sin creates.. .

GRAVITAT~ONAL
PULL of sin

0

The

0

The ANESTHESIA of sin, and

0

The PENALTY of sin.

The Gravitational Pull of Sin

Great is the gravitational pull away from God called original sin. We are not
sinful simply because we do WR
THINGS. Original Sin does not refer so much to
ON. Sin’s source lies inside us and is a
specific acts of sin as to our SIN
part of us through and through.
Adam and Eve’s disobedience has caused everyone to be born into the sin
condition. Our Moral Compass was shattered, and we continually pass on our defect to
our children. In the garden, morality didn’t just sustain some damage, it was TOTALLY
DESTROYED. What’s more, we have no capability in and of ourselves to rebuild, ducttape together, or rig up an accurate sense of right and wrong. We need help from
outside ourselves. We need a brand new moral compass. One of the doctrines John
Wesley, John Calvin, and Martin Luther agreed on was the spiritual, physical, emotional,
and environmental disaster original sin creates in human lives.

Sin’s Gravitational Pull is all-inclusive.
‘ X I ,of us, like sheep, have gone asiYaE and each of us has turned to his own way.
Isaiah 53:6
‘XI1have sinned and fall short of G d s glorious I&aL *
Romans 3:23
“Therefore,just as sin entered #e world through one man, and death through sin, and
in this way death came to all men, because all sinnd. ”
Romans 5 1 2

No one escapes sin’s gravitational pull. From the best to the worst of us, we’ve
all been infected. From innocent babies to murderous tyrants, sin pulls us away from
everything good and right. One thing Mother Teresa had in common with Timothy
McVey-they were both sinners. Both of them had experienced the gravitational pull of
sin. The difference is in how they responded to it.
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Sin’s gravitational pull is so strong that it causes us to do just the opposite of the
good we know God desires. The apostle Paul struggled with its effects during some of
the most powerful times of his ministry. In Romans 7:15, Paul says,
‘I do not undersfand what I do. Fbr what I want ft7 do I do not do, but what I hate I
do. And if I do what I do not want to do, I agree that the law is g d . As it is, itis no
longer I myself who do it, but it is sin h n g in me... ,’
This mysterious pulling away calls for a distinctive kind of inner
transformation. We cannot reform ourselves-we may think we can, but the
gravitational pull of sin is too great.

The Anesthesia of Sin

Any general anesthesia makes the patient totally unaware of the procedure being
performed. We’re “out cold,” so to speak. We haven’t a clue as to what‘s being done to
us. Anesthesia deadens us to all that‘s going on around us or inside us. By deadening
the nervous system, anesthesia acts to deceive us into thinking all is well when maybe a
radically invasive surgery is taking place. In medicine, anesthesia works for the eventual
health and wholeness of the patient. In our spiritual lives, however, the deceptive
numbing of sin has just the opposite effect.

The Anesthesia of Sin numbs us to the Truth.
“There are ways that seem dght to man, but they on& end in &fh.‘“

Proverbs 16:25

Satan has always majored on deception. In the Garden he assured them, “You
will not die; for God knows that when you eat of the forbidden tree your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil”(Gen. 3:4-5).Temptation
arises out of the false theory that the more CO
L God has in our lives, the less
FREE and HAPPY we shall become. Satan u
ceit because sin, when viewed
IGHTED and absurdly illogical.
objectively, becomes SHO
It seems that the anesthesia of sin is having a widespread numbing effect these
days. Gene Veith, Jr., in his book, Postmodem rimes, says, “According to a recent poll,
66 percent of Americans believe that ‘there is no such thing as absolute truth.’ Among
young adults, the percentage is even higher: 72 percent of those between eighteen and
twenty-five do not believe absolutes exist (16).
The deadening effects of sin on the acceptance of God’s Truth has taken its toll
on our “postmodem” society. This anesthesia has also infiltrated the Church. Veith says
that since the late sixties, increasing numbers of both Protestants and Catholics have
followed the slippery trend of believing in no moral absolutes (16-17).
Veith highlights the absurdity of such a view. “To disbelieve in truth is, of course,
self-contradictory. To believe means to think something is true; to say, ‘It‘s true that
nothing is true’ is intrinsically meaningless nonsense. The very statement-‘There is no
absolute truth’-is an absolute truth” (16).
Churches have always been packed with sinners, as is fitting (who else might
show up?). And yet the polls suggest something new. While people have always
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committed sins, they at least acknowledged these were sins. Veith says, What we have
today is not only immoral behavior, but a loss of moral criteria" (18). Such is the danger
of the anesthesia of sin. And the GAP widens.

The Penalty Of Sin

Plenty of money, energy, and time is spent on avoiding penalties. There is one penalty
that we all live under that won't be bought off,worked off or forgotten about. Originally
promised eternal life in the garden, Adam and Eve had no need to fear death. Death
was not part of the equation. Only as the result of their disobedience did death enter the
scene. DEATH is the most glaring part of the GAP that we need to recognize. But it's
not just physical death that came as a result of the Fall.

The Penalty of Sin is Phvsical and Spiritual Death.
"The wages of sin is death

Romans 6:23a

Weve&e/ess, death reigned from fhe time of Adam to the time of Moses, even over
those who dd not sin by breakhg a command, as o7d Adam, who was a patiern of #e
one to come.''
Romans 5:14
Kenneth Collins, in The Scripture Way of Salvation, says, "the spiritual
consequences of the fall appear to be even more horrific than the physical ones" (28)
Adam's soul died at the instant he tasted the fruit. With the death of the soul and its
separation from the life of God (which was the source of its being), Adam and all of
humanity entered into an accursed state.
The dangerous irony of this soul death is that it gives a
ND PEACE. Wesley compared spiritual death to
ot. The branches produce the fruit of unbelief, independence, pride,
went on to say
vanity, ambition, covetousness, lust, anger, envy, and sor
H.
that this condition, if left untreated, would evolve into ETE

Conclusion

It is not my intention to depress people or to send them on guilt trips, rather to
bring us to a realistic awareness of our condition. Only then can a person adequately
deal with sin. We must always fall back upon the necessrty of God's grace. But first we
must recognize the gap that exists.
No matter how hopeless our lives with God may seem, there is power for the
powerless. There is a cure for the disease. One of John Wesley's favorite texts was,
"Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves full acceptance: Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners" (1 Timothy 1:15). God took the initiative. He sought us. He
provided the healing medicine. In the following sessions we will see how God effects
that healing.
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SESSION2, HANDOUTI

“Child in a Tree”

“When I take a good, hard look at my spiritual life, I feel like
(which child)
because ...”
. O D

(Willett 9)
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2, HANDOUT
2
Amazing Grac-uddle
Group
“THE POWER TO BEGIN”

Sin’s Gravitational Pull

Tell how sin’s gravitational pull has affected your life, especially before you met Jesus:

’XI1have sinnedand fall short of G d 3 glodous Ideal. ”

Romans 3:23

What about its pull after we meet Christ? Is it still there? Is it stronger? Is it weaker?
Give an example.

The Anesthesia of Sin

Have you ever experienced the numbing effects of sin? Tell about it here:

”There are ways #at seem right to man, but they on(v end in deatfi.

Proverbs 16:25
What do the polls indicating the majority of peoples’ apathy toward truth say to you?

The Penalty Of Sin
“The wages of sin is death.

I/

Romans 6:23a

In what ways is “Soul Death” more horrific than physical death?
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Do you agree that the only way we can adequately deal with sin is to become aware of
its reality and recognize the GAP that exists between us and God? Why or why not?

Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners” (1 Timothy 1:?5)God took the
initiative. He sought us. He provided the healing medicine. In the following
sessions we will see how God brings about that healing.
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No Line Is Clear

THE G M C E TO SEE THLNGS
As YOUSEE THEM, CHANDTKE!XFENGlHAND W U M G E
TO LIVE IN YOUR LIGHT:

G-ME

Avefy Brooke
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Part Two: Forms of Grace

Session Three Lesson Plan: "The Power to Begin"
Introduction
Exploration of Wesley's concept of Prevenient Grace begins by embarking on an
inner journey of memories and events that have shaped our lives. Capturing and
rehearsing the strengths and weaknesses of our past is the first step toward
appropriate and creative acknowledgment of God's presence. Like all journeys,
the farther one goes on the inner journey, the more there is to see.
Assumptions
1. Memories, relations, and images from the past define who we are in the
present.
2. Participants are able to relax and to be supportive of one another during this
session.
Objectives
I.To begin guided self-reflection.
2. To begin building supportive relationships for continued growth in faith.
3. To learn about the doctrine of Prevenient Grace.
4. To learn how to share one's faith and to listen to others.
Prepamtion
Have Participant Guides, pencils or pens, huddle group sheets, and the words to
the song, Jov in the Joumev, ready for each participant. Have tape or CD cued
and ready to play at the end of the session. Prepare a brief beginning and
ending.

Procedures
1. Welcome the group and jump right into the handout "Osmosis." Follow the
directions and have fun with this. You'll need to watch the time on this one.
(20 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader's Guide and begin the lesson after you've handed out
the participants' guides and pencils. (20 minutes)
3. Divide group into different huddle groups from last week; give the huddle
sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20 minutes)
4. Conclude by playing the tape of Jov In The Journey by Michael Card. Hand
out the sheet with the words on it. End with a prayer for courage to look for
God's work in our lives. (15-30 minutes)
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Session Three Teachina: "THE POWER TO BEGIN"
"Twas grace that taught my heart to fear,
And grace my fears relieved ...
(Newton)

Sin disconnected us from God. The only thing ahead for us was physical and
spiritual death-separation from God forever. We were powerless to reconnect with
God. We needed outside help! We needed help that would restore our ability to
respond to God. Help Came in Prevenient Grace.

Think of Prevenient Grace in the following images:
7. Prevenient Grace is like the FIRST LIGHT OF DAWN. Maybe
you've gotten up early enough to see the sunrise. Long before the sun breaks over the
horizon, the sky has become light, the stars have disappeared and the moon has faded.
Objects are easily recognizable in your backyard where only 30 minutes ago everything
lay inside a blanket of darkness.
Prevenient Grace is like that. It is not the bright light of day, it is the first light of
dawn. It necessarily precedes the intense hot blaze of the sun. Prevenient Grace serves
to enlighten us to the reality of God's activity in life. This takes place in our lives as a
subtle awareness-a gentle nudging, a restlessness. We begin to understand that there
must have been a God for life to happen.
The predawn light has a subtle permeating effect. It illuminates everything that is
not absolutely covered up. Predawn light refracts and reflects around sharp corners to
bring light to nooks and crannies untouched by direct sunlight. Similarly, Prevenient
Grace is available to EVERYON€ and is IN everyone regardless of whether they
acknowledge it or not.
"meLord is patient with you, not wanting anyone toperish, but everyone to
mme to repentence." 2 Peter 3:9
"ForGodso Ioved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish but have eternal LifemA J ohn 3 :16
"Thetrue light thatgives ligbt to every man was coming into the worldm
A
John 1:9

Just as the predawn light comes first, then the rays of the sun, the prevenient
grace of God PECEDES the saving grace of God. Before we give any conscience
thought to God or our need of Him, prevenient grace is actively operating in our lives.

2. Prevenient Grace is like an ALARM CLOCK.
It awakens us to our need of salvation. It works against the NUMBING effects of
sin by shocking us into reality. We realize our desperate condition-our separation from
God with all of it's hopelessness. Prevenient grace not only resembles the gentle
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wafting of the predawn light, but the rude-awakening of the conviction of sin. But this
"undoing" is the beginning of our "doing."
Just as the alarm clock sometimes moves me to get out of bed, prevenient grace
moves us to the threshold of REPENTANCE The Holy Spirit awakens us to a selfawareness of our relationship with God. The Holy Spirit awakens:
1. our AWAR€N€SS of our sin (enlightened CONSCENCiE)
2. our ACCOUNTABILITY before God (response-ABJLITY)
3. our need for SALVAnON (an inner need for God's transforming power)
Awareness of Sin
The following Psalm describes an awakened person's realization of sin.

"Fbr I know my Pansgresions,
and my sin is always before me.
Against you, you onlv, have I sinned
and done what is evil in your s@hf."
Psalm 51 :3

Have you ever felt this way? I f so, when?
A former star of Melrose Place recently appeared on The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno. Len0 asked her about her posing pregnant for Playboy. He asked, What made
you decide to do it?" She said, "I asked my girlfriend and she said, 'You go girl.' Then I
asked my publicist." After a long pause, Len0 asked, "Is that it? Is that a// you did to
decide?" She responded, "What more did I need?"
This Melrose Place star illustrates how easily compromised our conscience can
be without the Holy Spirit's influence. When you are tempted to do wrong and you
recognize it as temptation, this is the work of the prevenient grace-the alarm
clock of God.
Accountabi/ity Before God
Once the alarm of sin-recognition goes off, we begin to understand how offensive
this is to God. Prevenient Grace works to give us "Response-Ability." We have been
told that we can be held accountable for our sins. That is true only if we have genuine
power of CHOICE. Prevenient Grace enables us to exercise our WILLS. Through
grace we can be truly responsible!
We are now able to respond to the promptings of God. Without our coming to an
awareness of our accountability through grace, we remain in our sin. Prevenient grace
creates our 'Yirst wish" to please God.

',... for it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his good purpse.
Philippians 2:13

"

Need for Salvation
Along with a felt need to respond to God comes a felt need for salvation. We
realize we can't reform ourselves. We need outside help. Like a man overboard without
a life-vest, we realize our need to be SAVED. Prevenient grace brings us to the point of
looking to God for help.

"No one can come to me unless #e Fa#er who sent me draws him, and I will raise him
John 6:44
up at #e last day./'
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”Yousee, atjust the Hgbt time, when we were stiff powerless, C b M died for the
ungodly ... wbife we were still shnes, Ckst dkd for us. /’
Romans 5:6,8
The alarm clock of prevenient grace wakes us up to our awareness of SIN, our
RESPONSIBILITY, and our need for SALVA77ON.

3. Prevenient Grace is Like a SAFEW NET.

Prevenient grace is the net into which we fall whenever and wherever we fall.
We are not left to save ourselves. We fall out of the potential of grace into the possibility
of grace. Prevenient grace is not saving grace. When we fall out of grace, what do we
fall into? More grace. This means there is never any reason for despair-we are never
abandoned to our sins. This is the grace that “pREvENTS”you from falling into the
total grip of sin.

The Safety Net
Prevenient grace is God’s first action to lessen the effects of original sin. Simply
put, the devastating effects of original sin are still present, but they are no longer total.
All of life could have been obliterated, but God chose to continue to work with his
creation to bring about redemption.
1. AFTER ADAM AND EVE’S DISOBEDIENCE CAME THE RESULTS OF

BROKEN RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD, BUT GOD MAINTAINED AN
INTERESTIN THE FIRST HUMANS BY PROVIDING GARMENTS OF SKIN
FOR THEM, PROTECTING THEM FROM THE TREE OF LIFE, AND
GIVING THEM THE A B I L I N TO PRO
2. WHEN CAIN KILLED ABEL, GOD PR
PUNISHMENT OF BEING A NOMAD, BUT ALSO PROVIDED THE
TlON O F A MARK SO THAT NO ONE WOULD KILL HIM.
3. AFTER-THE FLOOD IN NOAH’S DAY, GOD ESTABLISHED A COVENANT
WITH NOAH AND PROVIDED THE SIGN OF THE RAINBOW PROMISING
NEVER AGAIN TO DESTROY ALL OF LIFE WITH A FLOOD. (Gem 9:f-17)
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4. SIMILARLY. WITH ABRAM, GOD TOOK THE INITIATIVE TO ESTABLISH
AN EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE COVENANT OF BLESSING. (Gen. 15:f-lf
and Gen. f7)

All these events are examples of God’s prevenient grace-His
help restore our relationship with Him.

prior action to

Conclusion

Prevenient Grace can be understood as:
1. The LigM of Pre dawn in our spiritual lives. The activity of God that goes before our

awareness of Him.

2. An Alarm Clock. Our becoming awake to sin, its consequences and our

“response-ability.”

3. A Sdety Net which catches u s when we fall.
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I

Osmosis

Pair up with another group member and sit back-to-back with your chairs
facing opposite directions. Take turns answering the four questions
below:
What is your middle name and how did you get it?
Where did you live when your were I O years old and what was your favorite
thing to do in the summer?
What is the best job you’ve ever had?
What is your favorite possession?
After you have both answered the four questions above, return to your
group. Spend a moment guessing how your partner might answer these
questions:

...

If

had a day off, he/she is likely to spend the day

If
rescue is ...

’shouse was on fire, one thing he/she is certain to

When
If

goes to the circus, hidher favorite part is ...
could live anywhere in the world, it would be ...

Take turns sharing your guesses with the group and then let your partner
tell everyone how accurate you were.
(from Sheely, 29)
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3, HANDOUT2

Amazing Grace-Huddle Group

"THE POWER TO BEGIN"

1. Prevenient grace is like the FIRST LIGHT OF DAWN.
Think of the ways God was active in your life before you came to an awareness of Him. List

them here:

With the fdlowing verse in mind, refled on how God drew you to Him.

"Noone can mme to me unAesr Un?Father who sent me draws him, and I will m a him up at

thelartday."
Reflections:

John 6:44

2. Prevenient Grace is like an ALARM CLOCK.
Can you remember a time when the God was "waking you up" to the reality of your sin?
Describe it here:

What about conscience? Isn't that what we're talking about when we speak of Prevenient
Grace? What's the difference between our conscienceand God'sgrace?

How does God's grace give a choice where without it we have none?
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3. Prevenient grace is like a SAFETY NET.

The Safety Net

How has the "safety net" of prevenient grace worked in your life?

~

~~~

What does it mean to you to fall out of grace only into more grace?
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By Michael Card

There is a joy in the Journey;
There’s a light we can love on the Way;
There is a wonder and wildness to life,
Freedom for those who obey.
And all those that seek it shall find it,
A pardon for all who believe.
Hope for the hopeless
And sight for the blind.
To all who’ve been born of the Spirit,
And who share incarnation with Him,
Who belong to eternity stranded in time,
And weary of struggling with sin;

Forget not the hope that‘s before you,
And never stop counting the cost;
Remember the hopelessness when you were lost.
There is a joy in the Journey;
There’s a light we can love on the way;
There is a wonder and wildness to life,
And freedom for those who obeyFreedom for those who obey.
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Part Two: Forms of Grace

Session Four Lesson Plan: "The Turning Point"

lntmducfion
Salvation is a process that has definite markings along the way. Merely to "feel
good about oneself" is not biblical salvation. The point of our salvation comes
sometimes as a lightning bolt, sometimes as a gradual revealing. Whichever
way it happens, true biblical salvation involves two distinct, sometimes
concurrent movements. This session will explore those movements and help
participants determine where they are in this amazing grace-filled process.
Assumptions
1. Participants are in need of salvation.
2. Participants are able to evaluate their connection to God through Jesus
Christ.
3. The Holy Spirit will lead participants to sense their need for a first time
commitment to Jesus Christ or a rededication of their lives.
Objectives
1. To teach the Wesleyan understanding of salvation.
2. To continue guided self-reflection.
3. To continue building supportive relationships for continued growth in faith.
4. To learn how to share one's faith and to listen to others.
Preparation
Have participant guides, "The Four Quaker Questions," and huddle sheets
copied for distribution. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Procedures
1. Welcome the group and jump right into the icebreaker called "The Four
Quaker Questions." You'll need to watch the time on this one. Help
participants keep answers brief. (30 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader's Guide and begin the lesson after you've handed out
the participant's guides and pencils. (20 minutes)
3. Divide group up into different huddle groups from last week; give the huddle
sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20 minutes)
4. Conclude with a prayer for courage to look for God's work in our lives. (5-10
minutes)
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Session Four Teachina: "THE TURNING POINT"
"How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed."
(Newton)

m

I
,

Repentance

Belief

Repentance-Turning

Away From Sin

"TheLord is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but evewone tv
wme to mpent&nce.
2 Peter 3:9
Repentance is like act one of a two act play. Both John the Baptist and Jesus
started their ministries with the words, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near"
(Matthew 3:2 & 4:17). Repentance involves more than regret that one is not a better
person or anguish that one has to live with the consequences of one's sins. It also
does not end at conversion. The Lord's Prayer, "forgive us our debts," indicates the
need for ongoing repentance. Meaning "to change one's direction" or "to reverse one's
course," repent carries with it the idea of forsaking the old attachments to sin and selfwill.
Repentance includes the following three elements:
1. Repentance includes our ability to SEE OURSELVES REALISTICALLY. We have
a change of heart about our spiritual condition. We've been brought to this point by the
leading of prevenient grace. This begins the process of our turning. Without this true
picture of our condition, we will never understand our need to turn.
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We experience further change through COWICTION OF SIN. Sometimes
described as a burdened heart, conviction is a warning light that alf is not well. As a
surgeon’s knife must cut before it can heal, so the pain of conviction must corne before
we can find victory over sin.
Repentance also includes a THOROUGH CHANGE OF OUR MINDS. This is the true
end of repentance. As in the story of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15), the prodigal needed
to act upon his conviction: “I will set out and go back to my Father.” This step has to be
taken, or else all the self-knowledge and conviction in the world will not suffice.

Reflection question: Which element in repentance strikes you as
being most important? Why?

Repentance is not the end. it is only the first movement of our faith response.
Consider how this parable sheds light on the danger of a “half-baked” salvation.

“When an evil spirit comes out of a man, it goes through arid places seeking rest
and does not find if. Then it says, ‘Iwill refurn to fhe house l le@.’ When if arrives, it
finds fhe house unoccupied, swept clean and put in order. Then it goes and takes
with it seven other spirits more wicked than ifself; and they go in and live fhere. And
the final condition of that man is worse fhan fhe firsf. That is how it will be with this
wicked generation.
Matthew 12:43-45
Jesus said the end result in the above story was worse than the first. Why?
Because he had only gone half-way. The old was gone, but he had not embraced the
new. In his emptiness, he was vulnerable.

Belief-Movi ng Towa rd Jesus

Believe in the Lord Jmus, and you will be savd, you and your
householdsA Acts 16:31
”.##

The Four Strands of Belief

1. Putting your confidence and trust in the mercy and forgiveness of God is the first
strand of belief. To do this we must believe certain things about the nature of God.
We believe God is love and that he will receive us with open arms as the father of
the prodigal did.
2. Assurance-saving faith brings a note of certainty into our lives. Through faith we
know that Jesus is truly the Son of God. We see Jesus as the only foundation for
salvation.
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3. Reliance-switch the control center of our lives from ourselves to Christ. To

affirm Christ's Lordship means that we look to him for life in the present. We
acknowledge Him to be our sovereign, provider, and empowerer. He forgives the
past, heals the present, and offers hope for the future.
4. Obedience-the test of knowing Christ is whether or not we obey him. Such
obedience is not based on a cold sense of duty, but rather on an intense hunger to

do God's will. Obedience is joyful, not legalistic. But obedience, easy or difficult,
will bring a sense of fulfillment to our lives.

Reflection question: Which element in belief strikes you as being
most important? Why?
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The Four Quaker Questions
Go around the group and share your answers to the questions, one at a
time. You have only 30 minutes, so watch your time.

Where were you living between the ages of seven and twelve, and what were
the winters like then?

How was your home heated during that time?

What was the center of warmth in our life when you were a child? (It could be a
place in the house, a time of year, a person, etc.)

When did God become a "warm" person to you ... and how did it happen?

(Sheely 33)
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Session Four Teachinn: “THE TURNING POINT”
“How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed,”
(Newton)

L

Belief

Repentance

Repentance-Turning Away From Sin

“TheLordis patient wi# you, not wanting anyone toperish, but every-oneto
cvme tv repent3nm.”
2 Peter 3:9

Repentance is like
of a two
act play. Meaning “to change one’s direction” or “to
reverse one’s course,” repent carries with it the idea
of forsaking the old attachments to sin and self-will.
m

Repentance includes the following three elements:

I.SEEING OURSELVES
2.
OF SIN.
3. THOROUGH CHANGE OF OUR

.
.
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Reflection question: Which element in repentance strikes you as
being most important? Why?

Repentance is not the end. It is only thefirst
movement of our faith response.
"When an evil spirit comes out of a man, it goes through arid places seeking rest
and does not find it. Then it says, 'I will return to the house l let!. ' When it arrives, it
finds the house unoccupied, swept clean and put in order. Then it goes and takes
with it seven other spirits more wicked than itself, and they go in and live there. And
the final condition of that man is worse than the firsf. That is how it will be with this
wicked generation.
Matthew 72:43-45
Jesus said the end result in the above story was worse than the first. Why?
Because he had only gone half-way. The old was gone, but he had not embraced the
new. In his emptiness, he was vulnerable.

The Second Act:
Belief-

.

"...

Believe in tbe Lord Jesus, and you will be saves$ you and your
bousebold." Acts 16131

The Four Strands of Belief
and

1. Putting your

2.
3.

in the mercy

and forgiveness of God is the first strand of belief.
-Through faith we know that Jesus is truly
the Son of God.
-switch the control center of our lives
from ourselves to Christ.
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-the test of knowing Christ is

4.

whether or not we obey him.

Reflection question: Which element in belief strikes you as being
most important? Why7
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Huddle Group
Jesus continued: “There was a man who had two sons. The younger one said
to his father, ‘Father,give me my share of the estate.’ So he divided his property
between them.
Not long aRer that, the younger son got together all he had, set off for a distant
country and there squandered his wealth in wild living. Atter he had spent everything,
there was a severe famine in that whole county, and he began to be in need. So he
went and hired himself out to a citizen of that country, who sent him to the fields to feed
pigs. He longed to fill his stomach with the pods that the pigs were eating, but no one
gave him anything.
When he came to his senses, he said, ‘How many of my father‘s hired men have
food to spare, and here I am starving to death! 1 will set out and go back to my father
and say to him: ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. I am no longer
worthy to be called your son; make me like one of your hired men.’ So he got up and
went to his father.
But while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was filled with
compassion for him; he ran to his son, threw his arms around him and kissed him.
The son said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. I
am no longer worthy to be called your son. ’
But the father said to his servants, ‘Quick! Sdng the best rube and put it on him.
Put a ring on his finger and sandals on his feet, Bring the fattened calf and kill it. Let‘s
have a feast and celebrate. For this son of mine was dead and is alive again; he was
lost and is found. ’ So they began to celebrate.
Luke 1311-24

Huddle Group Questions:

I. Why do you think the Prodigal Son decided to leave home?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

togrowup
to get away from his father’s values
he wasn’t appreciated at home
to try to make it on his own
to get away from his older brother

2. What was it that caused the Prodigal Son to come to his senses?

a.
b.
c.
d.

homesickness
guilt for what he had done
feeling sorry for himself
feeling sorry for his father
e. hunger pangs
f. realization that he was stupid
g. he “hit bottom’’

3. When the Prodigal Son returned home, what was his father’s attitude?
a. come on in but you’re grounded
b. you have disgraced the family
c. where’s the money
d. Idon’t approve of what you’ve done, but you are still my son
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e. Welcome home, son, I love you
4. Do you think that the father was wise to give his son his inheritance when he

knew his son would probably blow it?
Yes

5.

No

If the father had a pretty good idea where his son had gone, do you think he
should have gone after him?

[TIIYes
6. Do you think it was wise for the father to “kill the fatted calf” and throw a party

when his son came home?
Yes

7. Do you think the father split his inheritance a second time so that the Prodigal
Son could have some spending money?

0 Ihopeso 0 I hope not

8. If you had to compare your spiritual journey to the Prodigal’s journey, where

are you now?
a. at home, but not too happy
b. in a far country
c. coming to my senses
d. on my way home, but not sure what 1’11 find
e. I’ve just arrived/feeling great
f. Enjoying the fattened calf and the party

9. What’s the lesson for you in this parable?
a. you’ve got to let your children go, even though you know L e y will probably
blow it
b. God’s love has no strings
c. Waiting for your children to come home is painful

d. Love overcomes mistakes

(from The Serendipity Bible 175)
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Part Two: Forms of Grace

Session Five Lesson Plan: ‘‘Don’t Stop Now”

Introduction
There will always be highs and lows, ups and downs, advances and declines.
Christians have good days and bad days like everyone eke. The key to
Christian growth is not feeling but faithfulness. God has expressed his
faithfulness by providing us with assurance and the means of grace. We
express our faithfulness by taking advantage of them. This session will explore
how we can have true assurance and practice the primary and normal means of
effecting Christian growth.

Assumptions
1. No one in this life has “arrived” when it comes to our life with God.
2. Participants are in need of the security and assurance mature faith provides.
3. God provides practical means by which our growth in grace takes place.
4. It is easy to stunt the growth of faith by living on the memory of past spiritual
experience.
Objectives
1. To continue guided self-reflection.
2. To continue building supportive relationshipsfor continued growth in faith.
3. To learn about the doctrine of sanctification.
4. To learn how to share one’s faith and to listen to others.
Preparation
Have participant guides, pencils or pens, and huddle group sheets ready for
each participant. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Pmcedures
I. Welcome the group and jump right into the handout ‘Ups and Downs.”
You’ll need to watch the time on this one. (20 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader’s Guide and begin the lesson after you’ve handed out
the participants’ guides and pencils. (20 minutes)
3. Divide group up into different huddle groups from last week; give the huddle
sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20 minutes)
4. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives. (5
minUtes)
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Session Five Teachina: “DON’T STOP NOW!”
yThroughmany dangers, toilsJand snates,
I have already come;
‘tis grace hath brought me safe thus far,
and grace will lead me home.
(Newton)
I’

The Call of the Christian is the call to grow. The Wesleyan equation
is this: “Grace plus response equals growth.” There is no point in life where we can
say, “Ihave all I need.” As Christians grow in grace, they are better equipped to live in
ways that please God day by day. In turn, they are more ready to bring others into
faith. Wesley taught that while God’s grace is given as a gift, we must receive the gift to
make it effective in our lives. The way we respond to the gift makes all the difference.

First, he taught that we grow in grace out a sense of assurance. We can
understand this if we return to Wesley’s understanding of Christianity as a relationship.
Authentic growth takes place when there is security and love in a relationship. We do
not have to live with a “hope-so, think-so, maybe-so” faith. Dr. Ed Robb has said that if
salvation is so insignificant that you can have it and not know it, then you can lose it and
not tell it (qtd. in Harper, John Weslev’s 76)
Unfortunately, assurance has been misunderstood. Some see it as impossible.
They maintain it is not part of what God chooses to give his children. The best we can
do is live with a rather high degree of tentativeness. For Wesley, assurance dealt with
one’s present relationship, it was no guarantee for the future. Only continued
obedience and faithfulness could take care of the future.
He emphasized the following series of tests that could judge the authenticity of our
ASSURANCE:

The witness of the Spirit.
Romans 8:16 says, “The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s
children.” The first movement is God’s. We love him because he first loved us (1 John
4:lO). Wesley wanted it to be clearly understood that assurance has an objective base.
We do not dream it up. It is a gift from God, mediated to us through the Holy Spirit and
on the basis of Christ‘s atonement.

The witness of our own spirit.
There are at least four elements that confirm God’s grace in our lives:
we know that we have mpented of our sins.
-repentance does not happen apart from the exercise of our wills.
-it is a conscious determination to change.
o we are aware of a change in our lives
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-a change from darkness to light, from the power of Satan to the power of
God.
o we are aware of a new characterproduced in us

-here is where the fruit of the Spirit come in (Gal. 5:22-23).

o we find joy in the service of God

-Wesley said, “Atrue lover of God hastens to do His will on earth as it is done in
heaven.n

Through these tests Wesley believed any person could distinguish between true
assurance and presumption.

Second, Wesley taught that we grow in grace by practicing the means of
grace.

The “means of grace” is a phrase to describe the specific channels
through which God conveys grace to his people-the practical ways in
which faith development takes place. There are two groupings: the
instituted means (those ordained by Christ) and the prudential means
(those ordained by the Church).
hStitUted Means (those means ordained by Christ)
P

Praver

P

Searchinq the Scriotures

Wesley called prayer ”the grand means of drawing near to God” and felt that all other
means should be mixed w*ih prayer. At the heartof all good relationshipis good
communication. Prayer is the means of communication between God and human
beings.
The lines of communication must be up and operational. When the lines are downwhen we don‘t pray-we sacrifice the most important link to God-the link that all other
links depend upon. But when the lines are up and working, all other means of grace are
potential as well. When your life is undergirded and saturated with prayer, the believer
will expen’ence growth in grace.

The Bible has a certain power to aid and guide people in the ways of God when
we take the time to study it. Wesley’s emphasis upon the primacy of Scripture
was based on the conviction that through the Bible God gives, confirms, and
increases true wisdom. He advocated reading from both the Old and New
Testaments and that one should carefully and immediately put into practice what
was read. The controlling question for Wesley was, “How can I put the tmth of
Scripture to work forthe good ofothers?” In this way, the Bible serves as an
important means of grace.
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P

The Lord's Supper
Wesley averaged communing once every four or five days. He believed the
experience was more than a symbol-it was an opportunity to actually
commune with Christ and receive the grace of God. The invitation to
communion was an open one, extended to anyone who truly and earnestly
repented of sin, was in love and charity with neighbor, and intended to lead a
new life following the commandments of God.

P

Fasting
Wesley encouraged all his followers to faithfully keep Friday
as a day of fasting. It is important to see that Wesley did not
see fasting as an act of mortiication, or even as a lengthy
experience. He did not believe the effectiveness of fasting lay
in its duration or intensity, but rather in the commitment of
time exclusively for God and spiritual concerns.

P

Group Fellowship
No person is an island. We need each other especially in the church. Rather
than independence, God has created us with an innate need for interdependence. The trouble is, when we try to 'go it alone," we miss one of the
most vital means of grace God makes availabIe-Group Fellowship. Wesley
tried to gather new converts together in "bands" (groups of 4 to 8), "classes"
(groups of about 12), and "societies" (groups of 40 to 50) to ensure Christian
nurture and accountability. In our technological age where temptations abound
to go it alone, group fellowship is needed more than ever!

Pfudef7fh/Means (those ordained by the Church)

a. doing no harm
b. doing all the good you can
c. attending the private and public worship
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SESSION 5,

HANDOUT1

Ups and Downs
Our lives have their good times and their bad times. Help your group get to
know you better by charting your life. From your birth to the present, mark the
good times and bad times in your life. Feel free to explain some of these ups
and downs to your group.
Highs

Lows

Birth

Present

If your life is at a low point now, ask God for his help during your group’s
prayer time. If your life is at a high point now, be sure and thank God and
ask him how you can use your situation to help others.
(from Sheely 59)
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Session Five Teachina: “DON’T STOP NOW!”
“Through many dangers, toils, and snares,
I have already come;
‘tis grace hath brought me safe thus far,
and grace will lead me home.
(Newton)

The Call of the Christian is the calf to
The Wesleyan equation is this:
“Graceplus

equals growth.”

Weslgr taught that while Godj grace is given as a g$, we must receive
the gij? to make it effective in our lives. The way we respond to the g$
makes all the dzfference.

I.

We grow in grace out a sense of

Wesley emphasized the following series of tests that could judge the authenticity of our
ASSURANCE:
P

The

of the

Romans 8:16 says, “The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s
children.” The first movement is God’s. We love him because he first loved us (1 John
4:lO). Wesley wanted it to be clearly understood that assurance has an objective base.
We do not dream it up. It is a gift from God, mediated to us through the Holy Spirit and
on the basis of Christ’s atonement.

o The

of our

There are at least four elements that confirm God’s grace in our lives:
D

we know that we have
-Repentance does not happen apart from the exercise
of our wills.
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we are aware of a
-a change from darkness to light.

o we are aware of a

-Here is where the fruit of the Spirit come in (Gal.

5:22-23).

P

--

wefind

-

-Wesley said, “Atrue lover of God hastens to do His
will on earth as it is done in heaven” (Harper, John

Weslev 24)

Through these tests Wesley believed any person could
distinguish between true assurance and presurnption.
3.

Wesley taught that we grow in grace by practicing the
Means (those means ordained by Christ)

P

O P
o s
o TheL
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P G

F
Means (t,lose orda,,ied by the Churc

I.doing no
2. doing all the
you can
3. attending the private and public
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Huddle Questions

1. Consider the equation, “Grace plus response equals growth.” What does that mean
for your life now?

2. Did the tFeatment of Wesley’s view of assurance shed any new light on the issue for
you?

3. Review the various means of grace. Then (1) share a growth experience you have
had in relation to one of them and (2) share any needs you may feel regarding
them.

4. Overall, would you say your faith is growing or standing still? How are the means of
grace helping or how might they help as you chart your course for the future?
(adapted from Steve Harper, John Weslev’s Message for Today 86)
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Part Three: Means of Grace

Session Six Lesson Plan: Prayer
“Conversation for the Journey”

Introduction
We focus on the primary means of grace-prayer. Practical teaching from the
actions and words of Jesus guides us into a more meaningful prayer life. Prayer
is our first link of communication with God and should be viewed as essential for
faith growth. Jesus’ prayer life involved much more than crisis-motivated or rote
prayers. We take a giant step forward in faith development when we see prayer
as a life to be lived rather than merely a time to be observed. The participant will
be given intentional prayer opportunities as starting places for their growth in
faith.
Assumptions
1. God can be known.
2. Prayer is the primary means of knowing God.
3. Participants have a need to deepen their relationship with God.
4. Consistently studying prayer and praying will bring participants the spiritual
depth they need.

Objectives

1. To learn how to pray according to Jesus.
2. To practice private prayer with the support of practical ideas from Dr. Terry
Teykl.
3. To continue building supportive relationships for growth in faith.
4. To experience prayer as a means of grace.
Preparation
Have “Christian Basics” copied, pencils or pens, and huddle group sheets ready
for each participant. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Procedures
1. Welcome the group and hand out “Christian Basics.” This opener is designed
to allow each participant to talk freely about their opinions on these various
subjects. (20 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader’s Guide and begin the lesson after you’ve handed out
the participants’ guides and pencils. (20 minutes)
3. Divide group into different huddle groups from last week; give the huddle
sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20 minutes)
4. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives. (5
minutes)
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Session Six Teaching: Prayer

‘‘CONVERSATlON FOR THE JOURNEY”

“The Lord has pmmised good to me,
His word my hope secures;
He will my shield and portion be,
As long as life endures.
(Newton)

For maintaining a healthy spiritual life, prayer has no substitute. Prayer is
the divine gift of communication and communion with our Creator. As Richard
Foster says in The Celebration of Discipline,
Prayer catapults us onto the frontier of the spiritual life. It is original
research in unexplored territory. Meditation introduces us to the
inner life, fasting is an accompanying means, but it is the Discipline
of prayer itself that brings us into the deepest and highest work of
the human spirit. Real prayer is life creating and life changing.(30)

How to think about prayer.. .
1. To pray is to c
e. Real prayer changes our perspective
to God’s perspective. We are to “ask rightly” (James 4:3) in
order to think God’s thoughts after Him: to desire the things
He desires, to love the things He loves. Progressively we
His point of view. (30)
to determine the future.
history if we pray rightly. We
are to change the world by prayer. This assumes the
strongly held belief of the Bible that we live in an open
universe. It speaks of God constantly changing His mind in
Ex. 32: 14; Jon. 3: 1 0).
accord with His u
. The disciples asked
3. Prayer involves a
Jesus, “Lord, teach us to pray” (Luke 113). This can be a
liberating realization. We can be set free to question, to
experiment, even to fail, because we are learning. We don’t
need to wait until we’ve got it “down” before starting to pray
for others.
a ¶
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THE THREE “P’S” OF PERSONAL PRAYER: (from Terry Teykl,
Blueprint For the House of Prayer 28-29)
PREPARATION

1. Invite the Holy Spirit. He is your helper in prayer, and He will come when you
humble yourself.

2. Take the name of Jesus. Praying in His name means that God hears your prayers
based on who Jesus is, not who you are.
3. Trust that God hears you. Faith is an attitude of expectation and confidence. It pulls
your thoughts and words into alignment with what God has already said.
4. Pray the Word of God. The Bible is the richest prayer resource you will ever find.
Praying the scriptures means praying the answers, not the problems.

PRACTICAL. TIPS
1. Be simple. Prayer is a conversation with someone you love. You speak, then you
listen.

2. Be specific. Do not be afraid to tell God exactly what you need.
3. Be spontaneous. Love relationships thrive on creativity.
4. Be outspoken. Sometimes it is helpful to actually hear the words coming out of your
mouth.

5. Be conversational. God is not limited to “King James” English.
6. Be in place. Having a special place for prayer helps set your time apart.
7. Be ready to write. If you are willing to be still and listen, God may give you an idea,
thought, or vision. Record it.

8. Be forgiving. Never go through your prayer time with anger, resentment, or negative
feelings in your spirit.

9. Be willing to change. Prayer is a crucible for personal growth and renewal.
10. Begin. Do not wait until you have cleaned up your life.

PRINCIPLES

I,Praise-Starting your prayer time by worshipping God for who He is is not only
proper protocol, it also moves our focus off of ourselves and onto the Father.

2. Waiting-Being still and quiet before the Lord is the hardest thing for most of us to
do, but it is also the most rewarding. Give God a chance to talk.
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3. Petitioning-Now you are ready to ask. God takes pleasure in meeting the needs
of His children.

4. Thanksgiving-Thank Him for who He is and what He has already done in your life.

5. Appropriation-This means learning how to receive from God. Thank Him in
advance for hearing and answering your request.

6. Action-Ask the Lord to show you what specific actions you might take that could
bring about the answers to your own prayers.
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SESSION
6, HANDOUT1
Christian Basics

How do you view the Christian faith? Answer these questions about different topics and
feel free to discuss your answers with your group. You may check more than one
answer on each question. This ice breaker is intended to let people talk freely about
their feeling on these religious subjects without worrying about "right or wrong" answers.
I SEE PRAYER AS:

o wishful thinking
o a direct line to God
o magic

a lifesaver
a key to my sanity

a psychological exercise

o powerful

o a daily practice

o positive thinking

I THINK OF JESUS AS:

o agreatguy
o a wise teacher

a a miracle worker
a a Jewish rebel
o confused

o a courageous rabbi
o one of many teachers

a great example

o my Savior
P

my best friend

I VIEW THE CHURCH AS:

a
a
o
o
a

intimidating
boring
friendly
fun
a fortress from the real world

o confusing because of the
different denominations

o too traditional
o

hard to relate to

o inspiring
o always asking for money

MOST MINISTERS ARE:

o
o
o
o

wonderful people
people like everyone else
self-righteous
under impossibly high
expectations
P egocentric
examples to follow
P too religious for the real world

(from Sheely 67)
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Session Six Teaching: Prayer

“The Lord has promised good to me,
His word my hope secures;
He will my shield and portion be,
As long as life endures.’
(Newton)

For maintaining a healthy spiritual life, prayer has no substitute. Prayer is
the divine gift of communication and communion with our Creator. As Richard
Foster says in The Celebration of Discipline,
Prayer catapults us onto the frontier of the spiritual life. It is original
research in unexplored territory. Meditation introduces us to the
inner life, fasting is an accompanying means, but it is the Discipline
of prayer itself that brings us into the deepest and highest work of
the human spirit. Real prayer is life creating and life changing. (30)

How to think about prayer.. .
1. To pray is to
. Real prayer changes our
perspective to God’s perspective. We are to “ask rightly”
(James 4:3) in order to think God’s thoughts after Him: to
desire the things He desires, to love the things He loves.
Progressively we are taught to see things from His point of
view. (Foster 30)
2. Prayeris
to determine the
future. Certain things will happen in history if we pray rightly.
We are to change the world by prayer. This assumes the
strongly held belief of the Bible that we live in an open
universe. It speaks of God constantly changing His mind in
accord with His unchanging love (Le., Ex. 32:14; Jon. 3:lO).
. The
3. Prayer involves a
disciples asked Jesus, “Lord, teach us to pray” (Luke 11:1).
This can be a liberating realization. We can be set free to
question, to experiment, even to fail, because we are
learning. We don’t need to wait until we’ve got it “down”
before starting to pray for others.
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THE THREE “P’S’’ OF PERSONAL PRAYER: (from Terry Teykl,
Blueprint For the House of Prayer 28-29)

P
1. Invite the Holy Spirit. He is your helper in prayer, and He will come when you
humble yourself.

2. Take the name of Jesus. Praying in His name means that God hears your prayers
based on who Jesus is, not who you are.

3. Trust that God hears you. Faith is an attitude of expectation and confidence. It pulls
your thoughts and words into alignment with what God has already said.

4. Pray the Word of God. The Bible is the richest prayer resource you will ever find.
Praying the scriptures means praying the answers, not the problems.
P
I.Be simple. Prayer is a conversation with someone you love. You speak, then you
listen.

2. Be specific. Do not be afraid to tell God exactly what you need.
3. Be spontaneous. Love relationships thrive on creativity

4. Be outspoken. Sometimes it is helpful to actually hear the words coming out of your
mouth.
5. Be conversational. God is not limited to “King James” English.

6. Be in place. Having a special place for prayer helps set your time apart.
7. Be ready to write. If you are willing to be still and listen, God may give you an idea,
thought, or vision. Record it.
8 . Be forgiving. Never go through your prayer time with anger, resentment or negative
feelings in your spirit.

9. Be willing to change. Prayer is a crucible for personal growth and renewal.
I O . Begin. Do not wait until you have cleaned up your life.
P

I.Praisestarting your prayer time by worshipping God for who He is is not only
proper protocol, it also moves our focus off of ourselves and onto the Father.
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I
2. Waiting-Being still and quiet before the Lord is the hardest thing for most ofus to
do, but it is also the most rewarding. Give God a chance to talk.

3. Petitioning-Now you are ready to ask. God takes pleasure in meeting the needs
of His children.

4. Thanksgiving-Thank

Him for who He is and what He has already done in your life.

5. Appropriation-This means learning how to receive from God. Thank Him in
advance for hearing and answering your request.

6. Action-Ask the Lord to show you what specific actions you might take that could
bring about the answers to your own prayers.
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Huddle Group-The

Lord’s Prayer

Matthew 6:9-13

LOOKING INTO THE SCRIPTURE/20 Mlnutes. Read Matthew 69-13and evaluate your
own prayer life against the model here.

ADORATION OF GOD: “Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name.” I spend time
praising God for who he is, both holy Lord and compassionate Father.
1. I know God is holy and compassionate by what Isee:

a. in history
b. in creation

.

c. in my relationships
d. in Jesus Christ

LONGING FOR HIS REIGN: “Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is
in heaven.” I spend time welcoming God’s influence into my life and into my world.
2. I would like to know God’s will for my life in the following area:

a. family problems
b. political issues

c. life planning
d. ethical questions

DAILY NEEDS: “Give us today our daily bread.” I have confidence to ask that today’s
needs will be provided.
3. How would praying “just for today” change my petitions?
a. nochange
d. change how often I pray
b. change the quantity of my petitions
e. make me more specific
c. change what I ask for

RELATIONAL HEALING: “Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven ouf debtors.”
In my prayer time, I ask for and experience God’s forgiveness. I consciously recall
the relationships where I have been hurt or have hurt others and ask for forgiveness.
4. What is my typical method for responding to those who hurt me?
c. get angry and blow up
a. hold a grudge/seek revenge
d. forget it
b. talk It out

STRENGTH FOR THE SPIRITUAL BATTLE: ‘IAnd lead us not into temptation, but
deliver us from the evil one.” In my prayer time, I allow God to speak to me about

the areas where I am struggling or treading on dangerous ground, Iexpress dependence
upon God for the ability to resist temptation.
5. I experience yielding to temptation somewhere on this scale:
THEDEVILMADE 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 IWALKEDINTOIT
WITH BOTH EYES OPEN
ME DO IT

(from Serendipitv Bible 35)
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Part Three: Means of Grace

Session Seven Lesson Plan: Searching the Scripture
“Roadmap for the Journey”

Introduction
We focus on the second instituted means of grace-searching the Scripture.
Second Timothy 3:16says, “All Scripture is God-breathed and useful for
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the person of
God may be thoroughly equipped for every god work.” The Bible serves as our
standard and guide in the Journey of Faith. The SGP will be given intentional
prayer opportunities as starting places for their growth in faith.
Assumptions
I.God can be known in the pages of the Bible.
2. Scripture is our primary guide for living the holy life.
3. SGPs have a need to study, learn, and put into practice lessons from
the Bible.
4. The Bible is the standard by which the results of tradition, reason, and
experience are checked.
Objectives
1. To learn what the Bible says about itself.
2. To continue building supportive relationships for growth in faith.
3. To experience Bible study as a means of grace.
Preparation
Have three handouts for the session ready to hand out with pencils and Bibles
available.

Procedures
1. Welcome the group and hand out “Pick a Promise.” This opener is designed
to allow each SGP to begin thinking about what promises on which they most
rely. (20 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader’s Guide and begin the lesson after you’ve handed out
the participants’ guides and pencils. (30 minutes)
3. Break for refreshments. (10 minutes)
4. Divide group up into different huddle groups from last week; give the huddle
sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20 minutes)
5. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives. (5
minUtes)
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Session Seven Teaching: Searching the Scripture
“Roadmap for the Journey”

“The Lord has promised good to me,
His Word my hope secures;

(Newton)

The spiritual life must have an objective base. Private revelations must be
scrutinized against a recognized and established norm. To put it in biblical
language, we must “test the spirits to see whether they are of God” (I
John 4:1,
RSV). Failure to do this occasionally results in tragic stories and bizarre acts.
Our generation will long remember the Jonestown incident as a classic example
of misguided, even maniacal spiritualism.
For John Wesley the objective standard needed for genuine spirituality was the
Bible. He was committed to the centrality and authority of Scripture. Even
though he published approximately six hundred works on various themes, he
resolutely maintained that he allowed no rule, whether of faith or practice, other
than the Holy Scriptures. As heirs of Wesley, we need to make a clear
affirmation of the authority of Scripture, not as one source among several, but as
the norm for Christian thought and conduct. We need to declare that the Bible is
the standard by which the results of tradition, reason, and experience are
checked.
But, like Wesley we need also to see that the primary value of Scripture is not its
serving some sort of cold, objective standard. Rather, to bring men and women
into an encounter with Almighty God; therefore, we may say that the primary
value of Scripture is devotional.
We must cultivate our devotional lives by using the Bible in the following ways:
1. Read the Bible worshipfully. By that we mean that we must read the Bible in
an unhurried, reverent manner. To insure that our Bible study times are
unhurried, we might consider the habits of Wesley:
a. Choose early hours of the morning and the quiet hours of the evening.
These times allow the space to meditate on what we read. Our goal
must be quality, not quantity.
b. Approach it with reverence and attention.
c. Make your highest desire to encounter God.

2. Read the Bible systematically. You may follow the table of daily readings in
the lectionary, or there are a variety of systematic Bible reading programs
available.
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a. This allows you to read contextually rather than haphazardly.
b. This allows you to read not only for inspiration but also for biblical
knowledge.
c. Use responsible aids to add insights of others to your own study of
God’s Word.
d. Mark, note, and record discoveries.

3. Read the Bible comprehensively. Don’t be in a hurry. You’ve got a lifetime to
read so don’t be content with a shallow or surface reading. Wesley’s method
which provided a comprehensive experience involve the following:
a. Dailiness-morning and evening;
b. Singleness of purpose-to know God’s will;
c. Correlation-to compare Scripture with Scripture;
d. Prayerfulness-to receive instruction from the Holy Spirit;
e. Resolution-to put into practice what is learned.

4. Read the Bible purposefully. Wesley wrote, “Whatever light you receive,
should be used to the uttermost, ’and that immediately” (qtd in Harper, John
Wesley’s 31) First, we must personally apply God’s Word to our lives, and
second, we must seek to teach others what we have learned. We may do
this through reflective reading, which means pausing to think about how what
is read connects with our lives. We may do this by asking the following
questions proposed by Paul Little:
a. Is there an example for me to follow?
b. Is there a sin for me to avoid?
c. Is there a command for me to obey?
d. Is there a promise for me to claim?
e. What does this passage teach me about God or Jesus Christ?
f. Is there a difficultyfor me to explore?
g. Is there something in this passage I should pray about today? (126-27)

5. We also must use the Bible corporately. Which is to say we must recognize
the value for the community of faith to sit under God’s Word. So we must be
faithful in attending services where the word of God is taught and preached.
It also means faithfulness in the reading and explanation of Scripture in family
devotions. We must use the Bible in our small groups and conduct our
church business with always the question in mind, “What does the Bible say
about this?”
There is no area where the message of Scripture is not relevant. But it can only
do its work in those who know it and who come to it worshipfully, systematically,
comprehensively, purposefully, and corporately. At the heart, when we read the
Bible, we are really asking two questions: “Do I expect to meet God?” and ”Am I
willing to obey God?*
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Session 7, Handout #I

Pick a Promise
Take your pick of the Scripture promises listed below. Tell the group why you
chose the one you did.
You can also personalize the promise. After you have chosen a verse, restate it
in first-person language. For example, if you personalized the first verse listed
below, it would sound like this: ”Therefore, If I am in Christ, I am a new creation:
The old has gone, the new has come!”
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new
has come!
2 Corinthians 5:17

... being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to
completion until the day of Christ Jesus.
Philippians 1:6
Call to me and I will answer you and tell you great and unsearchable things you
do not know.
Jeremiah 33:3
And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that in all things at all times,
having all that you need, you will abound in every good work.
2 Corinthians 9:8
I can do everything through him who gives me strength.

Philippians 4: f 3

And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him,
Romans 8:28
who have been called according to his purpose.
Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be
opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks find; and to him
Matthew 7:7-8
who knocks, the door will be opened.

No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God is
faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you
are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you can stand up under it.
I Corinthians 10:13
Here I am! I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens
Revelation 3:20
the door, I will come in and eat with him, and he with me.
Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world
gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.
John 14:27

(from Sheely 91)
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Session Seven Teaching: Searching the Scripture

“The Lord has promised good to me,
His Word my hope secures;”
(Newton)

The spiritual life must have an
. We must “test the spirits to see whether
they are of God” (IJohn 4:1, RSV).
For John Wesley the objective standard needed for genuine
spirituality was the
. He was committed to the
and
of Scripture.
We need to declare that the Bible is the standard by which
the results of
and
are checked.
Y

The primary value of scripture is

7
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We may cultivate our devotional lives by using the Bible in
the following ways:
1. Read the Bible w
Choose
and
Approach it with
Make your highest desire to
2. Read the Bible
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Wesley's method which provided a comprehensive
experience involve the following:
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Singleness of
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Holy Spirit;
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know God's will;
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4. Read the Bible
. We may do this
by asking the following questions proposed by Paul
Little:
a. Is there an example for me to follow?

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Is there a sin for me to avoid?
Is there a command for me to obey?
Is there a promise for me to claim?
What does this passage teach me about God or Jesus Christ?
Is there a difficulty for me to explore?
Is there something in this passage 1 should pray about today? (ref)**

5. We also must use the Bible

. At the heart,
when we read the Bible, we are really asking two questions: "Do I expect to
meet God?" and "Am I willing to obey God?"
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Questions for Discussion:
I.Why is it important to have an objective basis for
faith? What dangers or excesses have you
observed when such a basis has been absent?

2. Share methods or materials you have been using
in reading the Bible. What kinds of approaches
minister to you most in your use of Scripture?

3. What needs do you feel right now in the area of

Bible study? Perhaps someone in the discussion
group will have a suggestion to help you meet that
need.

4. Discuss the ways you seek to apply what you
learn from Bible reading. How does Scripture
come alive in your daily reading?

(from Harper, Devotional Life 35)
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Part Three: Means of Grace

Session Eight Lesson Plan: The Lord’s Supper
“Nourishment for the Journey”

Introduction
The Lord’s Supper is one of the means of Ggrace most misunderstood. Practical
teaching separates fact from fiction on issues such as Christ‘s presence, our
worthiness, the manner in which to receive and the purpose of the meal.
Opportunity will be given to participate in holy communion after the teaching
portion. The meaning of experiencing communion as a means of grace will be
explored. The SGP will be given opportunities to share meaningful moments at
the Lord’s Ttable.
Assumptions
I.Holy communion is a means of grace.
2. Communion involves mystery.
3. SGPs have a need to deepen their relationship with God.
4. Our manner and motive are important to God when we approach the table.
Objectives
1. To learn about the real presence of Christ in the meal.
2. To practice receiving God’s grace in the meal.
3. To continue building supportive relationships for growth in faith.
Preparation
Have Session Eight participant’s guide copied, pencils or pens, and huddle group
sheets ready for each participant. Have CD music and the elements prepared for
communion. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Procedures
I.Welcome the group and ask them to recall one special moment that they
experienced receiving the sacrament of holy communion. (15 minutes)
2. Hand out Session Eight participants’ guides. Work and walk through the
lesson with them. (30 minutes)
3. Hand out huddle sheets and have them answer in groups of four. (15
minutes)
4. Start music and focus participants on the worship center to receive holy
Communion. (15 minutes)
5. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives. (5
minutes)
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Session Eight Teaching: The Lord’s Supper
“Nourishment for the Journev”
“He will my shield and portion be,
As long as life endures.”
(Newton)

What is the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper? In other
words, what are we participating in when we kneel to
receive the juice and bread?
1. The Lord’s Supper is a Memorial MeaJ
P

Our minds are directed back to the once-for-all act of
redemption wrought on our behalf by Christ himself.

“Do this in Remembrance of me. (Luke 22:79)
The Hebraic understanding of “remembering” goes beyond
simple recall.
o

It meant to recall an event so thoroughly that the event comes
alive, anew and afresh in the present.

o Remember the event (the broken body and shed blood or the

crucifixion) in such a way that we leave the table serving the
risen Savior!

2. The Lord’s Supper involves the R M Presence of Christ!
Q

That does not mean Transubstantiation,which is the
predominant Catholic view that upon the priestly blessing of the
meal, the bread and wine materially change into the actual body
and blood of Christ.

o Nor does Real Presence mean Consubstantiation,which holds

that while the bread and wine are not changed in their
composition, Christ is nevertheless present in the elements
which are received.
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a Real Presence simply means that by his own choice the risen
Christ is truly present whenever the Lord’s Supper is observed.
Christ does not come through the bread and the cup; he comes
through the Sm.
But Christ is really there.

a The Lord’s Supper is a powerful Means of G m ,conveying
prevenient (leading), justifying (saving) or sanctifying (growing)
grace, but most often sanctifying grace.

a We celebrate O w Communion, which is to say the United
Methodist church remains open to any activity of God’s grace in
the sacrament. The invitation is made to “Ye that do truly and
earnestly repent of your sins ...” (Langford 44)

3. Holy Communion is a Pledge.
P

Of God on our behalf-that of Future G N awaiting the
Christian in heaven.
A tangible contact with the
great cloud of witnesses who
have preceded us.

P

This Pledge makes it a Celebration Meal.

I,The Problem of “eating and drinking in an unworthy
manner ¶Y
(I
Cor. I 12 7 )

...

The problem was not in their person and Character, it was in the Manner in which
they received the Lord’s Supper-rude and disorderly, one being “hungry, and
another drunken.
The Lord’s Supper is designed for sinners4on’t stay away because of a feeling
of being unworthy-we all are!
The invitation is in the form of a CaJ. So the call to communion is a call to
obedience more than it is a call to moral perfection.

2. The Problem of Participation.
Come to Communion with a Repentant H&.
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There are reasons not to come to communion, but they are not because we
are not worthy or that we feel sinful; but rather, because we are unwilling to
repent of our sin.
The only fitness required at the time of communion is a sense of our state of
utter sinfulness and helplessness.

3. The Problem of Freauencv.
J
J

J

As often as possible ...
Wesley took communion every 3 or 4 days ...
He urged the elders to “administer the Lord’s Supper on every Lord’s Day”
(qtd in Harper, Devotional 43).
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Session Eight Teaching: The Lord’s Supper
“Nourishment for the Journev”
“He will my shield and portion be,
As long as life endures.
(Newton)
~

~

~~

~~

~

What is the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper? In other
words, what are we participating in when we kneel to
receive the juice and bread?
4. The Lord’s Supper is a M

M

.

o Our minds are directed back to the once-for-all act of

r
himself.

wrought on our behalf by Christ

“Dothis in R

of me, (Luke 22: 7 9)
”

o The Hebraic understanding of “remembering” goes beyond
simple recall.
P

It meant to recall an event so thoroughly that the event comes
alive, anew and afresh in the present.

P

Remember the event (the broken body and shed blood, or the
crucifixion) in such a way that we leave the table serving the
risen Savior!

5. The Lord’s Supper involves the R
of Christ!
P

P

That does not mean Transubstantiation, which is the
predominant Catholic view that upon the priestly blessing of the
meal, the bread and wine materially change into the actual body
and blood of Christ.
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Nor does Real Presence mean Consubstantiation, which holds
that while the bread and wine are not changed in their
composition’ Christ is nevertheless present in the elements
which are received.
Real Presence simply means that by his own choice the risen
Christ is truly present whenever the Lord’s Supper is observed.
Christ does not come through the bread and the cup; he comes
through the S
. But Christ is really there.
The Lord’s Supper is a powerful M
of G
’
conveying prevenient (leading), justifying (saving) or sanctifying
(growing) grace, but most often sanctifying grace.
We celebrate 0
C
which is to say
the United Methodist church remains open to any activity of
God’s grace in the sacrament. The invitation is made to
“anyone who truly and earnestly repents of sin.”

6. Holy Communion is a P
u Of God on our behalf-that of F
awaiting the Christian in heaven.

and we fqst zjt His H
u This Pledge makes it a C

G

A tangible contact with the
great cloud of witnesses who
have preceded us.
M

2. The problem of “eating and drinking in an unworthy
manner
(ICor. II:27)

...”

, it was in the
The problem was not in their person and C
in which they received the Lord’s Supper-rude and disorderly,
M
one being “hungry, and another drunken.”
The Lord’s Supper is designed for sinners-don’t stay away because of a feeling
of being unworthy-we all are!
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The invitation is in the form of a C
. So the call to communion
is a call to obedience more than it is a call to moral perfection.

2. The Problem of P
Come to communion with a R

H

There are reasons not to come to communion, but they are not because we
are not worthy or that we feel sinful; but rather, because we are unwilling to
repent of our sin.
The only fitness required at the time of communion is a sense of our state of
utter sinfulness and helplessness.

3. The Problem of F
J
J

J

As often as possible ...
Wesley took communion every 3 or 4 days ...
He urged the elders to “administer the Lord’s Supper on every Lord’s Day”
(qtd in Harper, Devotional 43).
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I.In the teaching, Holy Communion was described as:

a. A Memorial Meal
b. The Real Presence of Christ, and
c. A Pledge of our promise of the future glory that awaits us
in heaven
Which one of these aspects of the nature of the Lord’s Supper means the
most to you?

2. Have you ever struggled over the issue of unworthiness in receiving
communion? Do you know someone who has? How are Wesley’s comments
heIpfuI?

3. Discuss the place and significance of communion in your life in the past.

What new insights or motivations did this session provide to make it more
meaningful in the future?

(from Harper, Devotional 46)
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Session Nine Lesson Plan: Fasting
“DiscipI ine for the Journey ”

Introduction
Fasting is the least practiced means of grace today with fast food on instant
demand. However, while fasting is most often practiced in connection with food,
there are other fasts that can be just as meaningful. These will be explored for
the SGP, and opportunity will be given to enter into a fast that is both spiritual
and practical.
Assumptions
1. God can be known.
2. Fasting can bring us closer to Him.
3. SGPs have a need to deepen their relationship with God.
Objectives
1. To explore the spiritual reasons behind fasting.
2. To discover other avenues of fasting that do not use food.
3. To be invited to enter a fast of food or other nourishment.
4. To continue building supportive relationships for growth in faith.
5. To experience fasting as a means of grace.
Preparation
Prepare Huddle Group sheets with pencils or pens available. Have ready an
opener and closing.
Procedures
1. Welcome the group and ask if anyone has ever fasted before for
reasons other than to loose weight. Talk about a few of the feelings
that were experienced when a fast was engaged and ask how God
might be able to use those feelings to draw us closer to Him. ( I O
minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader’s Guide and begin the lesson. (30 minutes)
3. Divide group up into different huddle groups from last week; give the
huddle sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20
minUtes)
4. Bring them back to the larger group to discuss the Huddle group
questions. (20 minutes)
5. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives.
(5 minutes)
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Session Nine Teaching: Fasting
“Discidine for the Journev”
“He will my shield and pottion be,
As long as life endures.”

Hunger for Righteousness

(Newton)

In the history of Christian spirituality, the theme of self-denial is of major
importance. Saints of the ages have recognized that the spiritual life is not only
concerned with what we receive but also with what we give up. In the Wesleyan
tradition, particularly in terms of the means of grace, the element of self-denial is
most visible in the discipline of fasting. It is significant that Wesley included it
among the five instituted means of grace. He was persuaded that fasting was
“fully established in the church of God” and practiced by Christ himself (Matt.
6:16). That was sufficient to warrant its use in the present. Wesley believed the
practice of fasting was a definite aid in spiritual growth.
What is Fasting?
The fundamental definition for fasting in the Bible is to abstain from food.
The times for fasting vary widely in Scripture, going all the way up to forty days
and forty nights. The most common practice is for one day, from morning until
evening. Both Scripture and early church tradition support this standard.
Wednesday and Friday were widely reserved for fasting by early Christians, to
which were added other stated fast days throughout the year.
Five Types of Fasting:
1. Absolute Fast-no food or water (as in Esther 4:16 & Acts 9:9)
2. Not eating any food but some water (as in Luke 4:2fF).
3. Abstinence-not an entire fast-used when someone is sick.
4. Abstaining from pleasant food-used in Scripture by those who did not
want to defile themselves with sumptuous fare (as in Daniel 10:3).
5. Corporate Fast-to observe a holy day such as the Day of Atonement
(as in Leviticus 23:27)or in times of National crisis (as in Joel 2:15 & 2
Chronicles 2O:l-4)
Biblical fasting is not self-mortification. We are not to try to prove
Spirituality by extremes in physical asceticism. We are to preserve our health as
a good gift of God.
Who Should Not Fast Food

According to Alan Cott, M.D., in Fasting: The Ultimate Diet, people with
the following conditions should never fast food:
a
Heart diseases, especially a predisposition to thrombosis
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Tumors
Bleeding ulcers
Cancer
Blood diseases
Active pulmonary diseases
Diabetes (juvenile)
Gout
Liver diseases
Kidney diseases
Recent myocardial infarction
Cerebral diseases
Pregnant women
Those who have just given birth (Cott,Agel, and Boe 63)
Elderly persons who have never fasted are advised to make sure you
have the blessings of your doctor. Very thin people should not fast for more than
a couple of days every few months, no matter their age. This is especially true of
women, who tend to mobilize their scant supply of fat too quickly, with an effect
similar to diabetic shock. Do not fast without your doctor's approval if you are
under his care for any reason.
Biblical fasting always centers on spiritual purposes. In the forty-day fast
of Jesus we are told that "he ate nothing" and toward the end of the fast that "he
was hungry" and that Satan tempted Him to eat, indicating that the abstaining
was from food but not from water (Luke 4:2ff).
Spiritual Dimension

Fasting can be used well by those who are under conviction, by those who
are aware of intemperance in food and drink, and by those who want to find
additional and special times of prayer. In fact, it is the connection between
prayer and fasting which Wesley most wanted to emphasize in the devotional life.
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Two Important Statements of J e s u s
Concerning the discipline of fasting

1. Matthew 6:16-18 (look it up and read it)
General Context:
Specific Context:
What does this passage imply about our motive for fasting?

What does his words, “When you fast“ imply?

These words of Jesus does not constitute a
He seemed to make the assumption that people would fast, and what was
needed was instruction on how to do it properly.
2. Matthew 9:14-17 (look it up and read it)
General Context:

Specific Context:
When is it that Jesus referred to as the time of the bridegroom’s absence?

ALTERNATIVES TO A FOOD FAST (a brainstorming session ...)
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Part Three: Means of Grace

Session Ten Lesson Plan: Christian Conferencing
“Companions for the Journey”

Introduction
Christian conferencing is another name for small group ministry. It was one of
Jesus’ primary methods of training his disciples and becomes a means of race
when entered into with Christ at the center. As iron sharpens iron, we help to
smooth off the rough edges of each other through the support, nurture, and
accountability available in a Christian small group. The SGP will reflect on her/
his time in this small group and learn the biblical basis for small group ministry.

Assumptions
1. God can be known.
2. Small groups provide community.
3. SGPs have a need to deepen their relationship with God.
4. Meeting together for nurture and accountability is a means of grace.
Objectives
1. To learn the biblical basis for small group ministry.
2. To explore the benefits of accountability.
3. To continue building supportive relationships for growth in faith.
4. To experience group life as a means of grace.
Preparation
Have the participants’ guides copied, with pencils or pens, and huddle group
sheets ready for each participant. Prepare a brief beginning and ending.
Procedures
1. Welcome the group and ask them to share one blessing they’ve
received from this small group experience. (20 minutes)
2. Refer to your Leader‘s Guide and begin the lesson after you’ve handed
out the participant’s guides and pencils. (20 minutes)
3. Divide group up into different huddle groups from last week; give the
huddle sheets and ask them to share these in their groups. (20
minutes)
4. Bring them back to the large group and discuss findings from small
groups. (20 minutes)
5. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God’s hand in our lives.
(5 minutes)
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Session Ten Teaching: Christian Conferencing
“CornDanions for the Journev”
”When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we’d first begun.”
(Newton)

No one can develop a mature spirituality alone. To be a Christian is to be
called into community. It is to become a functioning part of the body of Christ.
For Wesley it was important to make the communal dimension of the spiritual life
tangible for the early Methodists. He used the means of Christian conference to
do it.

The term is not familiar today, but “Christian Cconference” was used to
describe all the group experiences that were provided through the United
Societies. Wesley saw this as a means of grace because he believed it was
exemplified in Jesus’ calling together of the disciples and the New Testament
emphases on assembly, koinonia, etc.
Certain elements were mediated through the small groups: Nurture,
study, encouragement, stewardship, witness, and service. All of these needed to
be present in the life of any believer, and they were best mediated through the
group experience.
This session examines several expressions of small groups as a means of
spiritual formation today.
Biblical Foundations for Small Groups as a Means of Grace

Natureof God
Genesis I:?
states that God (Elohim) is the creator of all that exists. The word
Eiohim is plural, designating or incorporating more than one person. It expresses
the unity of three persons in one God-the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
The “trinity” nature of God points to our need for intimate, nurturing relationships.
Q

Nations

The Israelites were a chosen people; God set them apart from all other peoples
on the face of the earth (Deut. 7:6).They were not chosen for their large
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numbers, but because they were few in number (Deut. 7:7-8).They formed a
great family called "the house of Israel (Ex. 40:38)which was the model around
which the nation was internally organized.
P

Tribes

The house of Israel, by virtue of its descent from the twelve sons of Jacob, was
divided into twelve subgroups or tribes (Gen. 49). Tribes provided the leaders
with a method to administer and guide the people (Josh. 13-22).

o

Families or Clans
-

Tribes were broken down further into groups of relatives known as clans or
families. By the last year of the wilderness journey, 57 families existed among
the twelve tribes. Numbers 26:21-49 profiles the families with their associated
tribes.

o

Households

This literally means "house." The various clans were divided down into family
subgroups or relatives living in the same dwelling, including servants and
dependents. This is the idea when Scripture speaks of "the household of
Joseph" (Gen. 50:8)or "Pharaoh and all his household" (Deut. 6:22).
Households typically incorporated several generations of relatives and servants.

o

FatherofMan

A specific man, including his wife and children, was the smallest group within the
Jewish identity. The phrases "son of" and "daughter o f were common social
identifiers, linking the person to his or her father. A single family unity could exist
as part of a larger household or as a separate entity. Individual family units were
the heart of Jewish society-the primary small groups.

Every Jew could (and many still can) rehearse his or her identity based on
nation, tribe, family, household, and father. These identity groupings were
important political, social, and spiritual designations.
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Jesus as Small Group Leader
We must not only seek to be like Christ in character, but also in behavior.

1. Jesus began his earthly ministry by gatherinq his small group, the
disciples.
(Matthew 4: 18-22; Luke 6:13-I 6; Matthew ’l0:2-4-He
chose to
minister within a framework of interpersonal relationships)
2. Jesus was actively involved in both larae and small group ministry
contexts. (Mark 12:37; Matthew 26:6)
3. Jesus spent the majority of his time with his small group. As his
crucifixion drew closer, he spent more time with his small group
and less time with the multitudes.
4. People, not proarams, were central in Jesus’ method of ministry.
The kingdom he sought to proclaim was not a material
organization but a heavenly realm (Luke 1720-21).
5. Jesus used the small group context to teach and model spiritual
sacrifice, devotion, and maturity.
He did this through a living-learning laboratory. It was through this
intimacy that the twelve were “granted to know the mysteries of the
kingdom’’ (Luke 8:lO).
6. Finally, the small group was Jesus’ method for leadership
development. He devoted himself primarily to the task of
developing a select group of men, the apostles. Success was to
be measured in terms of their future ministries, not in present
achievements.

New Testament References to Small Group Ministry
Acts 246-47:

1 Corinthians 12:7:

Hebrews 10:24-25:
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2 Timothy 2:2
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Session Ten Teaching: Christian Conferencing
“CornDanions for the Journev”
“When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we’d first begun.”
(Newton)

No one can develop a mature spirituality alone. To be a Christian is to be
called into community. It is to become a functioning part of the body of Christ.
For Wesley it was important to make the communal dimension of the spiritual life
tangible for the early Methodists. He used the means of Christian conference to
do it.

The term is not familiar today, but “Christian conference” was used to
describe all the group experiences that were provided through the United
Societies. Wesley saw this as a means of grace because he believed it was
exemplified in Jesus’ calling together of the disciples and the New Testament
emphases on assembly, koinonia, etc.
Certain elements were mediated through the small groups: Nurture,
study, encouragement, stewardship, witness, and service. All of these needed to
be present in the life of any believer, and they were best mediated through the
group experience.
This session examines several expressions of small groups as a means of
spiritual formation today.

Biblical Foundations for Small Groups as a Means of Grace
Genesis 1:Istates that God (Elohim) is the creator of all that exists. The word
Elohim is plural, designating or incorporating more than one person. It expresses
the unity of three persons in one God-the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
The “trinity” nature of God points to our need for intimate, nurturing relationships.

O N
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The Israelites were a chosen people; God set them apart from all other peoples
on the face of the earth (Deut. 7:6). They were not chosen for their large
numbers, but because they were few in number (Deut. 7:7-8).They formed a
great family called “the house of Israel (Ex. 40:38) which was the model around
which the nation was internally organized.

o T
The house of Israel, by virtue of its descent from the twelve sons of Jacob, was
divided into twelve subgroups or tribes (Gen. 49). Tribes provided the leaders
with a method to administer and guide the people (Josh. 13-22).

Tribes were broken down further into groups of relatives known as clans or
families. By the last year of the wilderness journey, 57 families existed among
the twelve tribes. Numbers 26:21-49 profiles the families with their associated
tribes.

This literally means “house.” The various clans were divided down into family
subgroups or relatives living in the same dwelling, including servants and
dependents. This is the idea when Scripture speaks of “the household of
Joseph” (Gen. 50:8)or “Pharaoh and all his household” (Deut. 6:22).
Households typically incorporated several generations of relatives and servants.

O F

M

A specific man, including his wife and children, was the smallest group within the
Jewish identity. The phrases “son of‘ and “daughter of“ were common social
identifiers, linking the person to his or her father. A single family unity could exist
as part of a larger household or as a separate entity. Individual family units were
the heart of Jewish society-the primary small groups.

Every Jew could (and many still can) rehearse his or her identity based on
nation, tribe, family, household, and father. These identity groupings were
important political, social, and spiritual designations.
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Jesus as Small Group Leader

We must not only seek to be like Christ in character, but also in behavior.

I.Jesus began his earthly ministry by
his small
group, the disciples.
chose to
(Matthew 4: 18-22; Luke 6:13-I 6; Matthew 10:2-4--He
minister within a framework of interpersonal relationships)
2. Jesus was actively involved in both
and small group
ministry contexts. (Mark 12:37; Matthew 26:6)
3. Jesus spent the majority of his
with his small group. As
his crucifixion drew closer, he spent more time with His small
group and less time with the multitudes.
4.
, not
, were central in
Jesus’ method of ministry. The kingdom he sought to proclaim
was not a material organization but a heavenly realm (Luke 17:2021).
5. Jesus used the small group context to teach and model spiritual
, and
He did this through a living-learning laboratory. It was through this
intimacy that the twelve were “granted to know the mysteries of the
kingdom” (Luke 8:lO).
6. Finally, the small group was Jesus’ method for
. He devoted himself primarily to the task of
developing a select group of men, the apostles. Success was to
be measured in terms of their future ministries, not in present
achievements.
3

New Testament Referencesto Small Group Ministry
Acts 2:46-47:

1 Corinthians 12:7:

Hebrews 10:24-25:
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2 Timothy 2 2
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Part Four: Who are we Becoming?

Session Eleven Lesson Plan:
"Discovering our Ministry in God's Church-Part I"

Introduction
We focus our entire time in this session on taking a spiritual gifts assessment
after a prayer and brief explanation:
Assumptions
1. Every Christian is given a gift to be used for the kingdom.
2. We need to discover our spiritual gift.
3. The church is healthy when spiritual gifts are in operation.
4. Taking a gifts assessment can help us identify our gift@).
Objectives
1. To discover our spiritual gift(s).
2. To be affirmed in that gift.
3. To affirm others in their gifts.
4. To begin applying our gift to the work of the church.
Prepamtion
Have teaching sheets available to distribute. Have "You Remind Me of Jesus"
copied for the participants. Have Have pencils and gifts assessments ready for
disbursement.
Pmcedures
1. Welcome the group and hand out "You Remind Me of Jesus." This
opener is designed to allow each SGP to be affirmed in those
attributes that remind SGPs of Jesus. (20 minutes).
2. Go over the list of spiritual gifts for SGPs to consider. (15 minutes)
3. Hand out the gifts assessments and give directions on taking it and
then let SGPs fill them out. Take them up after 30 minutes.
4. Conclude with a prayer for discernment to see God's hand in our lives.
(5 minutes)
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You Remind Me of Jesus
Every Christian reflects the character of Jesus in some way. As your group has
gotten to know each other, you can begin-to see how each person demonstrates
Christ in their very own personality.

Go around the circle and have one person at a time listen while others tell’that
person how they remind them of Jesus. You may also want to tell them why you
selected what you did.

YOU REMIND ME OF ...
JESUS THE HEALER

JESUS THE TEACHER
You have a gift for bringing the Scripture
to life in a way that offers hope and truth.

JESUS THE SERVANT

JESUS THE CRITIC

You seem to be able to touch
someone’s life with your compassion and help make them whole.

There seems to be nothing that
you wouldn’t do for someone.

You have the courage to say what needs
to be said, even if it isn’t always popular.

JESUS THE PREACHER
You share your faith in a way
that challenges and inspires
people.

JESUS THE LEADER

JESUS THE ADMINISTRATOR
As Jesus had a plan for the
disciples, you are able to
organize and accomplish great
things for God.

JESUS THE REBEL

By doing the unexpected, you
remind me of Jesus’ way of
revealing God in unique,
surprising ways.

Because you are a visionary, people are
willing to follow you.

JESUS THE MIRACLE WORKER
You seem to defy the laws of nature in

your efforts to make God’s kingdorri

come alive.

JESUS THE SACRIFICE
Like Jesus, you seem to be willing

to sacrifice anything to glorify God.

(Sheely, I17)
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Session Eleven Teaching:
“Discoverina our Ministrv in God’s Church-Part I”

SPIRITUAL

“When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we’d first begun.
(Newton)
GIFT DEFINITION (from Bugbee, Cousinsand ~ y t e i s )

Spiritual gifts are special abilities distributed by the Holy Spirit to
every believer according to God’s design and grace for the common
good of the body of Christ.
P

P

P

P

Spiritual gifts are special abilities.
o Spiritual gifts are divine endowments
P They are abilities God has given to us to make our
unique contribution. ( I Cor. 12:7)
Distributed by the Holv Spirit.
P Spiritual gifts are given by God.
P He bestows spiritual gifts to us for meaningful service.
(1Cor. 12:l I )

To every believer according to God’s design and grace.
P Every believer has at least on spiritual gift.
P Every believer is a minister. ( I Pet. 4:lO)
For the common Qoodof the body of believers.
P The spiritual gifts that God gives us allow us to serve
one another better.
o A major test of our use of spiritual gifts is to glorify God
and edify others. ( I Cor. 12:7)

To one there is given through the Spirit the message of wisdom, to
another the message of knowledge by means of the same Spirit, to another faith
by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spirit, to another
miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between
spirits, to another speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still another the
Cor. 12:8-10)
interpretation of tongues. (I
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Session Eleven Teaching:

“When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing Gods praise
Than when we’d first begun. ”
(Newton)

SPIRITUAL GIFT DEFINITION (from Bugbee, Cousins and ~ y b e ~ s )

Spiritual gifts are special abilities distributed by the Holy Spirit to every believer
according to God’s design and grace for the common good of the body of Christ.

o Spiritual gifts are
o Spiritual gifts are divine endowments
P

They are abilities God has given to us to make our
unique contribution. (I
Cor. 12:7)

o Distributed by the

Spiritual gifts are given by God.
o He bestows spiritual gifts to us for meaningful service.
(1Cor. 12:ll)
o

P

Toevery

according to God’s
and
P Every believer has at least on spiritual gift.
o Every believer is a minister. (I
Pet. 4:lO)

P

Forthe

of the body of believers.
o The spiritual gifts that God gives us allow us to serve
one another better.
P A major test of our use of spiritual gifts is to glorify God
and edify others. (1 Cor. 12:7)

To one there is given through the Spirit the message of wisdom, to
another the message of knowledge by means of the same Spirit, to another faith
by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spitif, to another
miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between
spirits, to another speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still another the
(1 Cor. 12:8-IO)
interpretation of tongues.
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Group Exercise: Spiritual Gifts Mentioned in Scripture
(from Bugbee, Cousins and Hybels)

DIR ECTlONS
1. As each scripture passage is read, and each
Spiritual Gift is identified, write that Spiritual Gift
in the space provided in your Participant's Guide.
2. A few of the Spiritual Gifts occur more than once,
but you only need to write a Spiritual Gift down
the first time it occurs.
~

~~

~~

~~

Scripture Passage

Gifts Mentioned
~-

~

~~

1C O R I " S
12:8-10
For to one is given the word of wisdom through
the Spirit, and to another the word of krunuledge according to the same Spirit; to another
faith by the same spirit, and to another gifts of
healing by the one Spirit, and to another the
effecting of miracles, and to another prophecy,
and to another the distinguishing of spirits, to
another various kinds of tongues, and to another the interpretation of tongues. NASB

1.

2.

5.

6.
7.

9.
~

1 CORINTHIANS 12:28
And God has appointed in the church,first
apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then
miracles, the gifts of healings, helps, administrations, various k i d of tongues. N A S B

10.

12.

13.
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Group Exercise: Spiritual Gifts Mentioned in Scripture

,ROPVILCLNS 1 2 6 8
And since we have gifs that differ according to
the grace given to us, let each exercise them
accordingly: if prophecy, according to the proportion of his faith; ifsewice, in his serving;
or he who teaches, in his teaching; or he who
exhorts, in his exhortation; he who gives, with
liberality; he who leads, with diligence; he
who shows mercy, with cheerjiilness. NASB

15.
16.

17.

EPHESIANS 4: 11
And He gave some as apostles, and some as
prophets, and some as evangelists, and some
as pastors and teachers. NASB

NOTE: The lists of Spiritual Gifts provided in the Bible are not
identical, but they vary in order and content. The biblical lists
shown in Network are illustrative rather than exhaustive.
1 PETER 4:9-10
Be hospitable to one another without complaint.
As each one has received a special gif, employ
it in serving one another, as good steward of
the manifold grace of God. NASB
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Group Exercise: Spiritual Gifts Mentioned in Scripture

EXODUS 31:3
And I have filled him with the Spirit of God in
wisdom, in understanding, in knowledge, and
in all kinds of craftsmanship. NASB

..

1 TIMOTHY 2:l-2
I urge, then,first of all, that requests, prayers,
intercession and thanksgiving be made for
everyonefor kings and all those in authority,
that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all
godliness and holiness.

PSALM 150~3-5
Praise Him with trumpet sound; Praise Him
with harp and lyre. Praise Him with timbrel'
and dancing; Praise Him with stringed instruments and pipe. Praise Him with loud cymbals;'
Praise Him.with resounding cymbals. NASB

NOTE: Some churches would affirm other possible Spiritual Gifts, not
described or mentioned in Network. Some of those Spiritual Gifts might
include, but are not necessarily limited to: celibacy, counseling, exorcism,
martyrdom, and voluntary poverty.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
(from Bugbee, Cousins and Hybels)

DIRECTIONS
1. Respond to each statement on the SpirituaZ Gift Assessment pages
which follow, according to the following scale:

3 = Consistently, definitely true

2 = Most of the time, usually true
1 = Some of the time, once in a while

0 = Not at all, never

2. Using response sheet below, write your response to each statement in the block whose number corresponds to that number
statement in the Spiritual Gifl Assessment.
3. Important: Answer according to who you are, not who you
would like to be or think you ought to be. How true are these
statements of you? What has been your experience? To what
degree do these statements reflect your usual tendencies?

T
T
A
L

0
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
Spiritual Gift

First, second, and third
highest letter ,totals
a

a

'

Transfer these conclusions to p.71 of this guide.

SPIRITUAL GIFT ASSESSMENT
A =

Administration

KEY

B = Apostleship

c =

Craftsmanship
Creative Communication
E = Discernment
F = Encouragement
G = Evangelism
H = Faith
D =

I
J

= Giving
= Helps

K =

L =
M =

N =

o =

P =

Q .=

R =.

s =

Hospitality
Intercession
Knowledge
Leadership
Mercy
Prophecy
Shepherding
Teaching
Wisdom

Healing, Interpretation, Miracles, and Tongues are not included in
the Spiritual Gift Assessment or Observation Assessment because
their presence in the life of a believer tends to be self-evident.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
1. I like to organize people, tasks, and events.
2. I would like to start churches in places where they do not presently
exist.

3. I enjoy working creatively with wood, cloth, paints, metal, glass, or
other materials.
4. I enjoy challenging people’s perspective of God by using various forms
of art.
5. I can readily distinguish between spiritual truth and error, good and evil.
6. I tend to see the potential in people.
7. I communicate the gospel to others with clarity and effectiveness.
8. I find it natural and easy to trust God to answer my prayers.
9. I give liberally and joyfully to people in financial need or to projects
requiring support.
10. I enjoy working behind the scenes to support the work of others.
11 I view my home as a place to minister to people in need.
12. I take prayer requests from others and consistently pray for them.
13. I am approached by people who want to know my perspective on a
particular passage or biblical truth.
14. I am able to motivate others to accomplish a goal.
15. I empathize with hurting people and desire to help in their healing
process.
16. I can speak in a way that results in conviction and change in the lives of
others.
17. I enjoy spending time nurturing and caring for others.
18. I am able to communicate God’s word effectively.
19. I am often sought out by others for advice about spiritual or personal
matters.
20. I am carehl, thorough, and skilled at managing details.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
21. I am attracted to the idea of serving in another country or ethnic
community
22. I am skilled in working with different kinds of tools.
23. I enjoy developing and using my artistic skills (art, drama,music,
photography, etc.),
24. I frequently am able to judge a person’s character based upon first
impressions.
25. I enjoy reassuring and strengthening those who are discouraged.
26. I consistently look for opportunities to build relationships with
non-Christians.
27. I have confidence in God’s continuing provision and help, even in
difficult times.
28. I give more than a tithe so that kingdom work can be accomplished.
29. I enjoy doing routine tasks that support the ministry
30. I enjoy meeting new people and helping them to feel welcomed.
3 1. I enjoy praying for long periods of time and receive leadings as to
what God wants me to pray for.
32. I receive information from the Spirit that I did not acquire through
natural means.
33. I am able to influence others to achieve a vision.
34. I can patiently support those going through painful experiences as
they try to stabilize their lives.
35. I feel responsible to confront others with the truth.
36. I have corn ssion for wandering believers and want to protect them.
37. I can spend t e in study knowing that presenting truth will make a
difference in the lives of people.
38. I can often find simple, practical solutions in the midst of conflict or
confusion.

x
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
39. I can clarlfy goals and develop strategies or plans to accomplish
them.
40. I am willing to take an active part in starting a new church.
41. I enjoy making things for use in ministry.
42. I help people understand themselves, their relationships, and God
better through artistic expression.
43. I can see through phoniness or deceit before it is evident to others.
44. I give hope to others by directing them to the promises of God.
45. I am effective at adapting the gospel message so that it connects
with an individual’s felt need.
46. I believe that God will help me to accomplish great things.
47. I manage my money well in order to free more of it for giving.
48. I willingly take on a variety of odd jobs around the church to meet
the needs of others.
49. I genuinely believe the Lord directs strangers to me who need to get
connected to others.
50. I am conscious of ministering to others as I pray.
51. I am committed, and schedule blocks of time for reading and studying scripture, to understand biblical truth fully and accurately

52. I can adjust my leadership style to bring out the best in others.
53. I enjoy helping people sometimes regarded as underserving or
beyond help.
54. I boldly expose cultural trends, teachings, or events which contradict
biblical principles.
55. I like to provide guidance for the whole person -relationally,
emotionally, spiritually, etc.
56. I pay close attention to the words, phrases, and meaning of those
who teach.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
57. .I can easily select the most effective course of action from among
. several,alternatives.

58. I can identify and effectively use the resources needed to accomplish
tasks.
59. I can adapt well to different cultures and surroundings.
60. I can visualize how something should be constructed before I build it.
6 1. I like finding new and fresh ways of communicating God’s truth.
62. I tend to see rightness or wrongness in situations.
63. I reassure those who need to take courageous action in their faith,
family, or life.
64. I invite unbelievers to accept Christ as their Savior.
65. I trust God in circumstances where success cannot be guaranteed by
human effort alone.
66. I am challenged to limit my lifestyle in order to give away a higher
percentage of my income.
67. I see spiritual significance in doing practical tasks.
68. I like to create a place where people do not feel that they are alone.
69. I pray with confidence because I know that God works in response to
prayer.
70. I have insight or just know something to be true.
7 1. I set goals and manage people and resources effectively to accomplish
them.
72. I have great compassion for hurting people.
73. I see most actions as right or wrong, and feel the need to correct the
wrong.
74. I can faithfully provide long-term support and concern for others.
75. I like to take a systematic approach to my study of the Bible.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
76. I can anticipate the likely consequences of an individual’s or a
group’s action.
77. I like to help organizatans or groups become more efficient.
78. I can relate to others in culturally sensitive ways.

79. I honor God with my handcrafted gifts.
80. I apply various artistic expressions to communicate God’s truth.
81. I receive affkmtion from others concerning the reliability of my
insights or perceptions.
82. I strengthen those who are wavering in their faith.
83. I openly tell people that I am a Christian and want them to ask me
about my faith.
84. I am convinced of God’s daily presence and action in my life.
85. I like knowing that my financial support makes a real difference in
the lives and ministries of God’s people.
86. I like to find small things that need to be done and often do them
without being asked.

87. I enjoy entertaining people and opening my home to others.
88. When I hear about needy situations, I feel burdened to pray.
89. I have suddenly known some things about others, but did not know
how I knew them.
90. I influence others to perform to the best of their capability.
91. I can look beyond a person’s handicaps or problems to see a life that
matters to God.
92. I like people who are honest and will speak the truth.

93. I enjoy giving guidance and practical support to a small group of
people.
94. I can communicate scripture in ways that motivate others to study
and want to learn more.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
95. I give practical advice to help others through complicated situations.
96. I enjoy learning about how organizations function.
97. I enjoy pioneering new undertakings.
98. I am good at and enjoy working with my hands.
99. I am creative and imaginative.

100. I can identify preaching, teaching, or communication which is not
true to the Bible.
101. I like motivating others to take steps for spiritual growth.
102. I openly .andconfidently tell others what Christ has done for me.
103. I am regularly challenging others to trust God.
104. I give generously due to my commitment to stewardship.
105. I feel comfortable being a helper, assisting others to do their job
more effectively.

106. I do whatever I can to make people feel that they belong.
107. I am honored when someone asks me to pray for them.
108. I discover important biblical truths when reading or studying
scripture which benefit others in the body of Christ.
109. I am able to cast a vision that others want to be a part of.
110. I enjoy bringing hope and joy to people living in difficult
circumstames.
111. I will speak God’s truth,even in places where it is
unpopular or difficult for others to accept.
112. I can gently rMore wandering believers to faith and fellowship.
113. I can present information and skills to others at a level that makes it
easy for them to grasp and apply to their lives.
114. I can apply scriptural truth that others regard as practical and
helpful.
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Spiritual Gifts Assessment
I

115. I can visualize a coming event, anticipate potential
problems, and develop backup plans.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.

I am able to orchestrate or oversee several church ministries.
I am able to design and construct things that help the church.
I regularly need to get alone to reflect and develop my imagination.
I can sense when demonic forces are at work in a person
or situation.
I am able to challenge or rebuke others in order to foster spiritual
growth.
I seek opportunities to talk about spiritual matters with unbelievers.
I can move forward in spite of opposition or lack of support when
I sense God’s blessing on an undertaking.
I believe I have been given an abundance of resources so that I may
give more to the Lord’s work.
I readily and happily use my natural or learned skills to help
wherever needed.
I can make people feel at ease even in unfamiliar surroundings.
I often see specific results in direct response to my prayers.
I confidently share my knowledge and insights with others.
I figure out where we need to go and help others to get there.
I enjoy doing practical things for others who are in need.
I feel compelled to expose sin wherever I see it and to challenge
people to repentance.
I enjoy patiently but firmly nurturing others in their development as
believers.
I enjoy explaining things to people so that they can grow spiritually
and personally.

133. I have insights into how to solve problems that others do not see.
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Part Four: Who are we Becoming?

Session Twelve Lesson Plan:
“Discovering our Ministry in God’s Church-Part 2’’
Introduction
Tonight will be follow-up on last week’s gift assessment and processing it with
the group and the leader. A time of continued learning about gifts and how to
use them in the church.
Assumptions
1. Every Christian is given a gift to be used for the kingdom.
2. We need to discover our spiritual gift.
3. The church is healthy when spiritual gifts are in operation.
4. Taking a gift assessment can help us identify our gift(s).
Objectives
1. To discover our spiritual gift(s).
2. To be affirmed in that gift.
3. To affirm others in their gifts.
4. To begin applying our gift to the work of the church.
Preparation
Have last week’s gift inventories available and hand them out for analysis.
Procedures
1. Continue to process the gift inventory in the small groups
2. Explore different areas of service each gift may be used in.
3. Celebrate God’s grace and gifts together.
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APPENDIX J
SERENDIPITY CURRlCULUM “WHOL-I-NESS”
Seven Dimensions of a Whole Person
1. Orientation

The Gas Guzzler: Psalm 103: 1-5

2. Spiritual Dimension

Night Caller: John 3:l-21

3. Physical Dimension

Tough Question: John 51-9

4. Vocational Dimension

Career Crisis: Acts 9:l-l9

5. Emotional Dimension

Shalom: John 20:19-23

6. Relational Dimension

First Things First: Matthew 5:21-26, 43-48

7. Volitional Dimension

Holy, Wholly, Holey: Acts 20:22-38

8. Advanced Level

More Than New Age: 1 Corinthians 2:6-I6

9. Advanced Level

Body Language: Psalm 38:l-8

I O . Advanced Level

Bumpy Road: Galatians I:11-22

1I.Advanced Level

Road to Recovery: Colossians 3:1-4, 15-17

12. Advanced Level

How‘s Your Love Life?: 1 Corinthians 13: 1-7
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